
THE UNIVERSE'S BEST-SELLING SPECTRUM MAG! 

Here. Wilmslow. turn off the blowlamp a 
minute. I get the feeling we re being watched.' 

Nonsense. Kippers, i especially chose this 
spot because wed be masked by the YS Beaut 
Box. It features Chaos and Music Synth 48K, 

you know. Now tend a hand - we want to be (n 
this mag by nightfall.' 'Not so fast, miscreant 
types. The newsagent's keeping the tape safe 

behind the counter. You're under arrest." 
Curses! Wed have got away with it if it hadn't 

been for you meddling readers.' 

fhm. 

Enjoy a bit of the old ultraviolence with 
Space Gun # - it's a 
(compilation! With four games! That are 
thrilling! (Blimey.) • Lean, green and a 
nit irritated actually - the 

rain death from the skies • Holy 
seasonal adjustments! Catch up with The 
Official Father Christmas % I , Ball 2 
bounces back • Plus! Help >r X and 
Save Our Speccy! • And hosts 
a trouble-shooting special • Chunky and 
funky! (But that's enough about Christopher Biggins.) 

> j 
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'Your guarantee of value' 
Thn magawie comes from Future 

PubtrShmg, a company founded |ust seven 
years ago. but which now sells more 
computer magames than any other 

Dubisher m Britain. We offer: 

Better advice. Our titles are packed with 
tips, suggestions and explanatory features, 

written by the best in the business 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-r on 
pokey of «Mcmal independence. 

Clearer design. Our designers highlight 
key elements by using charts, digrams, 
summary boxes, annotated photos, etc. 

Greater relevance. At Future, editors 
operate under three golden riles: 
• Understand your readers' needs. 

• Sahsfy them 
• By any means necessary 

More reader interaction. We draw 
strongly on readers' comrtMbons. resulting 

in the Ivetest letters pages and the best 
reader tvs. Buyv^g one o( our magazines is 

kke joining a nationwide user group 

sz, Salutations, Spec-chums, and welcome to 
another gag-packed Issue of YS, the 
funky skillo magazine with the classical 

hint of crapness. We've been poring over your 
questionnaires in order to make the mag even 
more to your liking. One thing that was 
stunningly obvious was that you want more 
techy stuff. Last month's Ooh, Sourceyt was 
just the first of a clutch of techy features, and 
this ish sees the introduction of number two -
Dial Hard. Let us know what you think of it. 

Gamesters shouldn't feel left out though. Not 
only does the covertape feature my (and 8 lot 
of other people's) fave game of all, Chaos, but 
it also has a dead snazzy reader game that 
blows most commercial shoot-'em-ups out of 
the fishpond (or something). Later on In the ish 
you can let Alternative know that releasing Dr 
Who - Dalek Attack would actually be a really 
smart idea - yup, the SOS campaign is back! 

We've had an eventful month here in the 
Shed. As it's coming up to exam time, all the 
freelancers have been begging off reviewing 
games In order to get down to some serious 
revision. And, more worryingly, two of Bert the 
Stick Insect's legs have fallen off, Shed 
zoology expert Steve Anderson says they'll 
grow back again, so that's all right. I hope. 
Anyway, enough wibble - be off with you and 
read the magazine. 

Happy trails, 

Jonathan 
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Y O U R 

I never k n e w there 
w a s so much in it! 

- H ft * • 1 f 
CHAOS: COMPLETE GAME! 

PLUS! 
THE VERY BIG CAVE 
ADVENTURE PART TWO, 
+D BOOT, A PD DEMO AND 

POKERAMA 

BUY PARK LANE 
AND MOVE ON TO 

N E W S I ME' 

i i WORLD 
A EXCLUSIVE! 

HAND-HELD SPECCY 
REVEALED! 

Better value lor money. More pages, 
higher auafcTy: magames you can trust. 

Free plastic replica* of Gene Wilder as 
WUly Wonka. What, you cWnt get yows? 

As w e w e r e go ing t o press , n e w s r e a c h e d us of a 
s ta r t l ing d e v e l o p m e n t in S p e c c y techno logy . A 
F r e n c h f i rm, Po isson Indust r ies , have been work ing 

on a hand-he ld S p e c c y for t h e last y e a r . W e s p o k e to c o m p a n y 
d i rec to r Avrif Po isson v ia t h e Y S c r o s s - c h a n n e l phone l ink. 

'Work s t a r t e d last Apri l , a n d w e ' v e n o w r e a c h e d the s tage of 
hav ing a w o r k i n g p r o t o t y p e ready t o s h o w t h e s o f t w a r e houses . 
Shr ink ing t h e a c t u a l S p e c c y h a r d w a r e w a s n ' t m u c h of a p rob lem, a s 
i t 's so s m a l l t o beg in w i t h . T h e t w o b iggest o b s t a c l e s w e r e t h e 
p o w e r p a c k a n d t h e s c r e e n . W e ' v e m a n a g e d to solve t h e fo rmer by 
bui ld ing- in a b a t t e r y a d a p t e r - y o u just plug in an ord inary ca r 
b a t t e r y a n d th is g ives up t o t w e l v e hours of p lay . T h e screen 's b e e n 
r a t h e r m o r e of a p r o b l e m , but w e th ink our revo lu t ionary n e w T V 
h a r n e s s w i l l e n a b l e ful l hands -oH display a p p r e c i a t i o n . ' 

Po isson Indus t r ies w o n ' t be t a k i n g a n y orders unt i l t h e h a r d w a r e 
is f ina l ised , but res t a s s u r e d t h a t YS wi l l be f irst w i t h the n e w s on 
th is u n b e l i e v a b l e n e w m a c h i n e . 
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THOSE GAMES! 
R E V I E W S 
10 I. Ball 2 

8 P laydays 

3 5 T h e Official Father Chr is tmas 

T h e s e w o r d s 
b e g i n w i t h I. 

A N D I N R E P L A Y : 
4 0 4 - M o s t Thri l lers 
3 8 S e r g e a n t S e y m o u r 

3 9 S p a c e G u n 
3 9 S u p e r S p a c e Invaders 

....I. •• 

Okay. Kleenex out. Spec-Chums' n * lime to get a bit 
weepy Mystery surround* the fate of our competitor. 
Yup, Sinclair User that old stalwart of the Speccy 
•can*, haa disappeared. We're stttf not quite sura where 
It's gone or whether It's coming back, but what we do 
know la that wa r* terribly sorry and wa ll mlaa It 
something rotten. Aa soon as we heard the now*, we 
had a quick whip-round to see It we had enough money 
to buy it up. Imagine what fun we'd have with another 
Spec mag in the Shad' After pawning Andy O's bike and 
setting Unda s coiled ton of wrestling figures, we came 
up with the grand sum of £22.59. We gave Sinclair User 
a ring but the receptionist said they weren't taking any 
reader calls today. Anyway. If you're a new reader of YS 
(and ft you are. where have you been for the last seven 
years?) than welcome to the funkiest moat sklllo and 
only slightly crap Speccy meg trine In the world. H you 
feel a bit lost wtthout Sinclair User then pick up YS 
every month and Hfe might seem a fishy bit brighter! 

Get more from your Speccy with our 
new communication* column. Plug 
in to a phone line and let your 
Speccy do the talking! Builds month 
by month into a comprehensive 
gardening guide, or something. 

1 0 Letters 
With ono we just don't understand at all 

4 3 Nex t M o n t h 
What's coming next month Basically 

1 4 O o h . Sourcey! 
Kenneth, compressors, crap tokos, caramon! 

1 8 P r o g r a m Pitstop 
Listings to mako your wnsis hurt 

3 1 Public H o u s e 
Public domain, oh? 

2 8 S p e c T e c Jr 
Rondo rs do all the work shock p robot 

2 3 T ipshop 
Hint a 'n' ops tor toads of g&rrws. Basically 

4 7 Zucchini 

Jonathan .W • td/rv • f«w>n down 
Groucho t*m* • Why? H» i tht fontatf ran who 
»cw Imd Qutdur fiun a Vippwy kjppar »W a wtf 
to mate >ou could itnp trnJ/infitr with It. J» wo 
AVinWi • twndtnea Oroudn. 9 £r. fwrf* 

V E S T S T 

— ^ 

]§ 7 
r r 

; t. :• • 's • vZjWFi 

Land ZVcmnrr • Cr-Prtf t^ of tht Cotmimt 
fifty wto tuoawW Khrutthmi A r w j a SMwtf 
baddkuh 9 Favour tim dbww tarry tf T>w TVaa 
S'oĉ n • WVy» I fat d o rtwf ray lave.* mV . 
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C H A O S s t r i k e s I 
b a c k - jus t 

over t h e r e ! I t 's 
w i z a r d (ho ho). 

S p e t u n k 

vour w a y to 
page six for 
P t h e v e r y 

b i g c a v e , 
a d v e n t u r e 1 

I p a r t T W O . cihi 

f renzy! A N O 
GAIA b las ts off 

on p a g e six . 

Tidy up yoor 
disks! + D BOOT 

is a -s i t t ing on 
page six-

H ° for p a g e 
8 ® v « " a n d the 
B I C I E d e m o ! 

M U S I C S V N I H 
4 8 K c o m p o s e s 

i tself on p a g e 
seven . 

And groove to 
P ^ l s e v e n 'or 

P O K E R A M A . 

I 
9 • m 1 — 

I / 

I 
I 

zzMam* 

Ifr 

Julian Gollop * A 

* ft 

Hal Just the game with which to annoy 
owners of other machines. Chaos. 
y'see, only overcame out for the 

Speccy And it's a complete stormer of a 
game. Billed as 'a game of magical combat 
between two to eight wizards In an arena', it's 
just that. (Handy, that. Andyf Any or all of 
Ihese wizards can be played by the Speccy, 
and each Speccy player can be set to one of 
eight difficulty levels. Basically, the idea is to 
take turns casting spells and moving 
summoned creatures in order to kill off all the 
other players. But! You've only got a limited 
time to do it in, from five minutes with two 
players to half-an-hour with eight of 'em. You 
can't make deals, or form alliances - it's every 
wiz for himself. (Lumme.) And talk about depth 
of gameplay! There's so much strategy in 
Chaos you could spend weeks ferreting out all 
the subtly clever bits then, a few months later, 
still find a couple of surprises leaping out of 
the woodwork, landing well-placed fists in your 
solar plexus and. as you go down winded, 
snapping Ha! Bet you weren't expecting that, 
were you?' In an irritatingly self-satisfied 
manner. (Well, it is by the chap who wrote 

% tfr * 
^ i f — 

ft t t ^ l t i 

m \ K ^ 
S one s t r i n g B r i T l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Casualties already. Wilt Lunn tell loot ot R Swnnn (no 
relation) who In (urn was zapped by Pope Piue X. Shame. 

HAVEN'T WE MET SOMEWHERE BEFORE? 
Let's be honest here - Chaos has been on a 
previous YS covertape. Issue 57's, to be 
exact. Keeping on in an honest vein, there 
was a massive kerfuffle with the game we 
were supposed to be putting on this month 
and at the last minute we were left flat. 
Blimey, eh? Luckily, we remembered Chaos. 
As well as being a mind-bendingly good 
game, it was one of the most popular 
covertapes of all. We've still got a drawer full 
of letters from people who missed it the first 

% * ft 
ft 

- M P & 
Pope Pius X'S TURH 
The Pope * on (he attach again. That dragon la real, and 
Rolf* magic lira I* threatening to tip the balance ot 
power. Meanwhile. Goofy and Some String »lug It out 

Rebelstar, after alt.) Each lum of 
the game comes in three 
stages: Choosing Spells, 
Casting Spells and Movement 
and Combat And in the time-
honoured tradition, here's some 
wibbie about each. 

1 
Choosing Spells M ^ ^ ^ 
At the start of the game^wch wiz receives® 

list 'em. the lighter colti|ur they're written m, li 
more chance you have of casting thai spell. 

H r L n red (10%) to white <100%). The state oi 
the universe also helps. Y'see, each ipell is 
either chaotic, lawful or neutrai shown by an 
asterisk, an arrow and a line respectively^ 
Casting such a spell wobbles the urflVerse in 
that particular direction. So. f'r instance, if 
everybody cast chaotic spells, the universe 
would become more chaotic, and further 
chaotic spells would become easier to cast 
(but lawful ones more difficult). Neutral ones 
don't affect anything, being neutral. It's a bit of 
a giveaway really. 

Creature spells conjure up angry minions 
who will dash about and attack other wizards 
or their creatures. These minions have loads 
of funky attributes, so here's a description of 
'em. (The attnbutes. not the minions - that 
would take ages.) Combat is the offensive 
power of the creature Ranged Combat and 
Range shows how far certain creatures can 
shoot arrows or breathe fire, or whatever. 
Defence is its defensive power. Movement 
Allowance shows how many squares the 

time around, or whose tape broke after 
playing it constantly, asking for it to pop up for 
an encore (so to speak). So. what the hey, 
eh? By popular demand, it's Chaos! (again). 

This is not (repeat not. spelt n-o-t) going to 
herald a penod of putting old games on the 
Beaut Box again as 'classic covertapes' (or 
whatever). It's a one-off. We'll be back to 
normal next month but. in the meantime, why 
not give Chaos a spin? It's still as good as it 
ever was. and it's an exclusively Speccy 
game. Hurrah! 
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I 
creature can move each turn (diagonals count 
as one-and-a-half). Manoeuvre Rating is its 
ability to disengage from hand-to-hand 
fighting. Magic Resistance is the creature's 
ability to resist certain types of spell. (Come 
on. admit it. it's a doddle.) Casting Chance is 
the percentage chance of successfully 
conjuring up the creature. All creature spells 
have a range of one (that is. you can only cast 
them on an adjacent square.) Other 
characteristics show the special abilities of 
certain creatures - namely flying (they can 
hop over other creatures and obstacles such 
as walls), mount (wizards can ride 'em for 
speed and protection) and undeadi (they can 
only be attacked by other undead or wizards' 
magical weapons - very nasty). 

The other spells are described just over 
there, except for the Disbelieve spell. As 
mentioned above, you have a certain chance 
of successfully casting a creature. However! 
You can (sort of) cheat and cast ft as an 
illusion, meaning it will always appear. 
Illusions act just like real creatures, except 
they can be disbelieved by sceptical wizards, 
and henceforth disappear. Right, time to go on 
to casting spells methmks. 

r t i M & b ' h 

I * * f & 

T * f 

f t — t ^ i 

U H Son* s t r i n g ' s TURN | 
WMti the majority ot spell* exhausted, i t ' * time tor • little 
6rf*rt*iv« play - except tor Pope plus and Some String, 
who teem determined to shoot each other a lot. 
Casting Spells 
When you've chosen your spell (if you choose 
the wrong one. just choose again) you get to 
cast it. What a logical framework this game 
has. As you already know, unless you're the 
sort of person who just skims through 
instructions, creature spells can only be cast 
on adiacent squares. Certain spells can be 
cast anything up to six squares away (like 
walls), so just whizz the cursor to your 
selected point and. erm, cast that funky bit o' 
magic The screen will ted you the casting 
range if you get stuck, so don't worry about it. 
Movement and Combat 
After everyone's cast their spells, if s time to 
attack, or (more likely) run away in panic. After 
selecting your creature, Chaosi will tell you its 
movement allowance. For flying creatures, just 
bung the cursor on the square you want your 
minions to fly to Perambulating creatures 
have to be walked around one square at a 
time. If you want to attack something, move 
your creature up to the square next to it. then 
move as if to go on the same 
square. After moving, some J ^ \ 
creatures (like those pesky f ; ' l ' 
elves) can now fire missiles I 
at the opposition. Just place \ J 
the cursor on an enemy that's ^ ^ J 
in range and bias) it. ^ ^ k U ^ B J 

Not-creature spells 
Apart from creatures, you can cast a heady 
brew of offensive, defensive and just plain 
naughty spells. Here they are in their entirety. 
LOS means line of sight - you can only cast 
this spell if you've got a clear, erm, line of 
sight. Basically. 

Disbelieve Erm. already done this one It has 
no range limit and will always succeed. 
Gooey Blob (LOS) This must be casl in an 
open space^lt fdflthBQ spread, engulfing the 
enemy but leaving your ©features alone. 
However* If thei.blot» ts killed, anything it 
swallo%ntf returned to the game. 
Magic (Fire (LOS) Like the Gooey Blob, 
except It Itfte opponents outright. 
Magic Wood (LOS) Up to eight magic trees 

J . " " T ^ r n 
t fJtS) tJtS*J&>JB&£> 

r ^ ^ 

H k -

can spring up around you. Any wizard can hide 
in one. ai d t h e r e ' ; a ^hance you'll find an 
extra spell. Of course il you do. the tree 
disappears, soWpotttoanother one pretty 
darn sharpish. 
Shadow Wood (LOS). You can place up to 
eight shadow trees provided they are placed in 
empty spaces, and are not next to each other 
or to magic woods. Shadow trees can be 
selected as creatures. They can't move bul 
can atlack adjacent creatures. 
Magic Castle/Dark Citadel (LOS). An 
impregnable fortress, but one that lasts for a 
random number of turns. 
Wall (LOS). You can place up to four walls in 
empty spaces. Nothing can enter or move 
through a wall, but flying creatures can hop 
over them. 
Magic Sword/Knife/Bow. These give a wiz a 
handy weapon. They add four, two and ranged 
combat to the wizard's combai power 
respectively. You cant have the sworcland the 
knife at the same time. 
Magic Armour/Shield. These add four and 
two to a wiz's defensive power respectively. 
You can't have 'em both simultaneously. 
Shadow Form This makes a wizard semi-
visible and fleet (it says here). It adds three to 
defence and increases movement to three. 
The wiz can move around without becoming 
engaged to a creature (oh. you know what we 
mean) but if the wiz attacks anything, these 
effects disappear. 
Magic Wings The wiz can now fly with a 
range of six. 
Magic Bolt/Lightning (LOS). Magical attacks 
with limited range. Lightning has less range 
but is tl?e more powerful. g E H g H | 
Vengeance/Justice/Decree/Dark Power 
Ooo these are nasty. If you cast such a spell 
oria creature, 1 has a chance ot being killed. If 
ydp cas! iton a wsi. there's a chance all their 
creatures will van-sh Decree and Dark Power 
gi\)e you three attacks, ihe other pair. one. 
Subversion (LOS). Apart from illusory 
c rea tes or ints ridden by a wiz, you have 
a chanoe of turning a minion to your side with 
this u n T ^ ^ ^ J ^ r 
Raise Dead (LOS). Casting at a dead creature 
(obviously) gives you a chance of reanimating 
it. whereupon it becomes undead. (Gulp.) The 
worst is when someone uses it to create an 
undead dragon. (Double gulp.) 
A couple of other spells. There are three or 
four others you can only get Irom magic 
woods. We won't spoil the surprise by telling 
you what they do. 

i —. m&lw&TWw 

- ~ "i 
;] &&&& UiJtoto HI 

Sone s t r i r g ' S TURN 
A tew turns later, and the Pope ha* succumbed to a rain 
ot magic arrows. Holt venture* out a bit and John Craven 
remains snug In hi* castle. It'* a draw. Now - round two! 

Winding things up bits 
Within two or three turns, the arena will be 
packed with dangerous creatures, all battling 

away in fine old style Sensible 
wizards should immediately 

/y } I r< .••1 y cast a couple of defensive 
/ ' \Svi- \ spells, conjure up a mount 

W 'i t J then stay safely in a corner 
V J , '!VL'..!:J J while their creatures do all 
^ ^ ^ the work. (Management. 

eh?) Even though ii tends to 
play defensively, the Speccy makes 

a fine opponent, and if no fnends are to hand, 
taking on seven Speccy wizards at Level Eight 
is a splendid way to pass an hour. 

Oh blimey, we forgot to mention the 
presentation. Each creature is animated in a 
spooky wag, so the screen is always alight 
with movwmht. % 
good. Ohunky ma 
roaring dragons a 
screamy sort ot wi 
killed —Its almost 
(Mops brow.) Wh« 
and no mistake, J. 

And the sound is amazingly 
,igic£il explosions, alarming 
and a completely frightening 
.% arble when a wizard gets 
st too much to bear, 

it an utterly fab game ^ ^ 
J ike. \ m m 

Casting and movement modes - cursor 
movement 
O W E 
A D 
Z X C 

Spell selection 
1=Examine spells 
2=Seiect spell. Press Y or N for Illusion 
or reality 
3=Examine board 
4=Contlnue game 
zero=Return to main menu 
l=Give information on selected creature 
when examining board 

Casting spells 
Use cursors to move to square you 
want to cast spell in, and press select. 
Creature spells can only be cast 
adjacent to the wizard 

Movement and combat mode 
S=Select creature 
K=Abort movement or ranged combat 
zero=ends your turn 
1 to Sahighlight that wizard's creatures 

Remember - if suspicious, disbelieve. 
And only undead can attack undead. 
(Erm, unless your wiz has a magic 
weapon, In which case, use that.) 
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THE VERY BIO CAVE 
ADVENTURE PART 2 
St Bride's School 

c e L L L a L ^ e Mm l umi mi 
What-ho! That Tnxie. eh? She's a 

smart cookie, and no mistake. Bit 
sarcastic though. Don't take it lo 

heart - she's that scathing about everyone. 
Anyway, hope you managed to deal with The 
Jester all right, and got a good price from the 
little fence for all those trinkets you snaffled. 
Time now to venture further into the 
underground caverns of a dampish nature, 
with, erm, Part Two of the game 

oti are i n a s p l e n d i d chamber 
t h i r t y f a c t h i g h . 
And you can see : 

g i l d e d cage 
c hee r f u l l i t t l e s ongb i r d 

The only annoying thing about VBC is that 
to play Part Two, you'll have had lo complete 
Part One. (You have to load in your saved 
position at the start, you see.) So, sadly, 
unless you've triumphed over all in Ihe first 
bit, you won't get to see the suspicious 
rabbits, or the killer hippy, or anything Still. 
Bit of an incentive to buckle down to last 
month's part, eh, what? 

(Oh, and if you are one of the clever peeps 
who can get stuck into Part Two straight 
away, don't worry about the first, seemingly 
impossible, section. It's just there to wear you 
down in a funny son of way. If you get led up. 
keep entering WAIT and Trixie will 
eventually step in to take a hand. 
Okay? Okay.) 

Cage, bird, bird, cage. Put the bird In the cage, maka the 
magic paaa and the bird has 900*. Put the oovw on tha 
cage, mafca U4 magic paaa and the bird la baolc. Thank 
you, thank you. Maxt I require a member of the aodlanca. 

See those funny pointy things on the 
ends of your hands? If you f lop them 
on to the keyboard, letters appear on 
the screen. Can you guess the rest? 

/iiiic (S/Ul 
Simon Til lson 

IT I T I / J l T L T U ! 
Z ^ Lilt. Li 1 

less us and save us. eh? It's a reader 
game that isn't a puzzle number. Ano 
Gaia is a jolly well-written shoot-'em-

up with oodles of scrolling action, tonnes of 
B 

4-

•4r 

scenery. Crushers, drills and big squashing 
things', In fact It's probably a good idea to 
avoid 'em. however hideously unfeasible this 
may seem 

Simon waxes lyrical in his accompanying 
letter about all the software tncks he used to 
get the game running as Jast as it does 
Not that it means anything, but it lends 
colour to the background, or something 

Thaaa at* Simon'* own •craanahots. you know. Pity 
couWnt supply the caption* at wall though. 

A* the proleaalonal hitman bore down on him, the 
dlagracad Jolly Greco Giartt ducked behind a wall. 

enemies and some nasty surprises on later 
levels. The storyline wibbles on about 
pollution, luxury spacecraft, gigantic pirate 
ships which swallow up everything in their path 
and waistcoats but. essentially, you have to 
shoot everything that moves. (Occam's Razor, 
eh? It's a marvel.) 

When shot, some of the baddies will leave 
behind power-ups. These come in two flavours 
- weapons and speed. If you want to collect 
the power-up, hold down fire until your ship is 
glowing, then fly over the icon. Otherwise, just 
shoot it for points. (When your ship is going at 
full pelt it's a bit tricky to control y'see.) Oh, 
and later on "things' start appearing in the 

The bloalad whalebone coraal of doom spread terror 
throughout the galaxy. Who could atop It. eh? 

mmiWcmiL 
Joystick or definable keys. (HurrahIA 
sensible controls box for once. Andy) 

m 

L Jespersen 
Install +D DOS first 

L y H H i 
U V L L L V . Y I 

Well, it's a +D boot program, isn't it? 
Okay, okay. First of all, you need a 
+0 interface. This is a terrific bit o' 

kit that connects your Speccy to a three-and-
a-half inch disk drive (or, if you really feel the 
need, to a three-incher) and basically knocks 

the +3 into a cocked hat. Right. Got your +D? 
Fab though it is, loading programs is a bit 
long-winded. You either have to use the 
'LOAD d*' format, or the 'LOAD p' command if 
you know the number of the file. And that's 
where +D Boor comes in.(Actually, it's called 
MGTBool. but MGT's gone bust, so there.) 

The best way to start with Boot is to format 
a disk and pop your DOS on it (+sys or 
BetaDOS or whatever). Then load Boot, You'll 
get a screen of info. Ignore this for the 
moment and press CAPS+S. Boot will now 
save to the disk as 'autoboot' Now. when you 
enter RUN, Boot will craftily load in as well. 

The idea behind the utility is to provide an 
automatic loader for your progs (hence all that 
waffle about the loading format). If you save a 
BASIC or EXECUTE file starting with a capital 

letter. Boot will present it in a smart menu 
when you RUN the disk. Now, by bashing the 
letter next to your file, you can load if in a 
remarkably hassle-free lashion 

You can customise Boot beyond all 
recognition by prodding this and POKEing 
that. Just put in a disk without any capital 
letter files and you'll get the instructions. 

Oh, and you can take out line 9999. That 
was just a bodge to get it on the 
covertape in the first place. c 

Load It, CAPS+S to save, then just RUN 
the disk as normal. 
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BICIE 
Skusoft and Qjeta 

m 

t 9 
W A V e re going to break with tradition 

here. This little box isn't going to 
' describe what Bicie is all about. 

Not a word concerning its contents will trickle 

from this keyboard. That way you'll — 
appreciate the demo even more. f 
Bicie is a bit of a stonker - very f 
short, but the effect is bracing. I 
You won't believe your ears. ^ 
(Damn, nearly gave it away. ' 
Quick, say something else.) Er. you 
can load it in 128K or 48K mode. 
When it loads, you can save it to tape at 
normal speed, but when you break into the 
prog, it reverts (non-destructivety) to 48K 
mode. Nobody know why.. (Actually, we do 
know why in microscopically accurate detail 
but the explanation is unhealthily techy, so it 
comes to about the same thing.) Just be sure 

o o 
\ 

^ to save it out first if you want to fiddle 
about with it using the 128K screen 
editor 

^ W \ Oh blimey. Still some space left. 
I Er. er. Bicie, eh? What a silly name. 

" J It certainly doesn't have anything to 
. do with the demo itself, so where 

does the title come from? A slang term 
for biscuit? (It's all right, you can 

stop now. you've filled the box. Andy) • • • 

CONTROLS 
Ah! That would be telling. 

40K 
Simon Tillson 

i 

I 1 2 — 

U . V L L L V Y 

The man behind Ano Gaia strikes back 
with this 48K music synthesiser that 
allows you to write three-channel tunes 

using only the Speccy beeper. Ha. eh? About 
time we put those upstart 128K owners in their 
place. Anything you can do, etc etc. Anyway, if 
you want to find out how to use this fabuloso 
bit o" software, then turn to page twenty-six. 
(That's where the instructions are, y'see,) Oh, 
and if you load the prog in 128K mode, save it 
to lape because, when you exit, you'll go to 
48K BASIC strangely enough. (See 
Bicie for sort-of explanation.) ( 3 

A R N I K S P E A K S A G A I N ! 
Hallo poopils! Dooday ve vtll be lookink at 
form und mitre und - who 1 z dat tryink to 
sneak in late, eh? Oh no! It'z dose Your 
Zingiair compooda magazin skumbaks. 
Hello Amie! Could you give our readers a 
few tips on composing music? 
Veil. okay. First ov all you neet to zoak up ze 
artiztic atmozphere. Zo go oot und shoot up 
zings viz your Uzi. Zen you neet a peezetul 
vorking environment, zo dedonade a few 
dear-gaz bomps. Vinally. you 
haf to orchestrade your 
mazterpietz. So blow 
sumtzing up, kaboom! 
HO ho hO. It iz zo much 
fun, zis compozink of 
moozik. Uzi nine-
mtllimeder. I'll be back! 

Take the magazine in your right hand. 
Flip to page twenty-six. Continue 
reading. (Honestly, some people.) 

A M 
Jon's been working nights this week, so 

when we called him to find out the 
contents of Pokerama he was barely 

able to stnng together a coherent sentence let 
alone describe the list of cheats. His habit of 
passing out and sliding away from the 
telephone didn't help either. In the end we 
rang his next-door neighbour Mis Twills and 
asked her to go and rind out for us. 
Unfortunately, in one of those coincidences 

M b ! 
L > 

H mm /JM 
Wri 

that people never believe, Mrs Twills, 
whom Jon had never met what with his 
rock-and-roll lifestyle, turned out to be his 
Aunt Henrietta, previously thought to have 
been brought down by a ravenous 
armadillo while on safari. In all the 
excitement and subsequent swapping of 
stories and interminable home movie 
presentations. Mrs Twills completely 
forgot about us. Eventually her son 
Donald got out of the bath and came to 
ihe phone, but by that time we'd run out 
of ten pence pieces. (Thank heavens for 
the postal service, eh?) 

'Staggered' Northy's lost-and-found 
POKEs this month are... 
Captain Planet - infy lives 
Slightly Magic- Infy lives 
Viz- infy shame, Infy power, infy time, 
always qualify 
Mazemania - infy lives, infy energy 
Total Eclipse - infy water, infy time 
Ghouls 'n' Ghosts - infy lives 
Loopz - infy times ( 

n Your YS Beaut Box comes to your Speccy 
courtesy of two * t a r * named Geraint the Wise 
and Oeudimancax. Knowledgeabie in t S ' Z Z 
mystical things and not averse to laying aboirt 
themselves with a lew Spells of DesLct i J T 
when the queues at the post office get a tad lono 
they are naturally disturbed by b r a n d e d with 
such dreadful appellations and 
unable to present an unbreakable b a ^ I . t 
loading error, and misplaced bytes. So ff your 
tape shows s.gns of having slipped caddish.y r r * r u s , o n e d 4 > » 
UP with a see and post It to YS Beaut Box May 
Issue. Able* Audio Video Ltd. Harcourt 
Ha esford 14. Telford. Shropshire TF7 400. Now 
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A i t e r n a t i v e / £ 9 . 9 9 
ff 0977 797777 
H C ^ ^ B When I were a lad (You 

forgot the Eee'. Ed) 
learning wasn ' t supposed 
to be fun. Fear was the key 
word - though at f i rst, of 

course, we d idn ' t know that because F 
wasn't taught unt i l we'd gone th rough 
A to E. Short, sharp shock treatment, 
that 's what it was all about. And it 
didn't do me any harm. (Wibble.) 

Okay. I admit it. I'm jealous^;! wish there hao 
been educational computer games when I was 
la tot. It would have been much more beneficial 
Ihan spending my time avoiding flying chalk 
ana chanting times tables. Of course in those 
days the g j Ties would have beyn based on 
classics i ke Ivor the Engine.C»' Noggin the 
Nog Sadly, these never get repeated so 
instead the games are based on the under-
tives' faves of the moment. Hence Playdays 

Whatever happened to 
Hamble anyway? 
Playdays the programme is what Play School 
mutated into via a brief moment when it was 
called Playbus (which explains the bus motif 
on the cover and during the credits). The star 
of the Show is an a vine of indeterminate 
species calked the Why Bird, tn Playdays the 
program, said bird acts as your host 
throughout the thirteen different ac t i v i t i e^^g^ 
games) and constantly you 
encouragementJll you get things wrong you're 
not lambasted and toid to stand m the corner 
with a dunce's hat on. Instead Why Bird will 
say something like Try again,' or 'That was 
nearly rigtu' or You're crap. (Er, not really. 

| Ed) and gf lkyod an extra clue lo help you on 
ijenment (or something). 

ies cover a wide range of 
• .thing from shape 

counting to grids and dot-to-
Ire. The format of the program 
| ind if nothing else, makes 

I a bit more bearable by lumping 
m activities and letters in blocks. 

It's also an approach which means that the 
activities are chosen seemingly at random, so 

o o o 
r X o 

X > 4 < f H 
f j My go. 

TO, Mtantcany convoluted code, posing u a noughts 
I In bringing about 

X MARKS 
T1 

Noughts and Crosses You 
play the noughts and Why ^ 
Bird gets the crosses. I think ^ ^ 

you know the rules to this one. 
Treasure There s treasure 

^ ^ ^ hidden under one of those 
^ ^ squares. Click on one and 

you're told whether you are hot or 
cold (ie near to the loot or not). Try to 
locate the prize in as few goes as is 
humanly possible. 

Shapes and Colours Oo the P J 
colours match? Are the 
shapes not entirely 

dissimilar? On the harder levels the 
Why Bird cheats by changing the size of the 
objects or rotating them. 

a child will never know what to expect next. 
(Actually it's far from random, but, hey. who's 
taking notes?) (You are, I hope. Ed) 

The program presents you with a choice of 
six letters. If you choose J the program uses 
words like jumper and job in all the activities, 
choose T and you gel trees and, er, something 
else beginning with T (and so on). If you don't 
want any of t|)e letters in that set, you get 
another IqL'after enduring a bit more loading. 

Oraft you've chosen a letter you are first 
$hown six pictures all starting with your chosen 
letter then it's on to the activities. Depending 

B M 
M 

TOU are 
hot. 

»wika Itoddlo. Vou-w not euet! , , 
rounrtl. (Wuahtng. the two 

•"pptng away onty t 

, thought thai upon! 
, been consWaiad r^.r«iogtcell 
' ̂ H l o u k . notba tha mo- of. 

on which letter you've chosen you get to play a 
different set of games When you've completed 

; f e m you get to see a high score table which 
shows you how well you've done, then you can 
go back and select another letter The onty 
letter this doesn't apply to ts X Select X and 
you are taken into a specific set ol three 
games - Noughts and Crosses, Treasure and 
Shapes and Colours. 

We'd quite like some 
education, actually 
There is a difficulty setting which makes the 
game suitable for three to eight year olds - or 
so the manual tells us. Personally. I reckon the 
activities are a bit too simple and samey to 
appeal to any child over six. Also the program 
boasts a vocabulary ol over 250 words, Out 
when you divide this by twenty-five (the letters 
you can play with) this works out at about, er 
(scribble, scribble) ten words per letter which 
ain't that many. Folk of eight should certainly 
know more. 

Using the same background graphics for 
every game also robs the program of 
excitement. A bit more vanety would have 
made it more appealing 

On the plus side, great use is made of the 
characters from the TV programme Why Bird 
is an excellent host, and particularly well 
drawn. Other characters, such as Wobble the 
clown, pop up to congratulate good.work. Also 

the downfall otMoelEdmonde'evil amptre-AHegedty. 
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bs Described by Someone with No Patience At All 
Matching Match the word with the picture 
Snap Obvious 
Odd One Out Obvious. 
Counting Again, obvious. 
What's Gone? I haven't got time (or this. 
Spelling I've an urgent appointment, you know. 
Moving Window You gel to glimpse a small 
portion of a large picture though a small roving 
window. Of which there are no more in my 
chary get the idea? 
Dot-to-Dot Do you really need me to explain 
this? Dots, more dots, join them, happy? 
Sliding Puzzle It's a puzzle, and bits of it slide 
around What do you want, blood? 
Rhyme Each letter has its own little rhyme for 
you to read Edward Lear has nothing to worry 
about, apart from being dead of course 
Very Obvious Game Indeed Right, I'm going. 

the control system, which uses the joystick to 
select letters, is simple to use, though for the very 
young it would be best for a guide to stick around 
(especially to keep em interested during the 

In the scheme of educational programs, 
Playdays is on a level with the early Fun Schools, 
but way behind such fare as The Shoe People. II 
you're only going to buy one educational program, 
this Isn't It. Decent, but no award-winner. O 

idd 
r, - i 
L>s7j 

These uiords 
begin uilth L 

So do thaaa. laopani tofflw. loop* 
Looby-loo, iliac, lawnmo-ar, latoala. I W " * 

^npelwda wid Uooei Oood. who«eeome V8 

The characters from 
the show are used well. 
Random' games help 

to keep things fresh. 

But the same graphics 
and games (and words) 
do tend to come up 
again and again. 

The Fun School series Is 
still a much better bet. 

H Jonathan Nash 

Jonathan made a rotating 
movement in the air. 'It's a film!' 
shouted half ot the crew. 'It's a 

——— play1' shouted the other half. A 
huge argument broke out. dunng which 
Jonathan's charade was completely 
forgotten, as was Jonathan himself. 

HAndy Ounsted 

'Mine's a record,' announced 
Andy. 'You're not allowed to 
speak!' shouted half the crew. 
There's no such category!' 

shouted the other half. Another huge 
argument broke out. 

Linda Barker 
m f £ { \ I Linda made a rotating 
• i W M M movement in the air Then she 
iLv lSl f i J stood very still and held her 

arms close together above her 
head as if about lo dive into a swimming 
pool A few minutes passed. 'It's my home 
video of Bert the Stick Insect.' she said 
proudly, but nobody was listening any more. 

Tim Kemp 
• A l Ttm mimed both opening a 
I i ^ W I book and making a film Then 
I I he pulled the top off Linda's can 

I of Diet Coke and stuck it on his 
finger. Next he grabbed Andy's ruler and ran 
about hitting things with it. striking poses of 
horror, pretending to be something huge 
and terrifying, falling down and finally taking 
off the hng-pult and throwing it in the bin. 
The Lord of the Rings!' everyone shouted, 

because it's the only book Tim ever reads. 

H 
Dave Golder 
"It's a film,1 said Dave. Daleks: 
Invasion Earth 2150 AD!" 
chorused the crew. Dave sat in 
a corner and sulked. 

v Simon Cooke 
Simon started to raise his 
hands 'The Maltese Falconl' 
shouted everyone, beginning to 
regret they'd started the whole 

thing. Simon ran out of the room blubbering. 

V ^ ^ H Tim Blackbond 
• j ^ J k H AA s work experience bod Tim 
E mimed making a film Then he 
K f i s W i jumped on Andy's crap 

l ! ' motorbike and drove into a wall 
The rest of the crew were stumped It was 
Steve McQueen in The Great Escape,' 
revealed Tim later from hospital 

Simon Hlndle 
R ^ ^ ^ l Communications know-all 
i ^ f f f t u Simon mimed making a Mm 
r Then he appeared to dial a 
A • phone number and type 

something at a keyboard. Then he held up 
his hands and started counting down on his 
fingers, while running around in a panic. 
Finally he typed something else and wiped 
his brow with relief. 'It was the 1963 film 
John Badham film War Games, In which 
Matthew B rode nek inadvertently taps into 
the American nuclear defence network and 
almost causes World War 3,' he grained 
when the others admitted defeat Blimey 

Craig Broadbent 
| M l 1 Craig mimed opening a boo* 
I W E r a 1 h e n be fell usieep T he crew 
I ^ Q f l waited for a bit. then prodded 

him It was anything by Jeffrey 
Archer.' he said and nodded off again. 

Phil McCardle 
n F t H S P Ernie wrangler Phil mimed 

making a film. Then he pulled 
^ out a machine-gun and 

proceeded to shoo! up the 
building. Finally he threw a smoke grenade 
out of the door and jumped through a 
window, commandeering a car and driving 
off at high speed. When the rest ot the crew 
emerged from hiding they realised he hadn't 
given the answer. He was disqualified on a 
technicality, but nobody dared tell him. 

Leigh Loveday 
1 Leigh thought for a moment, 

t f i D l 'ben mimed reading a book. 
Then he pretended lo be 

—— convulsed with laughter It's 
me reading my copy of YS,' he said, walking 
off with the pnze but no self-respect. 

Something good about a gam*? Than you II find if nart to this attractively-designed symbol 

(even though the teeth or* a bit odd) (OH Andy) Yas. If a game hot points of merit this Is 

where well summarise em 

Conversely, this Is where you'll find the detrimental portions of a game Crisp, scathing 

comment or minor whlnglng. this is the box for all things bod And as a bonus, there are no 

oddly-drawn teeth In this illustration (Go away Andy) 

And the final score goes here Actually, were making a slight change to It YS traditionally 

has hod an average mark of about 7DX which is remarkably silly when you think of It So 

from now on. we're using SOX as a strict overage when marking games Okay7 Okay 
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J O N A T H A N 

» 
Jr 

Firebird Silver/£3.99 
On the one hand, there's 
Agent X. On the other, /, 
Ball 2. What are we ta lk ing 
about? Music. Agent Xs 
f ive channel 48K theme 

music (which really sounds as if it was 
composed for a f i lm or someth ing) is 
the smartest piece of sound on the 
Speccy. /, Ball 2s tit le track is the 
worst . A complete ly crap melody w i th 
odd drum' , er, 'beats ' th rown In at 
random, It 's guaranteed to reduce 
passers-by to tears. 

^ 1 

tfr m 

about six hundred times before you twig 
certain things only happen at certain times. For 
example, objects blocking passageways tend 
to explode at t minus seventy seconds (as 
those nice chaps ai NASA have it). Next, take 
a course In rouse ulayxintr pi The game is 
awash with inertia, mor mtum and other 
gravitatkihaljeatures, and often urges you to 
bounc^thrtffigh gaps that Would tax an 
outrageously n^iitJUrished silverfish But at 
least it's faff, irr an umbrgivingly harsh sort of 
way. This doesn't stop you from shouting 
juicier alternatives to the game's sampled 'Oh 
no!*, but that's by-the-by. It's a game I'd pay 
good money for (actually I already have), but if 
you decide the same be prepared for some 
batlering of heads against desks, both of these 
preferably being your own. O 

how lo Irritate Shirley Betsey, Lesson Six. 'Diamonds are 
loraver, forever, forever.,.' -How can you tell, then?" 

Open-mouthed people saying nothing, exits blocked on 
all sides... Symbolic, you know. Of something or other. 

Luckily a quick stab at the fire button starts 
the game instead. (Phew.) Breaking with the 
tradition of sequels, it's substantially different 
to the scrolling original. Here, the ball with the I 
has to bounce around twenty single-screen 
levels, shooting things and finding valuably 
informative ball artefacts Yup. basically, you 
play a rotund archaeologist with a gun. 

Insanely difficult' is the phrase that leaps to 
the lobes when describing /. Ball 2. To enjoy 
the game, firstly throw away the instructions 
Secondly, adjust to the unnervingly random 
way you progress through the levels. (When 
you complete screen one, it doesn't 
necessarily follow you'll go on to screen two.) 
Then spend ages on a screen and get killed 

'Challenging', different 
and smartly 
programmed. 

It's very, very hard. 

Yes folks, Doctor Who is in mortal penl. 
(Again.) Bui this time he faces a far 
greater enemy than the Cybermen. An 

infinitely more dangerous foe than the 
Sontarans. Something big and slimy and nasty 
that's even scarier than the ridiculously 
unconvincing Gastropods. Yes - it's apathy! 

Alternative Software have, at last, finished 
Dr Who Dalek Attack. But they don't think it's 
worth releasing the game on the Speccy, as so 
few people will buy it. Or so they say. Good 

heavens! This sounds like a job 
for Wembley Saveourspeccy. 
akaSOSMan 

As you may recall, in a 
previous episode of SOS 

Man, our hero prevented the loss 
of Nigel Mansells World 
Championship by encouraging 

Send to The Return of Save Our Speccy, YS 
30 Monmouth St. Bath BA1 2XF. 

loads of peeps to fill in a bite-sized coupon 
saying what an awfully good idea it would be to 
release the game. Billions of readers did so 
and lo! the moustachioed one made his 
appearance on the Speccy to a huge round of 
applause. Now, we'd like to appeal to your 
sense of public duty once more. Or something 

Basically, if you'd like to have the chance to 
buy Dr Who - Dalek Attack, a brand-new, full-
price Speccy game, then fill in the coupon 
below, bung it on the back of a postcard and 
send it to us. You won't even need a stamp. 
We'll pass 'em on to Alternative who can then 
make the fateful decision. It's as simple as 
that. Obviously we're not twisting your arm -
we've no idea what the game's like - but we 
trust the lovely folk at Alternative and, besides. 
the continued release of Speccy software has 
to be a good thing in anyone's book. 
— 1 
Future Publishing, Freepost, 

Dr Who - Dalek Attack, eh? Sounds like a good idea to me. If you were to 
release the game, I'd be inclined to rush out and buy it, that's for sure. 

Signed... 

Address. 

..Postcode. 

Remember! The fate of the universe It in 
your hands. (Not literally, of course. Only In 
the most peculiar of circumstances could 
not filling In a coupon bring about the end 
of all things. Mind you. think how 
embarrassed you'd feel If It happened. 
'Who's responsible for destroying the 
universe then?' Erm. It was me actually. I 
didn't fancy Dalek Attack and things sort of 
escalated. Sorry everyone. Sorry.' Teh. 
Doesn t bear thinking about) 
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WRITE TO THE ED, YS, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW 

Star Letter winners receive three free games! All letters win a YS badge! 

Oh dear. Here I am, comfortably settled in Linda's window seat, all 
ready to write my first introduction for my first Letters section, and I 
can't think of anything. Let's see if I can draw inspiration from 
previous Eds' intros. (Sound of someone flipping through hundreds 
of back numbers of YS.) Hmmm. Well, I could be sarcastic, or aloof, 
or friendly, or enigmatic, or silly, or I could just plain wibble on and 
fill up the space without saying anything at all. Ha! That's the ticket. 
Erm, on with your letters then. 

NO FACILITIES 
I am a foreign student studying in 
the UK. I have come across your 
magazine which I am now buying 
regularly, I own a Speccy 48K and 
an Opus Discovery disk drive. 
Unfortunately I can find no 
information about the Opus system. 
I would very much appreciate it rf 
you could enlighten me on how I can 
find some more information, such as 

where to get utilities for the drive, 
and how to connect it to a Speccy 
128K. Your help would be much 
appreciated as there are no facilities 
in my country. 
Anton Margion 
Edinburgh 

Aarghh, you've got me there. I'm 
more of a +D chap mysetf. As far as 
I can remember, ffte Opus was a 

dirty great metal thing which looked 
like it should be controlling missile 
launches in f/ie Atlantic. If anyone's 
got any info on fhis behemoth 
among disk drives, write in and we'll 
put you in touch with Anton. (By the 
way. sorry to hear about your lack 
of facilities.) Ed. 

UP A RIVER 
I would like to play a game on my 
Speccy that I played on my MSX. 
The game was called River Raid and 
you had to fly up a river and shoot a 
lot of boats. 
John Kerr 
Ballymena, Co Antrim 

Erm, feel free. (There's really no 
need to ask.l Ed. 

SMALL CELL-LIKE SPORES 
Hello! I'm back after eight years m 
the grave. I recently spotted a +3 in 
a CB shop (of all places) and after 
worrying whether buying it would be 
a bad investment - surely the 
Speccy was dead by now. and you 
couldn't get the games any more - I 
paid up for it. After walking round 
my local shops, I realised the 
Speccy was alive and kicking! 

I found six local shops selling 
Speccy software, and also 
discovered your magazine. (I 
remember when it used to be Your 
Spectrum!) Things have certainly 
evolved over the eight years I've 
been away, and some of the things 
programmers can make the Speccy 
do are amazing. (Shock, eh?) 
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AMAZING RESEMBLANCE 
Has anyone else noticed that the 
barbarian type from, erm. Barbarian 
2 bears an amazing resemblance to 
a certain Wolf from Gladiators? Is 
this just me, or is it really one and 
the same person? 
Steve Lake 
Henley on Thames, Oxon 

This sounds like an excuse to ring 
somebody up... 
(Ring ring.) Hello, is this the 
company that produces 
Gladiators the TV programme? 
Yes, that is correct. 
Is it true the bloke who plays Wolf 
used to advertise a crap Speccy 
beat-'enHjp by posing alongside 
Maria Whittaker? 
What do you mean, the bloke who 
plays' Wolf? All our Gladiators are 
real people. We've got a new one 
coming up next week - he's called 
Sink and he stands in the corner 
and does the washing up, in a sink 
in a threatening manner. 
So there you go Steve. I'm afraid i| 
was just on# of those quirky 
coincidences (or something). Ed. 
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Anyway, I'm now trying to catch 
up on those missing eight years, 
and wonder if you can help. Are 
these programs still available: TLL. 
3DCK, PAW. OCP Art Studio and 
Sim City? And could you tell me 
which game Pm thinking of - it had 
small eelHike spores floating around 
and mating with each other and 
some other bad spores ate the 
good spores and you had to help kill 
the baddies. I suppose it was a bit 
like Life in 30. 
Mike McRoberts 
Seacombe, Wtrral 

Blimey. Mike - don't move. We'll be 
round with a contract for your story 
in a couple of hours. Just think - the 
mysteries of life and the afterlife 
explained by a YS reader! Well make 
millions, boy - millions! Oh damn, it 
was a figure of speech, wasn't it? 
Blast (Long, deflated pause.) 30CK 
is strt available from Incentive 
(it0734 817288) and Infogrames 
handle Sim City. (They're on w07J 
738 8199.) I'm afraid you're out of 
luck with the other three, though. 
(Apparently Gilsoft have turned into 
a florists shop, or something.) As to 

your 3D Life game - 1 have no idea. 
After thinking hard for quite a while, 
Stuart has fo admit he doesn't know 
either, so well done, you've stumped 
(he panel. Ed. 

WHAT A RIP-OFF 
I write to you with a tail of major 
sadness. On seeing your order I 
immediately concocted it but then 
discovered something of immense 
importance - for some reason, 
you're not allowed to post them! 
What a ripoff. From now on, I am 
boycotting the postal service and 
hope other YS readers will do the 
same. In the meantime, unless you 
can come up with some ideas, my 
small business is doomed! 
Mat Towers 
Birstall. Leicester 

(Very long pause.) Nope. I haven't 
got a c/ue what he's on about. There 
will be a small and laughably 
inadequate prize for anyone who 
can successfully explain the point ot 
this letter. Send your entries to Tm 
sorry Wallace - he's quite, quite 
mad', YS. 30 Monmouth St, Bath 
BA1 2BW. Ed. 

1 DONT SEE WHY 
I have got an Atari ST as well as a 
rubber-keyed Spectrum 48K. I don't 
see why Spectrum owners always 
say how awful STs are. I use my 
Sjjectrum tor games which you can 
only get on Spectrums, and my ST 
for games which you can only get 
on the ST. 
Matthew Wills 
Chelmsford, Essex 

So what happens when you find a 
game you can get on both Wen? Ed. 

A VARIATION ON lAN'S IDEA 
I have a variation on lan's idea in 
issue 87. How about a readers' Top 
100 Games Of All Time? I think it 
would be a good idea. One more 
point - please bring back the Crap 
Games Corner as it was brilliant fun 
reading your reviews for games 
written by the readers. 
Marcus Dyer 
Clevedon, Avon 

Readers' Top 100 Games, eh? 
Sounds fun. (Thinks: fifty thousand 
entries for Count Duckula 2 out of 
spite.) Let me mull it over for a bit 

WONDERFUL W O R L D 
OF S P E C C Y 

I want to know if you can tell me 
how much is the magazine with 
the cassette wicrodef! formy 
Sinclair. Can give me a list o' your 
best games (Robocop. Mercs and 
Shadow Dancer), 

I would like to know J I can 
receive one Your Sinclair 
magazzine per months. 

It's best if you send me all 
before march, because in March I 
start Hi School, and I thing that I 
couldn't buy a lot of things. 

Bye. 
Alejandro Genta 
Montevideo, Uruguay 

Hola! (Or something.) To answer 
your questions m order... the mag 
costs an amazingly reasonable, 
erm, (looks) £2.50. (£2.50? 
Splutter. In my day... etc etc.) 

Erm, Robocop, Mercs and 
Shadow Dancer (I suppose!. 

Yes, buf as we don't do 
subscriptions any more, you'll have 
to be very clever and order each 
number monthly from the Back 
Issues department. (And it wont 
cost you any more tflan £2.51 I 
p&p is included.) j j f I 

flight, will do. 
Bye then. Ed. 

P R I N T 
My bus pass expires on Monday. 
Anon, Anonville 
I got away with using my old one 
for three weeks before I was 
caught. Ed. 

Ml right, which one of you is 
always saying 'spook!? 
Edward Sykes, Lancaster 
It wasn't me, sir, it was Freemley 
ot the Lower Third. Honest. Ed. 

I do love a gloat. 
Robin Barmand, Yeovil 
I find that a pointed smirk does 
the job just as well. Ed. 

Never mind Richard Longhurst, 
Talisman of The Mad Guys looks 
exactly like Quentin Tarantino (the 
director of Reservoir Dogs). 
Mighty Mouse, Gloucester 
But I expect each is unique in his 
own special way. Anyway, how did 
you get in to see Reservoir Dogs? 
I mean, you 're underage and a 
fictional cartoon character after 
all. Ed. 
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OUR BELOVED BLACK BOX 
My friends always ridicule me at 
school by deliberately asking me 
wtiat computer I own. Some of my 
friends own two computers and 
three consoles, and I got realty fed 
up with them, so I decided to do 
one of two things. Either I'd 
abandon my Speccy and buy a 
console, or J'd embark on a 
campaign to convince all my friends 
about the potential of the Speccy. 

You will be pleased to hear that I 
chose not only to convince my 
friends but also to try to convince 
certain computer shops in the area. 
I have so far written to many shops 
in my area encouraging them to 
continue selling our beloved black 
box and its games. I have also 
written to Virgin and Ocean. 

Could you please give me some 
more information about the SOS 
campaign and any suggestions 
about any other action I can take. 

On a lighter note, I must tell you 
how disappointed I was with last 
year's Future Entertainment Show. 
The crowds were huge and there 
was no sign of a Speccy in the 
whole of Earls Court. The closest I 
came to seeing a Speccy was 
finding an issue of YS which I 
already had, and the nearest I came 
to meeting the YS bunch was 
seeing Jonathan lounging around in 
a temporary shed erected near the 
Future stand. Oh, and the closest I 
came to enjoyment was fiddling with 
a Superscope for the SNES, with 
which I killed some moles. fThat's 
horrible. Oh. I see. Ed) 

Finally, I think ifs time for a tittle 
humour. Hunw (Trust me, this is 
very, very funny.) 
Paul Annett 
Waterlooville, Hants 

What a complete star. I don't think I 
can give you any better advice than 
to keep on with what you're doing -
remember. Nigel ManselTs World 
Championship came about solely 
because of the temfic response to 
the original SOS campaign. (Well, 
sort of solely, anyway.) The simple 
fact is, tf the software houses think 
people would buy their games if 
brought out on the Speccy, the/ll 
release 'em. It's a tough, cut throat 
world (etc etc). Let us know how 
you get on. Oh, and I don't lounge. I 
rest between engagements. Ed 

and work out how to do it. (He 
means, go and look through Amiga 
Power to see how they did it. Andy) 

You may have enjoyed Crap 
Games Comer, but I don't think the 
people who wrote the games did. 
They didn't realise it was a joke, you 
see. and got awfully upset when 
Rich creamed their pnde and joy. 
Besides, we haven't been sent any 
truly crap games for a while. Ed 

I HAVE TO KNOW 
Okay, ifs been puzzling me for 
years. I have to know. Is it Bath, 
Avon, or Bath. Somerset? 
M Francis 
Somerton, Somerset 

Well. 'M'. IHow terribly formal 
Perhaps we should call the mag Y 
Sinclair. Perhaps not J £rm, I don't 
actually know. Geography was never 
my strong point. I spent all my 
lessons drawing beautiful maps and 
adding little islands all of my own. 
However! Andy has just plucked at 
my sleeve, so maybe he can help 

out. Hello. Back in the early 1970s, 
all of the West Country (including 
Bath) which used to be called 
Somerset suddenly found itself part 
of Avon due to some creative 
boundary re-drawing, or something. 
Local people launched a Keep 
Somerset Somerset campaign, but 
it failed. So I can say, without fear of 
recrimination, that Bath is indeed in 
Avon. Ifs official. 

Well, there you go. But at least 
you only had two possibilities to 
guess from - do you know how 
many Newports there are in the 
country? Ed. 

FOOTBALL MANAGEMENT GAME 
Could you inform me if there exists, 
or are plans for, a sequel to the very 
enjoyable football management 
game The Double? 

If you don't know of any sequel, 
could you please tell me if there's a 
way to update the players' names in 
the program itself? 
R Henry 
Woking. Surrey 

Oh no! And I thought I'd seen the last 
of football management games for 
ever. (When I was the new bug at 
YS, the others thought it a great 
jape to send me all the footy 
management games they could 
possibly get their hands on.) Getting 
back to the point, no, I've not heard 
of any plans to make a follow-up. 
But despair not! Here's the Official 
YS Management Sim for you to type 
in and enjoy. 

10 PAPER 0: INK 6: BORDER 0: 
CLS: PRINT -Welcome to the Official 
YS Management Simulator." 
20 INPUT "Type in your name, team 
and players:'; a$,b$,c$ 
30 PRINT "Calculating statistics." 
40 FOR F=1 TO 1000; PRINT AT 
5.0; RND' 100: NEXT F 
50 PRINT "Bad luck, your team 
lost.': GOTO 20 

You can change the players' names 
and everything. It's packed with 
features, and it's perfect for fans ot 
the genre. I'm giving it 79%. Ed. 

ONE-YEAR-OLD* 
Is it possible to send back one-year-
old* YS covertapes that dont work? 
Chris Taylor 
Ulverston, Cumbria 

Yes, it's perfectly possible. You just 
won't get anything back. (Ahl Ah! Ah! 
As they sayj 

Y'see, Able>( (they being the tape 
duplicating bods) only keep copies 
going back a couple of months m 
case of faults. And ifs no use 
sending 'em to the Shed - we don't 
keep copies at all. By the way, why 
did it take you over a year to find 
out your covertapes don't work? Ed. 

MY FRIEND 
Could you review the game Colony? 
(My friend has it on the Amstrad.) 
Thomas Saul 
Farnborough, Hampshire 

OK. (Cough.) Colony; Thomas's 
friend thinks it s really good on the 
CPC, so it's probably all right on the 
Speccy. (We aim to please.) Ed. 

FLYING SCOTSMAN 
Next to the ftebefsfar instructions 
in issue 87 is a white box with the 
heading "Chaflenge the Mad 
Scotsman.' This should read, The 
Flying Scotsman.' Ho ho, hand 
over that trainspotter. 
John Turiand 
Waterlooville, Hampshire 

I decided to put this to the test, 
and threw Stuart out of the 
nearest window. Not only did he 
fail to fly, but he broke both his 
tegs Realising my mistake, I then 
shackled his poor, crumpled 
frame to a luxury passenger 
carriage and bade him puff it to 
London in record time, but. again, 
things did not go according to 
plan. Basically. John, what I'm 
trying to say here is, no, you cant 
have a trainspotter. Ho ho. Ed. 

NO CHEAT FOR STEG 
Oh, come on YS, I always thought 
you were a sensible mag, but I've 
found loads of mistakes m issue 
87. They are (a) in Practical 
POKEs there is no cheat for Steg 
even though ifs in the index, (b) 
some of the Fantasy World Dizzy 
tip was reprinted m the bit on 
Laser Squad, and (c) in the same 

issue's Practical POKEs you 
actually misspelt Space Harrier as 
Space Hurner. 
Elliot Castro 
Battlefield. Glasgow 

Oh no, notyouagam. (Elliot, dear 
readers, was the first person to 
spot the, erm, faux pas with 
Rebelstar.) Bad luck this time, 
though. There I was. reeling on 
the ropes from your double-
barrelled onslaught of (a) (Aarghh) 
and (b) (Ooooof) when I noticed 
you completely missed the point 
of the joke in (c). And. as 
Tramspotters have to be 
trainspotter-free fhemseh/es, I 
think I got out of that one rather 
nicely. By the way - watch that 
'oh, come on' stuff. You'll end up 
on "why oh why' and be ostracised 
by society. Ed. 

SIMON SAID 
I claim a trainspotter because in 
the "Orange Alert' bit of Spec Tec 
Jr in issue 86 Simon said. 'Ifs 
about ime I got a new secretary, 
methinks.' He should have said, 
'Ifs about time...' You can't tell 
me this is a typing error, so 
please send me a trainspotter. 
Ian Robins 
Yeovil. Somerset 

Simon.' Explain yourself. Actually, I 
can tell you it was a typing error, 
because it was a typing error, but 
it wasn't my fault, ft was my new 
secretary. But I thought you were 
still looking for one. So I am. Oh 
no! I must be trapped in a 
temporal paradox. (Detective 
vanishes in a spooky swidy 
vortex.) There. Ian, / hope you're 
happy. Ed 
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Stop that! You know I'm ticklish. Oh, 
hello again. Welcome back to Ooh, 
Sourcey! - the column that puts the 

'erm' in 'erm, I'd like to learn machine 
code'. Utilising the frightening concept of 

presenting you with a complete program 
and then taking you through it step-by-
step, Ooh. Sourcey! aims to have you up 
and coding in next to no time. (So that's 'no 
time' then. Or in other words, never'. Teh, 

eh? Andy) And so. on to this month's 
offering. It's the decompressor part of our 
screen packer program, and it's a complete 
doddle to follow after the first bit. Would I 
lie to you? Over to Jonathan for the details. 

P * \ Unpacking your 
f A \ Pictures 

» \ Ten nt 
> A I d e a l s w i , h 

3 decompressing the 
v • i . m l screens you packed 

V m using last month's 
^ ^ ^ routine. As before. 

we'll start with the 
complete listing, and take it to bils. Oh, and 
as before again, here's the thinking behind 
the routine. 

The decompressor is far simpler than the 
compressor. All it does is to look through the 
packed data one byte at a time. If the byte in 
question is not the infamous 'control byte 
then it Is deemed to be data, and is bunged 
directly on to the screen. Otherwise, the 
routine takes the following pair of bytes to 
mean (data byte) (number of times to write 
in and uses a loop to expand the data to 

screen. So. lor example, il the compressed 
data was (control byte) {one hundred) (fifty) 
then the byte one hundred would be written to 
the screen fifty times. 8asically. it's the reverse 
of the compressor. Erm, which is pretty 
obvious really. {Oh dear.) Well, here's the 
listing, anyway. As with last month, those of 
you without assemblers can use the Decimal 
Loader at the end. 

assemble to address 32832 
start Dl 

PUSH BC 
POP HL 
LD BC, routine ..length 
ADD HL, BC 
LD DE, screen 
LD A, (HL) 
CP controLbyte 
Jfl Z. compress 

get_next byte 

check ended 

decompress 

; labels 
end 
screen_end high 
controLbyte 
routine., length 

LDi 
LD A. D 
CP screen_end high 
JR NZ, get _next_byte 
El 
RET 
INC HL 
LD A. (HL) 
INC HL 
LD B, (HL) 
INC HL 
LD (DE). A 
INC DE 
DJNZ fill 
JR check ended 

EQUS 
EQU 91 
EQU 47 
EQU end-start; ie, 35 

Put i t where you l ike 
The decompressor is relocatable, or in other 
words, you can load your compressed screen 
to any address (within reason, natch) without 
worrying about the wrong part of memory 
being used. The way this is achieved is thanks 
to the rather crafty BC register pair Whenever 
you execute a machine code routine from 
BASIC (ie. PRINT USR.... RANDOMIZE 

USR... or LET variable=USR...) BC holds the 
entry address. So, if you typed RANDOMIZE 
USR 55000, BC would be 55000. PRINT USR 
32768 and BC holds 32768. You gel the idea. 
This feature is used to calculate where the 
compressed data is held by adding the length 
of the actual routine to BC and making this the 
base data address. Et voila - one routine that 
doesn't care where you put it. 

Dl 
PUSH BC 
POP HL 
LD BC. routine 
ADD HL, BC 
LD DE, screen 

length 

Remember the old PUSH/POP combination? 
(It's the equivalent to LET regpair2=regpair 1.) 

So tha t ' s where the 91 comes f rom 
get_next _byte 

check_ended 

LD A. (HL) 
CP controLbyle 
JR Z. fill 
LDI 
LD A, D 
CP screen_end_high 
JR NZ, get_next„byte 
El 
RET 

The main loop. If the byte in HL (the data) is 
not the control byte, then it is simply put 
straight in DE (the screen). LDt is a 
shorthand way of writing LD A, {HL) / LD 
(DE). A / INC HL / INC DE. (It actually stands 
for LoaD and Increment, you see.) As with 
last month's prog, we use the fad that the 
next byte after the screen is 23296 lo make 
sure we stop when at the end of the screen. 

So why is 91 used rather than 23296 
then? The Speccy can only store numbers 
from zero to 255 in a single register (8-bit 
numbers) and must slap two single registers 
together to address numbers up to 65535 
(16-bit numbers). The basic (and BASIC) 
equations to handle this are LET k>w= 
number-256'INT (number/256): LET high= 
INT (number/256) to convert a 16-bit number 
to two 8-bit ones, and LET numbers 
low+256* high for the other way. And as 
23296 converts to 0+256*91, 91 is the 8-blt 
number for us. Interested parties should look 
up binary in their manuals for a far cleverer 
explanation of 'n'-bit numbers. (Phew.) W 1 

She blew up to twlco her size 
"decompress INC HL 

LD A, (HL) 
INC HL 
LD B. (HL) 
INC HL 

fill LD (DE). A 
INC DE ' 
DJNZ fill 
JR check_ended 

A-ha! The interesting bit. Now. as you recall, 
the compressed data is stored as (control 
byte) (data byte) (number of times data byte is 
written). So this piece of code skips the 
control byte - since it's just used as an 
identifier - and loads the A register with the 
data byte and the B register with the count 
byte. This handy information is then put to 
good use by the DJNZ command This stands 
for Decrement and Jump if Not Zero. (Phew.) 
In ptainish language, it decreases the B 
register and jumps back unless B=0, or in 
words of one syllable, it loops. f 
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Of interest to non-assemblers 
end EQU S 
screen _end high EQU 91 
controLbyte EQU 47 
routinejength EQU end-start 

For the benefit of persons without assemblers 
a quick word about EQUs. These equate' 
labels with numbers, or to put It in BASIC 
terms, they LET x=y, The $ bitty is a special 
assembler function which means 'this address 

when assembled' so, in our case, the label 
end' will point to the physical end of the 
routine One quick subtraction of 'start' from 
"end" later and you've got the routine length -
a snug thirty-five bytes. 

Changes 
A slight change to last month's routine -
we're no longer compressing the data at 
address 49152. but at address 32867. This 
is just after the decompression routine, so 
we can save the whole lot in one go. (Very 
useful, honestly.) All you have to do is 
change last month's 'to' equate in the 
assembly listing to read 
to EQU 32867 
or change line 100 of the decimal listing to 
100 DATA 243, 33, 0, 64, 17, 99, 128, 229, 
813 
There. Easy, wasn't it? 

Almost, almost... 
We're getting there. Type in this BASIC 
program (which is heavily based on last 
month's) for the full compressy effect. 

1 REM Ooh, Sourcey! screen compressor 
10 REM 
20 REM 
30 PRINT "Load screen to be compressed" 
LOAD"" SCREENS 

k 4 Bugs 
Erm, whoops. There was a major bug in the 
assembly listing In the ohmigod-there's-a-
hne-missing sense. The first part of ihe 
routine should read 

40 LET oldlen=6912: REM length of screen 
50 LET endaddr=USR 32768: LET 
newlen=endaddr-32832 
60 CLS: PRINT "OK"' ' "Crunched 6912-
newlen;" bytes"'' "Length: *; newlen;" bytes*' 
' "Efficiency: \* 100-(INT (100'(newlen/ 
oldlen))); "%' 
70 INPUT "Filename ":aS: SAVE aS CODE 
32832. newten+35 
80 STOP 

Dl 
LD HL, from 
LD DE. to 

next, byte PUSH HL 
POP IX 
LD A. (IX+0) 
CP controLbyle (etc ..) 

Yes, the unspeakably important command 
LD A, (IX+0), which actually grabs a byte 
from the screen, disappeared Ironically, the 
decimal listing is perfectly nght, which just 
goes to prove something although I'm sure I 
don't know what. Hahahahaha. I bust none 
of you killed yourselves upon finding the 
assembly listing didn't work Haha. (Gulp.) 

9998 SAVE "Compressor" LINE 9999: SAVE 
"comp.c* CODE 32768, 99 STOP 
9999 POKE 23693, 7 BORDER 0 CLEAR 
32767: LOAD "comp.c" CODE: RUN 

And RUN 9998 to save it. Now. whenever you 
compress a screen, a copy of the 
decompressor will be saved along with it. To 
expand the screen use LOAD "filename" 
CODE address: RANDOMIZE USR address 

Carry on coding 
Hello, non-assembler peeps. (Or assembler 
peeps who don't really trust the listing after 
last month's mix-up. hem hem.) To get your 
hands on the decompressor, load up last 
month's Decimal Loader (look, it's no use 

crying, we warned you it would be needed 
again) and tag these lines on the end to 
implement the decompression routine. Then 
save the whole lot once more with RUN 
9998. (Yes, you'll need it again next month.) 

170 DATA 248, 19. 120. 24. 223, 68. 82, 74. 
858 
180 DATA 243, 197, 225, 1, 35. 0. 9. 17. 727 
190 DATA 0. 64. 126, 254, 47, 40. 9. 237. 
777 
200 DATA 160, 122, 254, 91, 32. 244, 251. 
201. 1355 
210 DATA 35, 126, 35. 70, 35. 18. 19, 16, 
354 
220 DATA 252, 24. 238. 999 

k A 

r l 

Homework 
And that's it. Well, very nearly. It's that 
blimmin' control byte. What happens if your 
screen has a lot of forty-sevens scattered 
about the place? If they appear singly, the 
compressor stores them as three bytes 
(think about it), so you could theoretically 
end up with a 'compressed' screen that's 
three times as big as the original. Spook! 
What you need is a count program that will 
look through a screen for the byte thai 
appears the least number of times, then 
use that as the control byte. And that's 
what we'll be looking at In pari three of the 
Ooh, Sourcey! screen compression saga. 

Join us next month for 
the final part of the compressor - the count 

routine. Expect lots of 16-bit maths and a clutch of 
register pairs working their wee hearts out. Be here, or 
be hilariously confused while buying a pot roast by Jack 
Douglas twitching behind you in the queue. ('Ere, keep 

your hands off my baubles.) 
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Mirt Spectrum 48K - £60 ono. Also' Trojan 
light pen. Cambridge programmable joystick 
interlace. L-Print 3 interlace - £10 each. 
Cunah speech - £5 Phone 0480 456791 
after 6pm and ask lor Nick. 
• For Sale* Spectrum »2, two joysticks 
games. Echo keyboard. Oatel prtnler wierface 
and mags. All for £200 Ring David on 081 
597 3732. 
M For Sale' Spectrum power supply - £5 Plus 
games and books - phone tor more delails 
Call Gary On 0S1 709 4594. 

• for Sale' Spectrum 128K in very good 
condition wrm around 200 games £125 ono 
Ring 081 789 0907 and ask for Chris 
• For Sale' Coiectors Item, Sinclair ZXOO 
computer released 197980 In mmt condition 
and boxed as new. Sensible offers only. Call 
Robin on 0582 664781 evenings and 
weekends 
• for Sale' Spectrin *S. Spectrum +3, 
joystick, loads of games - yours lor only 
£175 Phone 081 428 2160 
• For Sale! Commodore C64 complete with 
games (including Saboteur. Tapper and 
Fartphfl. power supply. TV lead and many 
other classics (Eh? Ed) Very good condition 
Win st' i tor £86 ono Phone Hinckley 612859 
and ask lor Joan. 
• For Sale1 Spectrum 4BK with power supply 
and loads of games. Sensible offers or 
exchange lor - D uilerface lor a *2A Call 
U an hew on 0720 22419. 
• For Sale' Spectrum »2A m excellent 
condition ( f t * boxed with instruction book) 
with SJS 2 joystick, light gun games. 30 
Speccy mags, over one hundred games 
Seilmg lor only £200 ono Call 0784 435392 
after 1700 and ask lor Timothy. 
M For Sale1 Spectrum .2, over £150 worth of 
games and mags, two joysticks, manual, 
leads and Cheetah interface Excellent 
condition Call Darren on 0256 472050 after 
1600. 

• For Sale! Spectrum »2A with three 
joysticks, manual, fcght gun, six hghl gun 
games and £140 worth of software (including 
Manchester t W a n d TMHT, AS this (or a 
word processor Call Peter on 061 702 8878. 
• For Sale! Spectrum »3 with power supply, 
tape recorder and over £300 worth of 
software Worth over £500. will sector £150 
ono Telephone 06977 3261. 
• Look' A Spectrum +2 with over £350 worth 
Of ongmal games, manual, two joysticks Over 
£500 worth of gear, will sell tor just E150 
Ring Angela on 0272 618633 
• For Sale' Spectrum «2A with loads of 
games, joystick, mags, and manual Worth 
over £700. will set tor just £300 ono. Contact 
David on 0242 529510. 
• For Sale' Spectrum 46K In Fuller keyboard 
- £35 Spectrum 128K - £50. Two 
rmcrodrrves and interfaces - £20. * 0 - £40. 
Dtsk dnvo - £45 Over 100 games - £40 
Multriao £& Call Paul on 0742 368188 
• For Sale1 Spectrum +2 hundreds of original 
games, demos, joystick. OCP Art Studio. 
mouse, mags and covertapes etc A* very 
rt ible £75 ono Phone 0260 705205 and 
ask for Richard. 
• For Sale! Opus Discovery 1 Ask drive with 
Mult if ace t and 16 disks with 50 games Wril 

• Sinclair (apes - monitor and disassembler 
(L4/S) by Crystal, Beyond BASIC (E8/S) by 
Incognito. Make-a-Ch«>(E6/S) by Incognito. 
VU-FHe With (Ja/erMec |B2'5) by Psion, Club 
Record Controller (BS/5) by ICL. Collectors 
Pack (84/5) by ICL. Zeus Assembler (B3/5) by 
Crystal Phone Roben on 05S3 775728. 
m Double Dragon. DO 2 and OO 3 I will pay 
Or swap any gamo that I have gol Also colour 
prtnier lor reasonable pnce Phone Pele on 
0869 250245 after 1510 weekdays or any 
time on weekends. 
• Printer and interface for Speccy 48K 
Phone All on 0932 841782 after 1800. 
• Brand-new Italy 1990 game lor »2A Whi 

give cash Phone Mark on 0207 505947 
• Double-density double-sided disk dnvo for 
+2A AH offers considered Phone Andy now 
on 0885 483555 
• Bomb Jack tor the +3 Cash paid or will 
exchange lor other disk Phone Mrs J 
Brudenell On 0623 27828. 
• ' Our old Transformer toys/comics ale Will 
buy (or cash or swap lor the latest Speccy 
games Phone Adam on Cheater 0244 
851540. 
• Urgently wanted' Onrpnal copy of Carrier 
Command in good condition, wta pay origmal 
price You deliver Phone Matthew after 
1600; not between 22nd and 30th ol May. 
• I want your Final Fight. Duck Tales lor 
Game Boy. Navy SEALS. TMHT 2. I win swap 
Super Mario Land tor Game Boy. The 
Simpsons Duty, Top Gun. Phone Jason on 
0248 421743. 
• A desperate cheese-bishop needs Sim City 
and Ptpemama and will grve you WWF. 
Rambo 3 Run the Gauntlet and Combat 
School and' an the suede you can drmk Ooh 
monsieur, e'est une bargain, oui? Yes it is. Mr 
Davro Phone 0223 352506 and ask for Jim. 
fSo (hats tut real name' Ed) (Whose? Andy) 
(Don't you dare! Jim) 
• Badly wanted - Flying Shark f realty want it 
and will swap Chase HO 2, St Dragon. 
Shadow Warriors. Pit Fighter and NARC for it 
Call Simon on 0527 66743 between 1800 
and 2100. 
• I want Mario Bros Wdl swap Jack the 
Nipper and Deactivators lor it. Also wanted: 

Come on in. 'Everything under one roof' - that's our 
motto. 'Susie' - that's our tattoo. 'Game of chance' -
that's our lotto. But you don't want to know that. 

Power Drift and Duty's Excellent Adventures 
- win swap R-Type, Vigilante. Scooby-Doo 
and The Trap Door for em Phone Jonathan 
on 0869 47223. 
• 3.5' Ask drive and interface tot +3. Win pay 
up to £40 Phone KA Marshall on 0742 
332304. 
• We're just starting out on a second-hand 
Speccy +3 and need lots ol games lor +3 disk 
suitable lot a nme-yeat-oid g*l Can you help1' 
Phone Kayo on 0792 846098 
• I would change games to games or to 
magazines Any year YS. SU. CRASH. 
CSVG I have 3100 games and a Spectrum* 
I send a kst it you need Write to George 
Lederer. 3/b Dunadulo Street. 1212 
Budapest, Hungary. 
• Wanted1 (So tuats why u s m the Wanted 
column then Ed) Mulbface 128 for *2 Call 
Simon on 0462 732205. 
• SkoolDaie, MOVIE. Total Recta on 
speccy I28K or 48K Phone Middlesex 
8908920 and ask for Jon. 
a Holp' I urgently these need wargames (or 
the Speccy Zulu War. Yankee. The General. 
Ovedord. War ot the Roses Will swap five 
gamos tor each offered or wM pay cash Call 
Shay on 0454 319680 
• Wanted cheap Speccy »3 with issue three 
PC8 and 4 .1 ROMs (shown al beginning ot 
setf-test) Must be fully working, tidy and 
around £40 Also wanted Speccy and Coupe 
contacts Must have dak system, be it »3. »D 
or Coupe disk Phone Martin on 0935 25974 
• Street Fighter 2. Pit-Fighter, WWF. Final 
Fight, Double Dragon 3, American Tog- Team 
Wrestling I win swap (wo of my games lor one 
ol yours Choose from Dan Dare 3. Renegade 
3. Robocop 2. Barbarian 2. Narco Pohce, 
Double Dragon 2, A Question of Sport and 
Kick Oft 2 Phono Aron on 0743 872163. 
• Multiface 128 Wrt swap lor light gun and 
Switchable joystick interlace plus Multilace 
One, or a digital personal radio cassette with 
mains adapter What a barg" Call Roy on 051 
922 8167. 
a Double port Joystick interface lor +;i Phone 
Matthew after 1800 on 081 979 1903. 
a Aliens US. Wril pay £10 Phone Michael on 
0475 33937 after 1800 

It you'd like to advertise in Input Output, please write 
in SLOCK CAPITALS below and send the coupon on 
the BACK OF A POSTCARD to Input Output, YS. 30 
Monmouth Street. Bath BA1 2BW. If you are under 18 
please ask your parent or guardian to sign the coupon 

tor you. and don't forget to add your phone number. 
This service Is only available to private advertisers. 
And for the benefit ot several persons, you only need 
put an ad in 'Software' If you're selling or swapping 
games. Save your wants for 'Wanted'! Dear oh dear. 

Please enter my advert under the fo l lowing c lassi f icat ion: 
Hardware J Software J Wanted J Messages & Events J Fanzines • 
Name Address 

Postcode. 
Tel No Signature of parent /guardian if under 18 

a C heel ah MIDI interlace plus software lor 
+2. Please help' Phone John on Lanes 
772228 from 1630 onwards 
a CCS wargames Overlord Biittknegand 
Avalanche Phone 021 471 1943 after 1930 
and ask for Paul. 
a Has anyone out there got Op Wolf, Op 
Thunderbolt and Doubt* Dragon 27 < wn* swap 
lor Rambo 2. Gauntlet 2 and Silent Shadow 
one tor one Phone Darren on Fine ham 622 
a'Zucchini No thanks i n trying to grre 
them up.' 'It's all right chaps, he's one of us.' 
a Does anyone ol ATY Computing L W I 
have an tfterface Of theirs and I do not know 
how to use or operate it It's a black box with a 
green connecting edge On the top left-hand 
side is a black button Any into gratefully 
received Phone TJ Ridge on 0405 769488 
a Hero Quest and Return ol the Witch Lord I 
will swap my »3 Magnum light phaser and 
garnet- Call Ian on 0232 776108 
a Any into or instructions tor Microdrive and 
Interlace One* Phone 051 922 8167 and ask 
lor Roy. 

a Thiee hundred original games lor sale 
Includes every Daly game. The Addams 
Family. Rodtind. The Rainbow CoHecbon. 
Double Dragon 3. Purine Myth. The 
Simpsons lo name but a lew Only £100 tor 
£800 worth of games Fifty oovertapes free if 
coSecled Phone Andrew on 0200 28728. 
a Lemmings tor £5 Also nme other games 
including Platoon (original release). FtS Stnke 
Eagle and Dnter AK rune tor £20 Phone 
Jonathan on 0225 762264 after 1630 
a For sale1 Over tour hundred games 
including Robocop 2. TMHT. Man Utd. Duty. 
World Championship Boning and many 
adventures arid strategy games I also have 
some old titles like Cookie, Tram-Am etc 
Very cfwap prices guaranteed Phone Arton 
after 1630 weekdays on 0248 714486 
a For sale! Six children's games tor the 
48K/128K/+2/V3 Oh Mummy1, Disco Dan. 
Punchy. Ahen Destroyer. Treasure Island and 
Kmdercomp £1 50 each or £8 the tot Phone 
Michael on 0602 288197. 
a Hundreds ol Speccy games tor Many 
classics vary cheap' Phone Matthew on 
0531 670224 

^\i\<;az im h k a l t h wa rn i n c ; Y S 

a Communicate free world-wide using your 
computer via packet radio Get a novice 
amateur radio licence For details call G3ZHI 
on 0709 799911. 
a Fish - the new Speccy fan/met FeUM.tr 
sample dummy run ish onty 20p*SA( Phone 
Mat on 0663 743397. 
B Spec-City - Speccy reviews, charts, cheats 
end toads more Only £1! Phone Chris on 
0202 874637 between 1600 and 2000 

Sorry* b u t Y S c a n a c c e p t n o r e s p o n s i b i l i t y f o r t h e a d s p l a c e d in I n p u t / O u t p u t 



NORTH MARINE R O A D , S C A R B O R O U G H , NORTH YORKSHIRE Y012 7EY 
IF YOU'RE IN THE S C A R B O R O U G H AREA, COME IN A N D SEE US. 

O P E N 9am - S .30pm 6 DAYS A WEEK. TEL: 0723 3 7 6 5 8 6 

S P E C T R U M C A S S E T T E S S P E C T R U M D I S K S 
» CONSTRUCTION KIT 
>VJ(t toue OWN VKTUAt KAI7TY H M 

ARKANOC £9 99 
AJKANCRD KVTNGf or DOM « 94 
ADVANCED DUNGEONS > WAGONS 
w o n Of TW LAHCl « 99 
A£"ANCED DUNGEONS • DRAGONS 
MAGCMSOf H A * £999 
•UHU OOTr CJ TS 
RLTTCH HA«> GU> i l « 
RACK (0 TV* FUTURE I • • £5 99 

.... . £S 99 
CHASE HOf £9 99 
CKAMf1CMS*»RUN £9 99 
CRAZVCARSR - IS99 
CHAM*OIS«P KiOTtAU £199 
CUPS CHALLENGE £« « 
CHAHPCMSH* I* RREA* £194 
crete m i £4 99 
CENTfOD £9 99 
castu master* mi cum £«« 
CLASSIC AKAttA 
«JNtHER**ADE*SA»EWS £1 99 
(XAJ. CARE B £9.99 
OOTI DOWN THE *A«8 £37S 
WZZYPAWC U7S 
EDO THE OlIC* 1199 
FORGOTTEN WORLDS £9 99 
FANtASr 1TORLT DC2> £3 7S 
FASTP000 002V .13.71 
RjNsooaJuKjas-s « « 
*\JN StKXX < S ' *tAK £199 
FUN SCHOOL ) 5-7 TEARS £4 99 
flWT maCHNE H 99 
fOOTlAU MANAGCR 3 £199 
M t M N £4 99 
GAMtOVftl £1 99 
iAAfAM iOOCM MAKH uoucn £199 ghostrustirs > Xt 99 
GJNSMP m**C»ROS£'« MANUAI £3 99 
THE GSRttAi £499 
G LOCKOUT tun EURO»A >9« ONLY (499 

GAUNTLET » 198 , 9 . 3 £9 99 
GCLDfH AJtl £9 99 
GREMLINS i £9 99 
ICROOUEST ... — £9 99 
HUDSON HAW* f.V 99 
HflXA £1 99 
HOSTAGES £9 99 
i SS t o w 
WTOHAJWNAL 30 TtMHB £9 99 
JONAH RAMtNGTOwS SQUASH £199 
jMurS So*!* LEAGUE £1« 

SK*Jf DOT* £3 TS 
LEMMMJS £4 99 
mont* pythons hwgokus c? <w 
M»C5 ...... . £9 99 
MMKUWDDOZy J U I 
mm Off*! £9 99 
WGHTWEED ACTION GAME £t 99 
KAVY SEALS £9 99 
OPERATION THJNOUKXt 11 99 
PLAttArtAGE 3-* £19 99 
PKTONAJTl' £9 99 
PUZZfRC £9 99 
PLOTTING £999 
PIT FIGHTER £9 99 
PWtMA.HlA £ 9 99 
PRO TEWIIS TOUR £9 99 
PANG £9.49 
RAJNOOW ISLAf® £3 71 
THE «APE« £1 99 
ROLMD THE BCNt1 £9 99 
SHADOW WARRIOI £9 99 
SNOWSTWtt £9 99 
TOtAl RfCMl — ( I t * 
TERMINATORS. £3 99 
TREASURE ISLAND OGjy UTS 
VWMGS .. J t t t 
WORLD CHAW RQNNG MANAGER £9 99 
world Class RUGfr (.999 
WW WtESTUMAMA £3 99 
WORLD CL̂  SOCCER £9 99 

ACTION fORCE 
COLOSSUS CHESS 
COLOSSUS RRHXJE 
GtwJM WWG 
£LOC 
HOTSHOT 
HOSTAGES 

£4 99 
£7 99 
£6 99 
£1 99 
£6 99 
15.99 
£6 99 

JUDGE DOT DO W W 
UGHT CORMDOR £6 99 
MVSTKAl £6 99 
nxrrssAGA f f f 
HI FIGHTER [7 99 
PAPERBOY 9 £6 99 
PROTENMS TOUR £5 99 

PREDATOR 9 
S H A D O W O f T H E ( E A S T 
S P O R T I N G T R I A N G L E S 
w t u l R J S : * > T J T » S 
WOBLD CHAMP KWMG MAMAGU 

CHAJT attack CQm«LAIK>N shadow O f THE SfAS'VJPU CAtSlOTUS ESWVaPOSSAMOLE QHOUtnttHtXTS 
UPtlHl CHALLENGE THE SENTfrCi/STARGLIOfftTUTL ACE i THUS 

U 99 
» * 9 
£S99 
£199 
£799 

£9 99 
U99 

COMPILATIONS - CASSETTE 

• LFH 

DOUUnMOHiKObMOS 
WIAIOWWL 
LKXON .-WKSTOM .CROOWNOB t 
JAAtSKUCCOLlKIOi 
IX SPV MO UMC MtlKBa TOOMM ' 
ARCA3A 
OPQAXH 1HJWWXIOWE HQ.1W «W ILMfC i W 

FCSTMW PM4CWH MOOTf. S»t»«OIAEVSUIO IH)(CW OUCIUA 
m i w t _... 
FIHMWiSAMCCXKSUCXUAEfOftVlfOSTwvtW 9HHTF W> 
MSeB*MASH 
fOfmccuiCTON 
POPW 1,9 • 3 
POIIMAN WCOUfCTKX 
nUMWMl.t t l 
swtwtot; • ...-
iAST MM iKUNA X>CS • TX LAST CtLMlESTWa » 

K>C THE SPV WHO ICMD >< 
M K ... .„ 
OOiAi DtAGCNt rMtOfERADON WCU lAIUAN 
OMdWKt 
9«ao» of KASiura carwows am iwoss«ofs 
OWUJWitCSTS 
tcu»«locv 
UCID OF THE INOSrTK HCWISMADOVS OF HORDCR 
MWSt1fn>05 
SOWHL tOOOJ CUJEDO 
VtOKKKm 

an anii»c>r<»<K£ccrt»<*>oc«ssa«Ajn cow< CJ+ulxz 
(ttt MiGAUd a w 

0PIWIK> VOfDUCQN SKARIA1 {XXTKfiTKSVMAflAh I 
4>t* ommm - I a n 

MA<XSTU MUD N EiaOflMKM* owrs SQuMH 
(«»» «Tn5Hn»vims>»awM£as £jh 

IMT 14 tt 
U " W)TSAKTCO«HWC»N(PKTHWIBMi 

caacom couicoi a n 
a « i-«cai .*wsawiRa*tASTfcjaK«on&»a»M 

oouLsvwosfs m*sn mtuiD sto*k 
LMMWC £J« 

« « <%>J iv>*.i.ct aiijtre* KRET«M«3 
>«fli«m>HWOHi o « 

u w «[•> stars £s« 
rw GlMES VMMit tanCNTH GUARS »<H lUKMm** GWKV 

u n y><KJi GA#«s tnwiB 
lj>*OltWfHjt fWCH tttf 
« : »ttc»s gu >t> [ » : uoohia* w t smuuiouni 

u w f*i)a tuGif »oss wont is a wuMoeai cmauimgi ik km iw i 
LiPtllVCOMAT zotsocat ROSS 1 J- <01 GOU HAD OR luRRO 
H I AiISIIUUjAN IU.IS FOOtlALL-OUIt ROM +MJ* • M l GAME CWltt*LU 
DRnttsmilOiacORRE 
CMOOH AW I imu IROn UtT *LO> MR CUO 
00W1C SPECTACIAAIGHHD FR.i.S'RKlWHIsiI U».IGK* TH 
KU-CWGO t3 HatOOT »d TV* COXUnXK C«5l«.»C00R IOC® 
WO RO* » f̂NCHtO*«AMA<HMM>»« UUVU7* KI7MAMC 
iHG»iits»».Ti»am>4Ar»wih 

NEW TITLES ARRIVING DAILY, ALL FORMATS, PHONE FOR DETAILS. GAMES SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. 
ORDERS UNDER £5.00 ADD 50p POSTAGE • PACKING. PLEASE NOTE - A PHONE CALL RESERVES YOUR ORDER. 

CHEQUES • POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO WIZARD GAMES. PLEASE ALLOW 7 DAYS FOR DELIVERY 

I f i f t B f l t i f a l C e . ( * § © W ! I T ' S B Y E N O W . . . 
W h e n the M U L T I F A C E w a s launched in 1984 , 

it w a s an outright winner . N o one has ever 

c o m e up with s u c h a powerful , useful add-on . 

Labeled the ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM COMPANION, 

this M U L T I p u r p o s e i n t e r F A C E proved to be a n 

absolute G o d s e n d for the S p e c t r u m users . 

H I S T O R Y ? 
It all started with the MULTIFACE ONE for the 
original 48K Spectrum, quickly followed by the 
MULTIFACE 128 for Spectrum 48, 128 and +2. 
R e m e m b e r the mtcrodnv&s, wafadrives and 
add-on disk drives? Suddenly the loading from 
these took teconds rather than minutes. 
Except that there was not much to load -
practically nothing had ever been released on 
cartridges or disks and there was no facility to 
trarvsfer tapes onto those great new devices. 
This is where the MULTIFACE saved everything, 
literacy. The black magic box could stop anything 
any time and S A V E it to cfshtartridg&wafer/tape. 
When the S p e c c y + 3 came with a built-in drive, it 
was left to the MULTIFACE 3 to trarefer afl to 
disks - and to perform other miracles (Multiface 3 
is also needed for the black Spectrum +2A/+2B). 

So, in case you just came from Mars, what 
does a Multiface do? First, it sits at the back of 
your Speccy, its magic button always READY, 
It has its own ROM/RAM. so it doesn't take up 
any Speccy RAM and needs no extra software. 
It comes with a full manual, but you wifl not 
need it. as the Multiface is fully me n u - o r i v e n 

A C T I O N ! 

Once in action, it freezes everything and it 
displays its own menu. You can, say. SAVE 
the program, return to it and continue. If you 
loose your game, just re-load from where you 
saved last and play from there again! No need 
to go back to start all the time. Even better, 
with the MULTIFACE you can POKE all those 
infinite lives, ammo, etc., that you read in the 
magazines, and you will never loose. Each 
Multiface also comes with a built-in TOOLKIT 
that lets you inspect/alter/dump Speccy RAM.. 
Many top programs were written with the aid ot 
the TOOLKIT and the extra 6K RAM. And do 
you like the screen shots In this magazine? 
They are all produced using the MULTIFACE! 

W h e n w e a n n o u n c e d earlier that w e w e r e to 

pull out of the 8-bit market , the surge of inte-

rest in the MULTIFACE w a s such, that w e had 

to m a k e many more . And not just the Multiface 

- we also have the best ever printer interface -

the MULTIPRINT (not tor Speccy+3 or + 2 A / B ) 

and the only digitizer • the VIDEOFACE (for 

any Spectrum). Our sof tware includes the 

unlimited life Finder LIFEGUARD the $£NIE 
disassembler, and the MUSIC TYPEWRITER. 
Please send a S A E for full information. 

H U R R Y ! 

As this g o e s to press, w e sttll carry all i tems, 

but s o m e in low quantit ies only. O n c e w e sell 

the stock of M U L T I P R I N T S . V I D E O F A C E S 

and MULTIFACE ONES, w e h a v e no plans to 

manufacture those again. T h e y a re a terrific 

value, in fact m o r e for the customer than for 

the manufacturer... S o quite simply, H U R R Y I 

As for the Multiface 3 & 128. w e plan to go on 

making them to meet the d e m a n d . In any c a s e 

w e will only accept orders w h e n w e c a n supply 

the goods a n d w e give a full guarantee. Plus 

w e still offer now up to £ 1 5 OFF! mall orders! 

You MUST NOT u h our product! to copy, reproduce or infringe tn any way vvhRtioawr *ny copyright mRMnel vwtfiout ffx permiatton of the 
copyright owner. We do rnr**r condone nor tutiofit i >m uw ol our producti for I n raproducton of copyright metenet • to do «o a K.LEGAU 

All price* are already diecounlad and 
•pp.'y to Mail Order* ro 4.5.1»3 only. 

I enclose a Cheque/Postal Order/Cash plus P&P for £. 
or debit my Access/Visa I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Name Card Exp. 
Address 

P&P UK & Europe £ 2 .00 1 Pf tP OVERSEAS £ 3 00 
MULTIFACE ONE FINISHED;! GENIE 1/128 (NOT 3) f 6 95 
MULTIFACE 128 f 29 95 LIFEGUARD £ 6 96 
M U L T I F A C E 3 f 2 9 9 5 M u l o f a c o 3 + thfu port £ 3 4 . 9 6 
MULTIPRINT f 29 95 
VIDEOFACE 

WRIGGLER £ 2 .95 
£29.96 

T 1 
Spectrum + 3 Disks £ 2.95 

MUSIC Typewntar £ 5.95 j | | Spectrum + 3 Tap a lead £ 2 95 

R O M A N T I C ROBOT, 54 Deanscroft Ave, London NW9 8EN E 24 hrs 0 8 1 - 2 0 0 8 8 7 0 S Y S 



Now, co-starring 
with Sir Richard 
Swarm, it's CRAIG 

BROADBENTand 
his magical typing 
fingery things-

E 

O P ® 

U K o 
ugapae! Eugapae! Eugapaet (That's Latin for "yippee", you Know.) For you 
join me here in the midst of rural Willshire once more, savouring a long-
awaited weekend break away from that fountain of knowledge (and 

purveyor of extremely tricky practical assignments) they call Reading University. And here with me 
this month are my very good pals from the old alma mater, John and Jessica, who are helping me 

greatly (honest!) with the laborious task of compiling Pitstop. Pass me that 
brown envelope. John. (Sound of brown envelope being passed over.) Thanks 
That was ot great help. Oh. and Jessica, could you switch on the Speccy? 
(Sound of Speccy being switched on.) They're invaluable, they really are. 

A FAST 
LOADER 

by Richard Swann 

Or (and I quote) The next best thing to a 
disk drive". This program was 
originally titled Rich-Load by its 

creator, but that was a silly name, so I was 
forced to exercise my extensive editorial 
powers. As you will no doubt have noticed, 
your friend and mine Dicky is back once more, 
and I'm beginning to wonder how he can 
manage to work on his degree and chum out 
vast quantities of Speccy programs at the 
same time. Oh hang on. He's doing Computer 
Science isn't he? That would explain it. Cutting 
sarcasm aside, this is a jolly good fast loader, 
and. credit where credit's due. Dicky's done a 
marvellous job. To use the thing, type in the 
BASIC (all code to be generated is contained 
within the main BASIC program) and save it off 
with SAVE "filename" LINE 0. At this stage, the 
program is completely untainted, ready and 
waiting to be customised for your individual 
programs. Easily done. Just RUN it, answer 
the searching and highly personal questions 
with which you will be presented, and then 
save it off wherever it'll be of most use. Just to 
give you some idea of what it can do. the 
i J J - ^ i options are backwards or forwards 
[ j y q y i j 0 a d j n g s<ar1 a r K j iength 0 j c o c j e (0 

save/load, speed of tone (the blue 
and red bit) and bytes (the yellow 
and blue bit), and a choice of four 
predefined colour schemes. Once 
you've customised the loader, you can only 
use it to load in code of a particular length to a 
certain address, so make sure you keep the 
"pure" copy on tape. When all's done and 
ready, enter RANDOMIZE USR 64900 to save 
your code (make sure the tape's running), and 
RANDOMIZE USR 64914 to load it in again. 
And finally, a quick hint for people who don't 
know the memory map like the back of their 
hands - the default address and length given 
are those needed for saving/loading a screen. 

so just use these to achieve the 
, : J same effect as SCREENS 

BASIC 
10 REM Rich-Load 
15 REM by Richard Swann 
20 CLEAR 63999 
30 LET NO 
40 FOR n=23296 TO 23356 
50 READ a: LET t-t+a 
60 POKE n.a: NEXT n 
70 IF t<>8772 THEN PRINT 'Error in DATA 
from 390 to 490": STOP 
80 RANDOMIZE USR 23296: LET t=0 
90 FOR n=>64900 TO 64927 
100 READ a: LETt=t+a 
110 POKE n,a: NEXT n 
120 IF t<>3179 THEN PRINT "Error in DATA 
from 500 to 540": STOP 
130 CLS : PRINT AT 0,10:"RICH - LOAD"; 
AT 2,0;"The loading system has been 
transferred to RAM. Now you need to 

configure it." 
140 INPUT "FORWARDS or BACKWARDS? 
"; LINE f$: IF LEN f$=0 THEN GO TO 140 
150 IF f$(1)o"f" AND f$ (1 )o "P AND 
t$(1)<>"b" AND f$(1)»"B* THEN GO TO 
140 
160 IF f$(1)="b" OR f$(1)-"B" THEN POKE 
65068,43: POKE 65219.43 
170 IF f$(1)."f" OR f$(1)-"F" THEN POKE 
65068.35: POKE 65219.35 
180 INPUT "START of code (default ";PEEK 
64902+256'PEEK 64903:*) ";st: IF st<0 OR 
st>65535 THEN GO TO 180 
190 INPUT "LENGTH of code (default 
";PEEK 64905+256*PEEK 64906:") ";ln 
200 IF ln<0 OR ln>65535 THEN GO TO 190 
205 IF f$(1)-"b" OR t$(1KB- THEN LET 
st=st+ln 
210 POKE 64903.INT (st/256): POKE 
64902.st-((INT (st/256))*256) 
215 IF fS( 1 K b " OR f$(1 )."B" THEN LET 
st-st-2 
220 POKE 64917,INT (st/256): POKE 
64916,st-((INT (st/256))*256) 
230 POKE 64906.INT (Irv256|: POKE 
64920.PEEK 64906: POKE 64905,ln-((INT 
(ln/256))'256) POKE 64919.PEEK 64905 
240 INPUT "Speed increase for BYTES"' 
"(Default ";59-PEEK 65016:".Minimum -78. 
Maximum +49. ";a 
250 IF a<-78 OR a>49 THEN GO TO 240 
260 POKE 65231,203 (^1.5): POKE 
65016,59-a: POKE 65049.66-a: POKE 
65055.62-a: POKE 65070,49-a 
270 INPUT "Speed increase tor TONE"' 
"(Default *;164-(PEEK 64991);", Minimum -
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45. Maximum 160 ";b 
280 IF tx-45 OR b>160 THEN GO TO 270 
290 POKE 64991,164-b: POKE 65160.(164-
b)'1.21 
300 INPUT 'Colour scheme lor TONE"' 
"(Default -;PEEK 65128;",range 0 to 3) ":x 
310 IF x<0 OR x>3 THEN GO TO 300 
320 POKE 65128,x 
330 INPUT "Colour scheme tor BYTES"' 
"(Default ";PEEK 65185;".range 0 to 3) ";y 
340 IF y<0 OR y>3 THEN GO TO 330 
350 POKE 65185,y 
360 PRINT : PRINT AT 0,10;"RICH -
LOAD"; AT 2,0;"The FAST loader can be 
used to SAVE or LOAD a block of machine 
code " 
370 PRINT : PRINT "SAVE "CODE" CODE 
64900.385" 
380 PRINT : PRINT "To SAVE. 
RANDOMIZE USR 64900 To LOAD. 
RANDOMIZE USR 64914." 
3$0 DATA 33,194.4,17,194,253,1 
400 DATA 67.1.237.176,62.253 
410 DATA 50,57,254,50,231,253 
420 DATA 62.254.50.253.253,50 
430 DATA 196.253,50,13,254.50 
440 DATA 41.254.50.110,254.50 
450 DATA 125.254.50.132,254.50 
460 DATA 147,254,50,157,254 
470 DATA 50,96,254,50,204.254 
480 DATA 50,215,254.50.229.254 
490 DATA 201 
500 DATA 221,33,0.64.17.0,27 
510 DATA 62,255,167,205.194 
520 DATA 253.201.221.33,0.64 
530 DATA 17.0,27,62,255,55 
540 DATA 205,86.254.201 

I 

certainly this way orientated. See 
I—t j ) what you think. 

g BASIC 
10 REM Decimal Loader by Cap n Craig 
20 CLEAR 63999: RESTORE 1: LET x=200 
30 FOR f=64000 TO 64039 STEP 8 
40 LET 1-0: FOR g-0 TO 7 

50 READ a: POKE f+g.a: LET t=t+a: NEXT g 
60 READ a: IF t o a THEN PRINT 
"Checksum Error at line ";x: STOP 
70 LET x»x+10: NEXT f 
80 PRINT "Data POKEd into memory OK." 
90 INPUT "Save to tape? ";s$ 
100 IF s$="Y" OR s$="y" THEN INPUT 
"Filename? ";f$: SAVE 1$CODE 64000,40 
200 DATA 58.6.254,1,16.254,33,232.854 
210 DATA 253,87,62,255,190,122.40.7,1016 
220 DATA 190.40.10,35,35.24.242.61,637 
230 DATA 254.0.200,32,233,35,87,126.967 
240 DATA 2.122,43,3.24,237,0.0.431 

and it's good to see Dicky — _ — 
acknowledging the SAM s superiority ( • o f * J 

SORTER 
by Alan Gibson ^ ^ ^ 

Providing a short but much- r | H _ j | L 1 

needed break from the | C f 2 | i 
omnipresent Swann is I J a p y J 

Alan Gibson, with a short routine 
which simply sorts out a table of values (each 
with an identity number) from highest to lowest. 
Erm... and that s about it. You can stick the 
routine anywhere in memory, but it always 
reads from the same addresses. That is, 65000 
to 65029 must contain the values to be sorted. 
65030 must hold the maximum possible value, 
and 65040 onwards get used by the program 
so as to return the identity numbers in order. 
Could be useful for writing a footy manager 

game or something - Alan's demo is 

10 REM Sorter Demo by Alan Gibson 
20 LOAD "SORTJX)DE"CODE 64000 
30 DIM T(10): FOR F=1 TO 10: LET 
T(F)«=INT (RND'255): NEXT F: REM GIVES 
10 TEAMS RANDOM POINTS VALUES 
40 DIM T$(10,7): FOR F=1 TO 10: LET 
T$(F)="TEAM "+STR$ F: NEXT F: REM 
TEAM NAMES 
50 PRINT "UNSORTED TEAMS"' 
TEAMVPOINTS": FOR F=1 TO 10: PRINT 
T$(F),T(F): NEXT F 
60 LET ADR=65000: FOR F=1 TO 10: 
POKE ADR.T(F): POKE ADR+1.F: LET 
ADR=ADR+2: NEXT F: REM PUTS 
POINTS AND TEAMS IN THE INPUT AREA 
70 POKE 65030,255: REM THIS ISTHE 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS 
POSSIBLE 
80 RANDOMIZE USR 64000 
90 PAUSE 0: CLS 
100 PRINT "SORTED TEAMS" 
110 PRINT "TEAM"."POINTS" 
120 FOR F»65040 TO 65049: PRINT 
T$(PEEK F),T(PEEK F): NEXT F 
130 PRINT 
140 PRINT "DONE1" 
150 PRINT 
160 PRINT "TO SAVE ROUTINE • * 
170 PRINT "SAVE " N A M E " CODE 
START.40" 
180 STOP 

at last! For those not in the know, a 
such a prog is used to blank the 
screen out after n' minutes, so as to save the 
TVs phosphor from sustaining a permanent 
scar due to displaying a static image for too 
long. To actually use the thing, you first need to 
work out after how many frames you want the 
screen to blank out. The value can be anything 
up to 65535, which works out at about twenty-
two minutes, and just to give you a rough 
working guide, one frame lasts one fiftieth of a 
second. Using n as the number of frames, 
POKE 64847, n-(INT(n/256))"256: POKE 
64848. INT(n/256): RANDOMIZE USR 64768 

D A C I ^ arid you're away. Two words of warning, 
D H w l V though - firstly, don't use interrupts, and 

secondly, leave all RAM above 64768 
free for the routine to use. 

SCREEN 
S A V E R 

by Richard Swann ^ ^ ^ 

ack (back! Back!) in full effect, Dicky's 
second contribution of the month is 
none other than a screen saver utility 

as found on. quoth Dicky, "posh computers". 
Just an interjection of mild interest at this point 
- the equivalent of both Richard's programs 
this month can be found already built into the 
ROM of that "posh computer", the SAM Coupe, 

BASIC 
10 REM Decimal Loader by Cap'n Craig 
20 CLEAR 64767: RESTORE 1: LET x-200 
30 FOR 1-64768 TO 64863 STEP 8 
40 LET t-0: FOR g-0 TO 7 
50 READ a: POKE l+g,a: LET t-t+a: NEXT g 
60 READ a: IF t o a THEN PRINT 
"Checksum Error at line ";x: STOP 
70 LET x-x+10: NEXT f, 
80 PRINT "Data POKEd into memory OK." 
90 INPUT "Save to tape? ":s$ 
100 IF s$="Y" OR s$="y" THEN INPUT 
•Filename? ":f$: SAVE f$CODE 64768,96 
200 DATA 243,33.0.254.17,1,254,1.803 
210 DATA 0,1,54,253,237,176,62,195,978 
220 DATA 
50.253.253,33,39,253,34.254,1169 
230 DATA 253.42,79,253.34.91,253,62,1067 
240 DATA 
254.237,71,237.94.251.201,243,1588 
250 DATA 
245,229,213,197,205.142.2.123.1356 
260 DATA 60,32.27.42,91,253.43.34.582 
270 DATA 91,253.124,181.32,22,33.0.736 
280 DATA 88.17,1.88.1.0,3.54,252 
290 DATA 
0,237.176.175.211,254,33,244.1330 
300 DATA 
1.34,91,253,193,209,225.241,1247 
310 DATA 195.56,0.0,0,0,0.0.251 

A NEW APPROACH 
I've made a decision. Good, eh? The 
decision, basically, is that I want to change 
the format of Pitstop ever so slightly, so that 
instead of aimlessly printing any program 
that looks good, I get to print the programs 
that you want to see. So what I want you to 
do is send in suggestions for the types of 
programs you'd like to see appearing in 
Pitstop, and then (hopefully) the skilled 
populace will set to work on your chosen 
topics. Address your suggestions, as well as 
your programs of course, to Craig B at 
Program Pitstop, YS. 30 Monmouth Street. 
Bath, Avon BA1 BW. And before I go. I'd 
better just say that the mailbag is getting 
rather desolate, so get writing and bask in 
the adulation of millions! Sort of. 
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Hello! Welcome to this month's startling 
collection of hints, maps and all thing 
tippy. We call it Tipshop but, if you'd 
rather, you can call it something 
completely different. How about 'Maude', 
or 'Crunchy Oven Egg'? maybe you'd 
prefer something a little more exotic, 
something along the lines of 'das 
gluckliche Zeitung1 or 'andiamo!' 

Anyway, whatever you want to call it, 
the next few pages are dedicated to 
helping you get through a variety of 
games. I do hope it's all of some use. If it 
isn't, why not tear out the pages, roll 
them up and use them as a telescope? It 
might not work very well , but it looks 
dam impressive! 

BOING!.... 22 
CRAP TIPS OF THE MONTH ... 24 

GARY LINEKER'S SUPERSTAR 

ROCK STAR ATE MY HAMSTER ... 23 
REBELSTAR ... 25 

SOLDIER ONE... 20 
STUNTMAN SEYMOUR... 24 

THUNDERCATS... 24 

THE YS CLINIC WITH DR HUGO Z 
HACKENBUSH ... 24 

featuring CJ's Elephant Antics 
(again), Megabucks, The Quest For 

The Holy Grail and (oh no!) Dizzy 
and Seymour 

M a t t h e w Wi l l is has mapped the first level of this smart covergame. 

i have enclosed the following... a map for Level One. what all the 
baddies do and how to destroy them, what the power ups are, how 
good the weapons are. some tips and a joke. The joke isn't that 
great, but at least I made it up. 

Cannon-type thing which shoots in either direction 
Lob a grenade at it. 

Slob thing which moves left and nght, as well as up 
and down. Shoot it three times. 

Fast glider which moves left and right very quickly 
Shoot it twice or jump over it. 

Walker thing which walks left and shoots Avoid it or 
throw grenade. 

Man with gun. glides left arid right and shoots. Shoot 
him three times. 

Melon with gun which moves left |ust at head level 
Jump over it or throw grenade 

Pulsating ball which moves up and down It can't be 
destroyed unless you're a superhero. 

Second man with gun stands on teieporlers Shoot it 
five times. 

Hover man who homes in towards you. Don't bother 
trying to kill it. 
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He was going to do the other levels, but found them too time-consuming. Ahh! 

fcffij Three extra grenades. Cannon which shoots in an arc. 
Stand in front of it and shoot it 
about five times. 
Crawlers move left and righl. 
Don't bother with it unless it's 
guarding a power up. 

Vertical shots move up. Just 
avoid them. 

Headless bird walks left and 
right and shoots in an arc. Shoot 
it twice. 

Boingy type thing boings left 
and right. Avoid it. 

Big cannon turns left or right 
and shoots. Sometimes walks. 
Throw grenade or avoid it. 

Second boingy thing which 
boings left and right. Shoot it 
three times. 

© 
Extra life (not a cuddly toy). 
Shield with which you can kill 
anyone in the way. 

0 

6 

Extra energy and 250 points. 

Smart bomb; clears the screen. 

WEAPONS 

NORMAL Not much good, but 
better than nothing. 

3-WAY Quite good, especially 
C J f l y ) for getting things that are lurking 

above you. 

C- £n\ LASER Brilliant! Increases the 
) range of your weapon. 

P O W E R U P S 

Spikey bomb. 

Upgrades your weapon to a 
three-way shooty bang-stick or a 
laser, depending on what you 
had before. 

fa 

BT FG 

K E Y 

C/CT = Cannon thing 

BT a Blob thing 

FG = Fast glider 

P = Power up 

Q = What's in the power up 

(m) = Mine 

(u?) = Weapon upgrade 

X>\ = Extra grenades 

T I P S 
O At the end of your go, just before you get 
killed, fire a grenade. If it doesn't go off on that 
go, it will go off giving you an extra grenade 
(but it won't hit a baddie). 
O Remember you haven't got loads of time. 
Instead of spending ages firing at a baddie. 
just jump over him. 
O Use your grenades! However many you've 
got when you die. you still only get three on 
your next go. (Even if you've used them all.) 

= Extra life 

MG = Man with gun 

CW = Crawler 

W = Walker 

Pulsating ball 

HM Hover man 
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Just to finish, here's my joke... 
Q. What do people in the army do when their 
guns break"? 
A. They 'soldier' them together! 

I thought they just got shot! Thanks for 
those, Matthew. 
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Patr ick Spencer and Tony Ba i tson have mapped and tipped this SAM game. We'll start oft with all the items, where to find them 
and what they're for. Take it away, boys... 1 

i 
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O Lift key found in screen More Ot The Hill 
and needed for lifts in two places. 
O Parachute found in screen More Spooky 
Floaty Things and needed to drop into shaft 
in The Garden. 
O Pickaxe found in screen Summer House 
and needed to open shaft in The Garden. 
O Goggles found in screen The Very Top Of 
The Hill and needed to enter I'm Blind Room. 
O Spade found in screen Ouch and needed 
to open Bunal Mound. 
O Dynamite found in screen The Master 
Bedroom and needed, with plunger, in Dead 
End Room. 
O Plunger found in screen Splat (Or. The 
Bottom) and needed, with dynamite, in Dead 
End Room. 

O Barrel one found in screen The Entrance 
Hall and needed to cross pit in caves. 
O Barrel two found in screen Even More 
Floaty Things and needed to cross the pit in 
the caves. 
Q Hearts found in six different screens and 
restore air supply to full. 
O Potion bottles found in twenty different 
places and you need to collect them all. 

Time machine parts 
O Crystal - in the caves. 
O Switch - In teleport room above 
I'm Blind Room. 
O Battery - In Deepest 
Chamber at the back of the 
caves. 

Teleporters 
O In Beam Me Up room - Use left to go to 
Front Door, and right to go to Bridge To 
Nowhere 
O In The Teleporter room - Use lo go to 
Summer House 
O In The Crypt - Use to go to Strange 

After collecting all three parts of the lime 
machine and all twenty potions, return to 
start and the lime machine will appear. Enter 
this and you have finished the game 

Before we go, just a note - In the screen 
titled Spooky Floaty Things 3. you have lo 
jump off the third platform from the top to 
land on a platform in the next screen. 

Some of those room names are a bit 
odd, If you ask me! 

GA INEKERS SUPERSTAR SOCCER 
The Stubbington Soldier has 
written in with a couple of 
tiplets for the game of the man 

- W V k with the big 
/ j ^ T nose, Gary 

Lineker's 
wK^^^ Superstar 

Soccer. Take It 

• ••• 

away, Stubby! 

Centre-forwards should move 
up to the ball and keep going 
forward with it. Just move up and 
down to avoid the opposing 
players. 

Speccy centre-forwards are 
easy to beat. As soon as the 
whistle blows, move to the ball. 
At the last minute move down, 
collect the ball, and you're off! 

Goals are easy-peasy to score. 
When you're a couple of yards 

ill' - • ' • 

out. move 
randomly i ^ K ^ ^ ^ B ^ V 

the A f l n f t j ^ p B ^ 
goalie f ^ & o l ^ ^ & ^ l 
dives. I K j K ^ V i S 
Now W f l H 
dribble the N ^ E ^ p R r 
ball around 
him and walk it in. 
Just be careful not to go to dose 
to the keeper, or he'll grab the 
ball away from you. 

Winning is even easier than 
scoring. Just get a goal ahead, 
and when you get a goal kick or 
a throw-in, don't take it. The 
clock will continue ticking, so 
wait until the time runs out. 

Sounds a bit unsporting to 
me, but what the hey, eh? 
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ROCK STAR ATE M HAMSTER 
01' Stubby also sent in a dead 

short but natty tip for the 
Codies' Rock Star Ale My 
Hamster. So. erm, here it Is. 

To get maximum revenue, go to 
stadiums and charge a tenner. 

Smart advice, and 
remember, never let a rock 

star near your furry pets. 
You lust don't know what 
they'll get up to. 
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S T U N T H A N 
S E X R O U R 
Mart in Hami l ton has a 
rather nifty little cheat for 
the rather nifty little game 
Stunt man Seymour. 

On the first level, make 
your way through the level as 
normal until you come to the 
end-of-level bad guy. Let him 
hit you with his bombs until 
your takes' reads four and 

you only 
have one life 
left. Now kill 
the monster 
with your 
bombs and 

iVr-M 

when he is 
lying on the 
floor 
exploding, 
walk on to 
him and wait 
there. As you 
move on to the 
next level your takes' should 
change to five, but you don't 
die. You now have an infinite 
collection of lives to use as 
you wish. Hope this comes in 
fairly handy. 
No doubt it will, Martin. No 
doubt it will. 

THUNDERCATS 
In the words of Tim Cryan, 
'a very old but very ace 
game', so here is a 
massively crafty tip 
courtesy of, erm, T im 
Cryan. Basically. 

On the third level - the one 
where you have to save Tigra 
- stand still just behind the 
first block after the small pool. 
You know, the one with the 
eyeball coming out of it. 

Now keep firing at the 

mi 

baddies and 
you will 
receive 
endless 
boxes. 
Actually, 
they're 
called boxes 
but they look more like clouds 
with eyes. Anyway, if you 
shoot them, you'll receive 
bonus items, one of which is 
a life. Hang around and keep 
shooting until you get nine 
lives. Now get killed. You'll 
receive a huge bonus and the 
maximum amount of lives. 
Bnll eh? 

Brill indeed. Ta muchly. 

CRAP TIPS OF 
THE MONTH 

Yes! We've got two 
of 'em this month. 
First of all, from 
Ryan Cooper in 
Wolverhampton, 
comes this 
sparkling piece of 
crap advice. 
On Target: Renegade, on the 
high score table, press all 
over the keyboard and the 
name should go over the 
score. Now press ENTER 
and you'll start where you 
died, but with infinite lives! 
This doesn't always work. 
Alternatively, you could try 
shouting at the Speccy, 
'Give me infinite lives.' This 

doesn't always 
work either. 
(Ahem.) But hang 
on, that was 
actually quite 

useful (it it works). 
What we need is a 

completely crap tip. Ad 
here comes Will Gibbons of 
the Isle of Wight. 
I've got a lab tip tor adventure 
players to make their games 
last longer. Play them with a 
Sinclair joystick! NB: this only 
works if the adventure 
understands words like 
'6667879' and 0989806'. 
Will, you're a genius. I'll 
suggest ft to Tim at once. 

THE YS CLINIC WITH 

DR HUGO Z 
HACKENBUSH 

Got a gamesnag? 
See a specialist! 
Well, this is fcfine stale of affairs. 
And after aU I've done lor me lot of 
you. irs disgraceful What am I 
talking about? I don't know. I wasn't 
listening effher Ha ha! You S68 ~" 
even m the face of such hardship, 
old Htackenbush can keep his sense 
of humour. Yes, Tblks. due to the 
pitiful amount of matt I get on 
subjects other than Drizzly and all 
the Codies puzzle dan, I'm forced, 
once again, to admit them to the 
Clinic. Oh. the ignominy of it all. 
Nurse! Fetch the tissues and hike 
the rates by a couple of per cent. 

CJ S ELEPHANT ANTICS 
But before we usher in Drizzly and 
co. here's a coincidentally 
Codemasters game in dire need of 
some clearing up. Enter, stage left, 
Edward Sykes. Edward, eh? I knew 
him when he was Eddie The Boy. 
How times change. Just look at this 
wristwatch. Bui I digress. You've 
got it wrong again.' What a fine, 
sensitive opening, las t month's tip 
for OJ'6 Elephant Antics was a bit 
. ague to say the least. You do 
indeed have to bomb the volcanoes 
madly id pass them, but there's a 
bug in the game. To actually find the 
volcanoes, you have to go down 
through the level Whal the 
unfortunate Darren M has done is 
get stuck in the scrolling at the top 
right of the map. He should just 
head downwards from the start." 
There you have it Darren - just 
descend to Edward's level and you 
should be fine. Ha ha! No one's 
upper lip was ever stiffer. 

MEGABUCKS 
But to return to Edward. 'Way back 
in the June 1992 issue. Daz Ellis 
was snagged on this way-way-back 
puzzler. What, he mused, do you do 
in the picture, safecracking and 
chemistry sections? Here, at last, 
are the answers. In. the picture room 

in the main mansion, you need to 
use the bit of the picture and the 
paintbrush. You'K hod them in the 
Dog and Bone pub and the tunnels 
respeclfrety. Also in the main 
mansion te the sate room. There's a 
safe cracker In the church vault. To 
pase the guardian robot, you'U need 
the robot control, which is found in 
the tunnels* * J t ^ B ^ ^ 

'In the chemistiy roorr <yup> also 
in the main manakxi), you heed to 
complete the chemistry experiment. 
So dash off to the tower behind the 
lead screen (use the X-ray specs to 
pass this) and get the equipment 
And that's that." 

QUEST FOR THE HOL Y GRAIL 
Wefl. I've sent that Kemp fellow an 
impressive letter, but I still get 
adventure queries. The latest is 
from Mark Barwell. who wants to 
know how you pass the Knight Who 
Says Nic. He has an idea it may be 
something to do with giving the 
Knight the pink shrubbery, but 
would like an expert opinion. 
Barwell, you should give the Knight 
the pink shrubbery. Please pay 
Nurse Brittenhouse as you leave. 

AU SECOURS 
Well, I suppose there's no putting it 
off any longer. Nurse* Bnng in those 
poor. lost sow's Gently gently 
A 0 Neill: "How do you gelt the key 
Which J i in the tree directly over the 
pond in Seymour Goo* to \ 
HolywootP Every time I try, I fall in 
and drown" J W A 
Stephen McGreal "In the same 
game, how exactly do you get 
through Rash Boredom'' What are 
Ihe body parts. fHernallet, the 
bouncy ball, the potion, the dagger 
and the lollipop for?" 
Leon Markham-Lee and James 
Henry: "In the same game again, 
how do you cross the road?" 
Steven Hunt: I n a game not-
entirely-dissimilar-to-the-one-
previously-mentioned, how do you 
get the key on Isn't This High? How 
do you avoid the spikes on Space 
Base? Can you pass the dog on 
Frank Einstein?" 
Richard Spandley: "How do you 
make the kite in Spellbound Dizz/> 
I have all the parts." 
Kevin Burt: "I cant pass the Broken 
Bridge in Fantasy World Dizzy ' 

Before I go. the anewer to Secret 
Word Number Four. Nobody got it 
right, but Edward Sykes was the 
least wrong with hfs guess of 
'dromedary' The anewer was, of 
course, 'dztggetaf. Send all your 
snags and solutions to me, Or 
Hackenbueh. at the YS Ckflic. care 
of the usuaf addrees. Nurse! Chase 
that patient off the anamination 
couch. I need a nop 
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What a game, eh? Number two In the YS Top 100. personal favourite of Alan Titchmarsh (TV s Mr Green-fingers) 
and a fun-packed romp for all the family. (Or something.) Erm, pity it didn't work when we put It on the tape then, 
isn't it? Ahem. Anyway. If you're a big Rebelstar fan. you'll no doubt be furiously shaking the hand of LD Jones (yes. 
the very chap who informed us who owned the rights to the thing) cos he's come up with a marvy map and some terrific tips for this 
gorgeous game. Alliteration, eh? I love It. 

And to go with the lovely map, LD 
has sent in these tips containing 
the most effective strategies for the 
one-player game, collated after 
playing it thousands ot times. 
Lawks a mussy me! 
Over the first couple of turns arm your 
men and break in through airlocks one 
(top left) and two (bottom left) using 
light sabres. Move all the units from 
airlock two up lo Ihe top. to join with 
the forces by airlock one. Blast your 
way through airlock four, using the 
Combat Droid, to cause a diversion. 
Send the Combat Droid into the 'Droid 
Mend' module on the right It will now 
be indestructible and can kill anyone 
foolish enough to come near it, either 
by shooting them or attacking them 
hand-to-hand. Provided you do not 
open any more airlocks, the 
Operatives will now swarm down and 
attack the Raiders at the bottom-right 
These units should take out the 
defence laser on the right, then make 
their way up to ISAAC, killing as many 
Operatives as possible on the way. 

When the Operatives have all gone 
to the bottom-right, send in the rest of 
your men, all at once. The team at 

airlock three should work 
their way along the 

bottom, to shoot the 
two remaining 
defence lasers, 
while the team at 
airlock one tear 

across the lop. 
Assemble your men 

outside the security doors 
above ISAAC, with Combat Droids 
closest to them, and blow them open. 
Send your men in. armed with 
phasers and laser pistols. Blast 
everybody and shoot ISAAC to reveal 
the amazing end sequence. 
Phew! Thanky danky, LD. May your 
Rebelstar Raiders never wither 
under fire (or something). 

•JffG? 
4 ? 
o l l 

to tuck their heads u n ^ I '"J'® b f r d s 

dream of crunchy cocTo ' h
 W ' ° 9 S a n d 

suppose I s h o u , d
y 4 ~ r A O d 1 

Send an y o u r m a ° , ® ° i n g h o™> tool 
">e. Linda B a u n J yg' Ti t ! 8 ?* 

Sinclair. 30 M o n m o / l o. P S h o p ' V o t " 
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MUSK SYNTH 48K 
Simon Til lson 
Load in 48K mode 

i I 

U V L L L V Y ] 
Well, blimey. Three channel music on 

a 48K Speccy. 01" Simon Tillson has 
come up with a complete stonker 

that's spookily easy to use and (and! And!) 
which produces stand-alone tunes that can 
be freely used in your own progs as long 
as you credit Simon somewhere along 
the line It's like a Soundtracker of your 
very own (sort of). 

To help you fiddle around with Music 
Synth, we've saved a demo tune along with 
the main program It's called Cool' and 
acoustically-talented peeps will recognise it 
as the title track to Ano Gaia. When you load 
Music Synth, you're given the chance to 
back it up (at normal speed) to tape. As all 
the file-handling is done in BASIC, it's dead 
easy to break into the prog and change the 
appropriate lines so it all works from disk. But 
back to the copy option - when you back up the 
prog, the demo tune is not saved. This has to 
be done from within the program itself. Just 
thought we d let you know. Now - dash down to 
the Basics box for the interesting stuff. 

The editor 
Or, the bits you push to write your tune. First 
we'll look at the options at the top ol the screen 
• 1. Play tune Erm, plays the tune. 
• 2. Erase tune Erases all tune data and 
changes in envelope, but does not affect the 
scale setlings or the envelopes. 
• 3. Main menu Returns to the main menu. 
• 4. Order bar Provided the bar you are 
currently editing is legal (that is, it has sixteen 
sixteenth notes exactly) this option will space 
the notes and rests out in their correct places It 
has no effect on channel three 

• 5. Name tune The name will be used when 
you save data or a compiled tune. 
• 6. Envelopes See The envelope designer'. 

And now the actual tune-writing options. 
• T Toggles the time signature between 3/4 
and 4/4 time. All ordering will be mixed up if this 
is changed halfway through writing a tune, but 
as long as it is changed back before anything is 
moved, all will be okay. 
• Q Moves the Beat Cursor (the grey stripe) 
one beat to the left. 
• W Moves the Beat Cursor one beat to the 

right. 
• K Moves the note under the beat 
cursor up one semitone. II on the 
drum channel, this will increase the 
length of the drum. 
• M Moves the note under the beat 

cursor down one semitone. Or 
decreases the length of a drum 

• C Moves the Beat Cursor on to the next 
channel. 
• Y Decreases the tempo (shown in the top 

right hand comer). 
• U Increases the tempo. 
• 8 Moves to the bar belore the present one. 
• 9 Moves to the next bar. (120 in total). 
• D Dots or undots a note 
• S Sharpens or un-sharpens notes. 
• P Allows entry of a note where the Beat 
Cursor is. Press one for a whole note, two lor a 
half, four for a quarter, eight for an eighth or 
six for a sixteenth. 
• R As with P, only for rests. 
• F Enters a drum. Press the number ot 
the envelope you require. 
• X Erases a note, restores a drum. 
• E Sets the end marker to the 
present bar. I 
• V Sets a change in envelope at 
the start of the present bar. Press 
the number of the envelope required. 
• H Allows re-tuning of note values. A small 
box with a section of stave in it will appear. 
You can move the note up and down with M 
and K as before. The value of the note 
displayed is shown at the bottom. This can be 

altered with the Q and W keys, and the note 
can be sharpened by pressing S. To hear how 
the note sounds, press T. This will sound the 
note until you press another key. Press ENTER 
to return to the Editor. 

The envelope designer 
So you've got your notes. Now you need some 
clever way of making them sound interesting. 
You need (ta-daa!) envelopes This option 
allows you to design the envelopes used for the 
tune, and also the drum sounds. 
• Q Move cursor left. 
• W Move cursor nght. 
• K Increase value 
• M Decrease value 
• 9 Go to next envelope. 
• 8 Go to previous envelope. 
• 1 Return to the Editor. 

• 

There are eight envelopes which you can use 
as tone or drum type envelopes, but with a tone 
type envelope you must keep the volume in the 
green area, That is, the values must be fifteen 
or less. 

Don't worry about rest envelopes for drums. 
The computer uses a blank envelope for these 
(number nine) and calculates them 
automatically When using an envelope as a 
drum sound, the higher the values you use, the 
lower the frequency of the white noise, so a 
bass sound would be higher on the graph than, 
for instance, a snare 

You will probably find the tempo a little 
(actually a lot!) too fast. To get around this, you 
could increase the tempo (remember the higher 

the number, the slower the tempo. 
Paradoxes, eh?). But if you find there 
aren'l enough bars available, you could 
increase the tempo enormously and use 
quavers instead of crotchets, minims 
instead of semibreves and so on. in order 

to allow two bars to be lifted into one This 
would give you 240 bars to play wilh. but when 
the tune is compiled you would use twice as 
much memory. This is because the length of 
the code block depends on the.number of 
notes used in the tune, you see 

On the drum channel, a solid black unit 
represents the start of each drum The 

number printed under it is the number of the 
envelope used for that drum. The solid unit ts 
one sixteenth note long, and each outlined unit 
is another sixteenth note So, if you had a drum 
sound with three outlined units following the 
solid one, (he equivalent length ol that sound 
would be four sixteenth notes, or a crotchet, 

Thanks very much. Simon Tillson, As we said 
before, the best way to learn about Music Synth 
is to play around with the demo tune provided. 
Happy composing! (Or something.) 

y 
f Basics and the main menu 

Music Synth is a three-channel sound 
synthesiser for the 48K Speccy. Tunes are 
written using an ordinary stave for channels 
one and two, which are tone channels, and 
a percussion tine for channel three, as 
found on drum machines. On loading, you'll 
see the main menu screen. Here s what 
each ot the options means. . - J H H 

• 1. Editor This is where the tune gets 
^written. See 'The editor' (up there a tad). 

• 2. Load data This will load in a previously ^ 
saved (uncompiled) tune, along with its 
scale, envelopes and envelope changes. 
• 3. Save data Saves the (uncomptied) 
tune, envelopes and everything else. The 
filename used ts the name y6u have given 
the tune (erm, with the 'name' option). 
• 4. Compile Compifes tune data into a 
code block and saves it. The filename used 
etc etc. 

Note the info for future reference. 
• S. Exit Returns you to BASIC. From here 
you can easily adapt the prog to use disks, i 
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Got a problem? Get it solved! With 
SIMON COOKE 

VVith Number O n e 

unmasked and The 

turned into a 
'heme park, Simon 

gets back (o normal. 
W e " ' ̂  of. Er, not at 

all, in fact. 

Hello my little Spec-chums. Welcome to my humble Belgian detective agency. Don't 
mind Hastings - he's just sleeping. (Ohhh... who are you? What the devil have you done 
with Poirot? Hastings). Hastings my dear chap - what a nasty bee sting you have there! 
Here, let me get some witch-hazel on that... (Sound of heavy blow.) 

I've been asked to hold the fort for Poirot while he goes on holiday to rest his tittle 
grey cells. (Sound of muffled French curses from nearby cupboard.) Er, damn this 
plumbing. Anyway, I've already got a case - I have to find out why Linda has decided to 
leave YS. C'est un piece de gateau, mes petits. Rats, my moustache keeps falling off. 
Anyone got a tube of Copydex? 

CRACKED SPECIAL! 
As an extra-special treat this month, 
here are three pages of pure 
Cracked. I've had so many hints j 
and tips, and I feel so bad about !k 
chucking them away, that I just [ I 
had to print as many as I possibly I I 
can in this space. In fact, I'm not y 
even going to put little comments at 
the end of the letters (unless they 
really need em). 

ESCAPE FROM ALKATRAZ 
I was having a good old hack attack (Y'what? 
Si) on the Alkatraz loading routine, when I 
found this tine in the BASIC: 
10 ALKATRAZ PROTECTION SYSTEM 
I then set about doing this type of line tor my 
programs to replace the usual REM statement. 
This is what I did: 
20 LET A$="YS IS CRAP! (in a funky skillo 
sort of way)' 
30 FOR F-1 TO LEN A$ 
40 POKE F+23759,CODE A$(F) 
50 NEXT F 
Now type in tine 10 as a load of spaces and 
RUN. Delete lines 20-50 to leave the message 
tine. You can change the message in A$ to 
whatever you like. (But you need to fill line ten 

with at least as many spaces as there are 
letters in your message. Si) 

The Mad Hacker 
Worcester Park, Surrey 

Nice one. Mad. Only thing is, if you've 
got an Interface One you 'II need to 

change the 23759 in line 40 to 
jR|A whatever number you get when 

H | | you type this: PRINT 4+(PEEK 
Mj 23635+256'PEEK23636). Also, for 
WJ SAM owners, here's a way of doing 

the same thing for REM 
^ ^ ^ statements... 

"C 60000 DEF PROC remarket tst.stp: REM 
£ By Cookie 93 
\ 60001 CLS#: MODE 3: CSIZE 8,8: 
» INPUT LINE AS 
\ 60002 IF A$="STOP" THEN 
m ENDPROC: REM You must type 
% STOP in capsI 
\ 60003 KEYIN STRS fst+" REM 

"+STRINGS (10,CHR$ 12)+A$ 
60004 LET fst=fst+stp 
60005 GOTO 60001 
This one works by creating REMs which have 
a string of delete codes straight after them in 
the line - this removes both the REM 
statement and the line number, leaving only 
your text on the screen. To use it just type 
remarker' followed by the starting line for your 
REM and the step between lines. Then type in 
your text (STOP exits the procedure). You can 
use any control codes you like, but it's not a 
good idea to go over the end of the line. SI. 

ARTISTIC LICENCE 
Here are a few tips for printing pictures made 
using The Artist 2 to an Epson compatible 

printer. (1) If you find that the paper 
isn't moving after printing each tine of 

graphics, try setting dip switch DS2-2 
to ON. (2) In the storage menu, the options 
Grey Dump L and Large Dump are the wrong 
way round, as are Grey Dump S and Small 
Dump. So to do one of these, select the other. 

and vice versa. (3) Don't use the 
Large Dump or Grey Dump L options on A4 or 
tractor feed paper, as they'll go off the edge 
and print on the paper roller. For large dumps, 
use A3 paper or larger. (4) For an extra small 
dump, go to Pagemaker and clear anything 
that's already there (option 3). Then select 
option 2 and press M. Select option 8 to print 
out the picture. 

You can also change whore your picture is 
printed on the paper by adjusting the rows and 
columns after selecting option 2 (using keys Q, 
S. I and O). I hope this helps anyone who's 
had printer probs. as The Artist 2 is not a very 
user-friendly program 
Kevin Thorn berry, 
Lancaster 

POKEY POKEY 
I've found a couple of very useful POKEs that 
can muddle everything on screen without 
losing the program. Locations 23606 and 
23607 hold the address of the character set 
bitmap. POKE 23606, 8 pushe* all the 
characters atong by one. so if you typed in 
"1234", it would appear as '2345*. If you then 
POKE 23607, 0 the print routine looks for the 
font at the start $1 the ROM and thus prints out 
all the characters as a meaningless jumble To 
recover the original character set POKE 
23606.0: POKE 23607.60 

More useful POKEs include: 
POKE 23561, time delay 
before a k«y aufcxepeats ^ ^ ^ 
(1-255) and POKE 
23562, time in A 
between reoeats^l- J m 
255). For the +3 it M 
is often useful to ^ ^ 
change the start line / 
and increment for the ( 
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Renumber command. To do * 
this, type in this line, GOTO l ^ ^ ^ ^ r 
9998, enter your starting line 
and step size, then press EDIT 
and select the Renumber option. ^ S ^ ^ ^ B 
9998 INPUT 'Start line:";sl: INPUT ^ H ^ 
"Step size:";ss LET hsl -INT £ 

- (s1/256):LEThss=INT(ss/256): m . 
fc POKE 23413, sl-256'hsi: POKE M 

23414.ss-256*hss: POKE # 
23416.hss M V 

Also, if an absolute DRAW is t 
required (ie to a certain 
coordinate on-screen. Si), enter 
the command DRAW x-PEEK 23677. y-PEEK 
23678. X and y are. of course, the co-ordinates 
of the pixel you want to draw to. (Of course. Si) 
Chris Taylor 
Ulverslon, Cumbria 

MICRO DRIVIN' 
Just thought I'd write and share a little tip tor 
Microdrive users. Namely, how to erase a 
program without re-formatting You need to 
enter three commands (in this example, the file 
I t called filenamex'). 
ERASE *M";l:filenamexl": ERASE 
"M";1 ;"filenamex2": ERASE "M";1;"filename*3" ' 
There needs to be a total of ten characters 
between the quotes, including the program 
name and number. ^ 
Roy Williamson 
Kirkdale, Liverpool 

Handy little tip there - not too sure why you 
need to wipe the file three times though (but 
then again. I don't own a Microdrive). St. 

TUNES 'N' TESTS 
To access the +3 test mode, hold down „ 
RESET and BREAK, then let go of RESET, so 
that the test card appears. Now press down O. 
A, 2, P, L and M at once for the test program 
(if you have a +3, don't leave your disk in the 
drive, as it might be corrupted). For the sstund 
to light program, hold down E, A and U when 
the test-card is displayed, and play a tape in i 
your tape deck To return from the test card to 
the main menu, hold down V and B. ^ ^ 

Oh. and while I'm on the subject of 128K 
machines, to play a one channel track (ie 
sound on one channel only) you need a 
program such as this: 
10 LET controU65533: LET info-49149 
20 OUT control,7: OUT info. 62 
30 OUT control. 1: OUT info, 20 
40 OUT control.8: OUT info. 14 
To stop the sound, enter OUT info. 0. 

And! If you want to use the RAM drive on a 
+3. +2, +2A or -I-2B, all you need to do is type 
SAVE filename" to save, and LOAD, 
("filename" to get it back. CAT I will read the 
directory, and ERASE ("filename" will wipe a 
file too. Happy programming. 
Hayden Yale 
Crewe, Cheshire 

USR FRIENOLY 
Being a curious person (I'm sura it shouldn't 
read like that Si) I've explored the Spectfum 
ROM and found some useful machine code 
routines that I'd like to share. LET L-USR 
3582 scrolls the screen up by one character 
line. LET L=USR 5534 puts a 128K Speccy In 
48K mode. LET L-USR 4580 NEWs from 48K 

BASIC. LET l»USR 4185 fists the BASIC 
program in memory. 

• ! Leighton Sheppard 
WJ Gunthofpe, Peterborough 

TASWORD +3 TOO 
Here are some simple instructions to convert 
Tasword 2for use on a 4-3. (1) Load in your 
original Tasword 2 tape using the tape loader 
option on the startup menu. (2) Exit to BASIC 
using option B. (3) Alter line 710 to read 
710 SAVE A$+".DAT CODE 54784,10751; 
GOSUB 900 
(4) Alter line 15 so that the load command 
reads Tasword.DAT". (5) Delete line 780. (6) 
Change line 1050 to just GOTO 20. (7) Type 
RUN and select 'SAVE Tasword' from the main 
menu to save the altered version to disk. 
Congrats! You now own a customised version 
of Tasword 2. 
Dan 'The Man' Sohofleld 
Huddersfield, West Yorkshire 

GAC MACK STACK 
•J've found some things out about the Graphic 
• Adventure Creator which you didn't put in the 
instructions. These involve the messages. 
Most people using GAC will load the Quickstarl 
file which does most of the hard stuff for you. 
However, people not using it and testing their 
games will have an error message appearing 
saying Message Not Found'. This is because 
messages 240 and upwards are for storing the 
error messages onty. So here are the 
messages you need to have, along with where 
you need to put them: 

Number Type of Message 
240 What now? 
241 You can't do that 

j242 Didn't understand any of that 
243 Press any key 

-:244 Quit game? (Y/N) 
245 Object already held 
246 Object not held 
247 Object not in room 
248 Carrying too much 
249 Your score was... 
250 ...and you took... (number of moves) 
251 Not sure of use 
252 Not sure of use 
253 You can also see: 
254 OK 
255 Normally put as "moves" 
Also, counter zero holds your score. 
Marcus Dyer 
Clevedon, Avon 

DISC DRIVIN' j ^ t 
Regarding Mark 
Delaney's plea for info / A 
about connecting a 3" I m 
drive to a +3. The disc ( 
B socket is laid out in I B f ^ S K k 
this manner: V v ^ B k ^ D ^ 
All even pins (2-34), and V ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ B g l 
pin 31: GND ^ ^ 
1: Ready 
3: Side one select 
5: Read data 
7: Write protect £ 
9: Track zero detect 1 
11 :Write gate detect 
13: Write gate 
15: Step 

17: Direction select (for Step) 
19: Motor On 
21: Not used 
23: Drive select 1 
25: Not used 
27: Index hole detect 
29: Not used 
33: Not used 
The diagram will explain which pin is which. 

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 

1 3 5 7 9 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 
1 2 5 7 9 1 3 5 7 9 1 3 

Roland Richardson 
Reddltch, Worcs 

I'm sura there shouldoe a *5V line on there 
somewhere, but that's probably just me. Si. 

SPLIT PERSONALITY 
I, like many other +2A users who upgraded 
from the humbte 46K 
Speccy. will have hac a 
Multiface One with J J H ^ W 
Romantic Robots j f l B J ^ ^ h ^ . . 
Genie 
Disassembler, 
but found that it ^ I w S g f c ^ W ^ S 
will not run on the / 
Multiface 3. Weil, L / 
with a bit of careful c Q f l ^ B ^ 
soldering and some short f / ^ w 
lengths of wire, the MF1 can — ^ 
be made to run on the +2A Here's how. 

Looking down on the edge connector of the 
MF1 and counting from the left, find pin four 
(bottom row) and pin fourteen (bottom row). 
Solder one end Qtthe wire to pin four and the 
other to pin fourteen (bottom). Next, again 
counting from the left, find pin 24 (bottom) 
(fourth from right) and pin seven (upper). 
Connect these two pins, making sure that no 
other pins are connected at this time. 

If all is well, the MF 1 should now work when 
the +2A is in 48K mode. 
Ken Sanders 
Malvern, Worcs 
'II all is well', eh? This is definitely one that 
merits my serious hat. Spec Tec Jr. YS. 

Future Publishing and anyone else you 
care to name can accept no 

W^. responsibility lor any damages 
incurred to either your hardware or 

j^M^V yourself due to making this 
H f f l l alteration This info is supplied in 

good faith as being correct, so it 
m J it's wrong, sorry, but that's the way 

W^mJ it goes. Also, don't try this unless 
I H v your guarantee has run out1 Si. 

PRETTY AS A PICTURE 
^ Here's a much tidier and far shorter 
^ routine to avoid messing up a loading 

screen with filenames. The beauty of this 
L routine is that it simply fools the Speccy 
A into trying to write the info to an area 

• j other than the screen. The line is LOAD 
m " SCREENS. POKE  
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23739.02: POKE 23740.0: LOAD "whatever" 
CLS restores normality, so use the POKEs 

straight after the LOAD "" SCREENS to avoid 
problems. Also bear this in mind it you have 
trouble with PRINT in a BASIC program after 
loading. If Interface One system variables 
have been initialised, add 58 to each address. 
However, this is rather unlikely it you're 
loading from tape. 

Another useful POKE saves having to press 
a key for a SAVE - or It lets the programmer 
substitute a different message. Enter this line. 
9990 SAVE "BASIC_PROG" LINE 1: PRINT 
'Make a note of the Tape Counter Reading. 

then start the tape and press a key,...": 
^ p o k p 23736,181: SAVE 

^

M„CODE" CODE x,y 

The PbKE and SAVE 
^ ^ ^ commands must be 
j ^ S ^ . on the same line. 

K V otherwise it 
^ K ^ S ^ ^ ^ K ^ P doesn't work. 

H R ^ F The same 
Interface One 

^ p S S g B y rule applies here 
^ O ^ ^ v also. 

J ,H ' Did you know 
that if you ve got a 

BASIC program that 
you can't MERGE, you can often make a 
dummy header' to usa? What you do is LOAD 
"" as usual, but as soon as the header has 
loaded (the bleeeeee-bhp bit), stop the tape 
and press BREAK. Put a blank tape in, and 
type SAVE "dummy* then press ENTER. Save 
just the header to tape, and then press 
BREAK again. Now type MERGE"' and play 
the dummy header. When the header has 
loaded, replace the original tape, and play in 
the remainder of the program (you may have 
to wait a short while after loading tor the 
MERGE process to complete before the OK 
message appears). 

And to round off, a few words about my 
setup. I've got a Sinclair 128K, with + D and 
3.5" drive, a couple of 48Ks with Interface 
One/Microdrive systems a Wafadrive and an 
80K Speccy. (Pardon? Simon) 

I had an issue two Speccy in which I had to 
replace the 32K memory chips - so I used 
fully operational 64K chips instead. After 
replacing the Chip Select link with a switch 

and doing a CLEAR 32767, it's 
—^^ possible to use all the 64K 

^ ^ upper memory. I can 
have two programs 

loaded 
simultaneously, 
and switch from 

\ one to the 
V I Okay, so you 

I have to pick the 
programs 

^ / carefully, but it's a 
W ^ K y bit of a boon 
^ L ^ B y nonetheless. 

Bernard Cromarty 
Farnworth, Lanes 

Thanks for that. (Seething 
£ jealousy!) Apparently 

Bernard is going to 
continue writing in with 
tips 'gleaned from 
years of Speccy 
owning'. Si. 
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AMSTRAD DMP 2000 CRACKED! 
A couple of months ago, somebody wanted to know about dip switches for the Amstrad DMP 
2000 printer. Here's all the info you'll ever need Probably. 

There are two sets ot switches: DS1 (1-8) and DS2 (1-10). These switches control the 
various functions of the printer, and they can be in two positions, either ON (down) or OFF 
(up). So, for example, you can get rid of the annoying beeping when there's no paper in the 
printer by setting DS2-6 to OFF (up). Here's the table of dip switches and their functions 

SWITCH 
DS1-1 
DS1-2 
DS1-3 
DS1-4 
DS1-5 
DS1-6 
DS1-7 
DS1-8 
DS2-1 
DS2-2 
DS2-3 
DS2-4 
DS2-5 
DS2-6 
DS2-7 
DS2-8 
DS2-9 
DS2-10 

FUNCTION OFF 
Int'l xerset See below 

CR CR only 
Paper out sensor Enable 
Page length 11 inches 
ASCII data 8 bit 
Default xer set Normal 
Zero character Normal 
Default skip pert Disable 
Buffer mode Xer 
Butter mode Xer/Graph 
SLCT IN signal Not sent 
Alarm bleeper Disable 
Default typeface Bold off 
Default typeface Cond off 
Do not use (switch to off) 

ON 
See below 

CR & LF " 
Disable 
12 Inches 
7 bit " 
NLQ 
Slashed 
Enable 
Graphics 
Download 
Sent 
Enable 
Cond & Bold on 
Bold on 

Sort-of glossary: perf=perforation, xer=character, cond=condensed. CR=Carriage return, 
LF=linefeed. 
"If, when you print out. your Speccy prints everything on the same line of the paper switch 
this to ON. However, if you get double spaced lines when you print, switch this to OFF, 
"For the Speccy, turn this OFF. If you're using an Apple computer (You wish. Si) then switch 
it ON. 

Quick guide thang 
DS-1,2,3 For ihe UK character set, DS1-1 should be OFF. as should DS1-2. but DS1 3 
should be ON. 
DS1-8 When this is OFF, the printer produces a dratt copy of any text sent to it. Another way 
of switching NLQ on and off is to press 'ON LINE" and "LF" at the same time while switching 
the printer on. (Going by previous experience, this will probably work while it's switched on as 
well, as long as the printer is online. Si) 
DS2-3.4 Not too sure about these - on my printer they're both set to OFF. 
DS2-5 This should be ON. 

And just to give you even more of a headache. Anthony reckons that the correct Speccy 
settings for the printer should be DS1-3 ON. DS1-6 ON. DS2-1 ON. DS2-5 ON and DS2-6 
ON. All others should be off. ^ ^ 
Anthony Austin, Simon East and Marcus Dyer 

If anyone wants a manual for the printer, try writing to AMSOFT at Brentwood f ^ ; 
House, 169 Kings Road. Brentwood. Essex CM 14 4EF. They may have moved 
by now. though. And as a final request in an attemptmg-to-avoid-wnting-to- J 
Input Output sort of way. Anthony would like to announce that he has a list of 
games for sale (not just Speccy) so dash a sae to him at: 64 Sheppey Rd, Loose Court 

Estate. Maidstone, Kent ME 15 9SR Si. 

£ Q Q U H ^ i o n t h F " 
Mes amis, this was a most baft, ,n„ ^ D — ^ ^ A o f c L - most battling case. But 
Cooquie has been able to solve ,t most 

™*ake They were the only suspect Linda 

of i n ! ; c T 9 6 V 0 U W i , h b 8 m 9 t h e ex-Ed.tor 
of Your Sinclair Oui. mademoiselle - j accuse' 

<? M S T £ ' a C h 9 ) N o 1 no, mad Just s flhtly affected by the delusion I'm a Viclonan 

' * * * <S Why I keep twirling m y 

moustache and. incidentally, is also why iVe 

Z L y ° U ' I ! " ' 5 r a i > W a y " n e N l a s t went discover why you left YS (Sound of 

S S r - 1 H a r h a r ! , T w ' r l s m o u s ^ h e 
say. aarghh! 0 0 6 ® , 0a l ' ^ ' ^ j u s t to 

r i n h ^ 6 5 m , 0 n , h s , a t e r i n 3 hosP«a' fed., All 
don laugh. How was I to know that the 

next tram would come along ,he line I w a . 

And Poirots escaped from thai cupboard and 
is threatening legal action S,gh N 0 w 7 y 0 u ? 
e x c u s e s it appears , 0 be l e lor my " 
Physiotherapy session fCrunch) Than betfer 

to be getting on with? (No grapef pleat -1 can t 
swallow the pipf. Si). Wn,e f0 him 
Tec ir u / Z ,' % y " ' e w n t m c a r B of Spec Tec Jr. Ward 11c, Your Sinclair. 30 
Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW And 
^member- tying ex-Ed,tors to 
railway lines can detrimentally 
affect your journalistic caree-
Jonathan) j s 

W 



I The PO scene is a bit quiet at the moment. 
Every group in the world seems to be 
beavering away on their 'forthcoming' 
megademo to the exclusion of all else. So 
It's up with the shirt-sleeves and time for a 
quick dip into the alarmingly depleted YS 
stock of elderly demos. 

Song in Lines 5 128K 
by Busysoft 
Remember Psychedelia? Well, Song in Lines 5 
is a similar sort of light synthesiser doohickey. 
The difference this time is that SIL 5 supplies 
its own tunes - thirty-seven of em to be exact. 
And rather fab they are too. ranging in style 
from cover versions of film themes to original 
and spookily good compositions. Eleven of 
these songs are from a chap called Voodoo, 
but the main chunk has been written by 
Franxoft. (Yes. I know that's not his real 
nickname, but his real nickname's a bit, erm. 
dodgy, so I'll stick to Franxoft 
thankyouverymuch.) 

But back to Song In Lines 5 itself By 
prodding a variety of keys you can select the 
type of shapes that whang around the screen. 

hypnotised sort ol way. (Hey! Wooow! Etc etc.) 
And, yes, the music really is that 
good. In fact, for sheer 
entertainment value, I'm going to 
give it an outrageously high mark. 

their colour, and a bunch of obscurely named 
but extremely natty effects. Very big. very fast 
filled circles with trails and reflections? Step this 
way. Enormously huge but dignified vector 
triangles that squirm about the place like 
neurotic worms? What luck - we've just had a 
fresh consignment. Eighteenth century furniture 
with provenances stating it was wntten on. slept 
in, or burned as a political statement by Jane 
Austen's Latin tutor? Don't be silly, this is a 
Speccy light synthesiser doohickey. Tch. 

Song in Lines 5 is a great deal ot fun to play 
around with. Yer average demo has maybe 
three or four effects and so has a fairly limited 
appeal SIL 5 has, in a very real and foolishly 
exaggerated sense, billions and trillions of the 
blighters and can keep you going for hours just 
stating at the funky patterns in a vaguely 

Megademo 
by Graf and Dr DFO 
No beating about the bush here, eh? What a far 
more straightlorward world It would be if people 

adopted the sensible attitude of Graf and 
Dr DFO. 'Look Marjorie - New Game 
for the Speccy. That must be the new 
game for the Speccy.' "You're right, 
Wilberforce. And after you've played it, 
we could go out to Our Local Cinema 
and watch A Film.' I'll write and 
suggest it immediately to my MP. 

There's summat a bit odd with 
Megademo. It's gol eleven parts, but 
the finate is called Part Thirteen. 
Deucedly strange Maybe Paris 
Eleven and Twelve contained 
military defence secrets, or 
something. (Please get on with the 
review Please. Andy) The demo 
(sorry, megademo) opens in fine 
style with a neat pic of a 

spaceship and a scrolly rotating around the 
Earth in the background And just to ensure you 
get a terrible headache through clever 
interference with your peripheral vision, there's 
a madly jumping scrolly in the corner. 
Unfortunately (and this applies to the demo as 
a whole) the text is in Czech (or Slovak, or 
Polish, or whatever. Look. I'm sorry, but I'm a 
bit of a thicky when it comes to Eastern 
European languages.) 

In quick succession there's a big face which 
blinks at you. an odd bouncing ball flanked by 
some pulsating stars, a scrolly which whizzes 
the letters round in a terribly circular fashion 
and a square full of pulsing colours. So lar, so 
average. Part Six saves the day with a neat 
vector demo - you can select a line graphic 
from a set including geometric shapes. +3 
disks, spaceships, tables and the like, then 
rotate it all over the shop to your heart's 
content. Pretty smart 

After a brief hiccup with a load ol scrollies 
moving at different speeds (like that bit in NMI 
2. but with fewer messages) there's another 
neat part. You know all those bouncy bars that 
appear in time to 128K music? ( Vu-meters Is 

•H In a 
m l S M y strength • 

•fllfSJtc, 

the techy term, apparently.) Well. 
Megademo has three skulls that sing' 
Very elfective. (Just a pity the tune's a 
bit crap, that's all.) Part Nine 
introduces the sine-wave scrolly (so 
that dates the megademo rather 
accurately), Pari Ten is yer plain old 
bob demo (aarghh!) and Part Thirteen 
(see second paragraph) is an art 
slideshow with some funky digitised 

, pics. (And some crap ones as well, tch.) 
Apart from the Vectors bit and the trio 

of singing skulls. I found Megademo to 
be a dull affair. There's very little to do. 
and although some unexpected 
effect turns up occasionally , on 
the whole, the sections just 
don't grab the attention. 

Send a sae to Rasput in PO, 6 Teanhurst Close, Lower Tean, Stoke-on-Trent. Staffs ST10 4NN or Prism PO, 13 Rodney Close. 
Btlton, Rugby CV22 7HJ for details of what's available. (Exit, stage right, tapdancing incompetently.) 
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In which T IM KEMP, the myster ious Traveller In Mauve, 
takes you to magica l lands beyond the veil, and Dundee. 

MURDER III: SAID 
lt>: Jack Loc'kerbv/Zenobi Software: 

urder mysteries 
always go down 
quite well with me, 
and this game had 
me whipping out my 
magnifying glass 
and forensic kit. 

One whipping-out later and I 
was scurrying off to Dundee 
Manor where the heinous crime 
had been committed. Naturally 
enough I had my official Angela 
Lansbury hints 'n' tips book 
tucked in my back pocket! 

The victim was one Philip 
Stowe who was only at the 
manor to celebrate his 
engagement to Emily, the 
daughter of Msyor Dundee. 
There's no mucking about in this 
game as there's the deadly 
serious matter of murder U) look 
into, so without so much as an 
" 'ello, 'ello, 'ello. what have we 
here then?" you're straight on 
the case, sniffing around the 
place for clues and interviewing 
potential murderers. 

Dundee Manor and its 
grounds arc large, and the 
guests (suspects) are numerous. 
After interrogating, erm, 
questioning a few likely- B 
looking people you'll 
start to get an idea of 
who was where when the 
dastardly deed took place. 

and who might have had a 
motive for bumping the old boy 
off. With a bit of careful 
searching, you'll also begin to 
collect evidence from the 
locations you visit. Whodunnits 
oflen stand or fall on how well 

the character interaction is 
handled, and also on 

how clever the author 
has been in hiding the 
true identity of the 

SECONDHAND 
SOFTWARE SERVICE 
I gel quite a lot of letters 
asking where people can get 
hold of old adventures. One 
solution to the 'old titles' 
problem could lie in the shape 
of Richard Pascoe. His 
Secondhand Spectrum 
Software Service is second to 

none, and he always has a nice' 
long list of aged classic 
adventures for sale at 
reasonable rates. I've had 
some titles from him myself! 
So i f you are after a bit of 
nostalgia then Richard's your 
man. A sae sent to Richard 
Pascoe, 127 Brampton Road, 
Newton Farm, Hereford. HR2 
7DJ should bring you the 
current list. 

murderer from the player. 
In both cases Jack 
Lockerby has done well. 
He's made i t easy to gri l l 
the suspects without having 
to resort to an excessive 
amount of detailed 
questioning. At the same 
time he's managed to keep the 
murderer's (or murderers') 
identity hidden unti l the 
appropriate moment. You won't 
know for sure unti l you've 
amassed all the pieces of 
damning evidence. 

The trouble with detective 
games is that the reviewer can't 
say all that much for fear of 
giving everything away. 
Needless to say you'll find that 
not a lot can be taken for 
granted and that the plot twists 
one way, and then turns 
another, to make you doubt your 
evidence or suspicions. Was 
Philip Stowe really a drug 

addict? Did the bullet from 
the gun really ki l l him? 
W'afi the blood on the 

carpet even his? You'll 
never know unless you play 

Murder He Said. It 's a 128K-
only game and is hound to 

give you weeks of pleasure lor 
frustration) unti l you crack the 
crime. Oh, and I'd recommend a 
few repeat watchings of 
'Inspector Morse' to get you in 
the mood! 

Title: Murder He Said 
From: Zenobi Software. 26 
Spotland Tops, Cutgate. Rochdale. 
Lancashire 0L12 7NX 
Price: £2.49 (128K tape' £3-19 
(+3 disk* Overseas customers add 
50p < or £ 1.00 for airmail) to cover 
post and packing. 

T O T 

VALUE 

PERSONAL RATING. 
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ADVENTURING 
» O s & l > O I \ T < < 

J >—i 

DO EXAMINE interesting 
objects, then CAREFULLY 
EXAMINE them, then SEARCH 
them. (This is called 'triple 
screening'. You'd be surprised 
how many objects yield up 
further goodies when searched 
rather than just examined.) 
DO Collect items (even useless 
ones) and drop them one by one 
when tackling a maze. It' l l make 
Finding your way through, 
mapping it, and finding your way 
back much simpler. 

DO EXAMINE 
BRIDGES and any 
other likely hazard 
before attempting to cross. 
DO Find out what commands are 
used to save your current 
position temporarily to memory. 
STORE, RAM SAVE or RS 
usually saves to memory. 
RECALL, RESTORE. 
RAMLOAD or RL usually loads 
back the last stored position. 
DO Try to climb every tree you 
come across in a game. 
DO Try to make a rope out of 
anything remotely rope-like - be 
it rope-like in length, texture or 
appearance. Skinned snakes, 
twisted straw, creepers, vines -
they all make good ropes. 
DO Always use RAMSAVE 
before attempting anything 
tricky or dangerous. 
DO Press space (don't press 
enter) after the screen refreshes 
(ie after moving from location to 
location, or after making an 

input that is acted upon). 
Doing so will usually fool 

> the Speccy into thinking 
you're making another 

input, and thus wil l pause any 
real-time elements in the game. 
This is especially handy when 
you are being chased by a real-
time nasty! 
DO Always wear something 
mauve when adventuring. 

DON'T Go into dark places 
without a source of light. 
D O N T I /eave your source of 
light turned on when you are no 
longer in the dark. 
DON'T Eat or drink until told 
you're feeling hungry or thirsty. 
DON'T Give away your precious 
objects willy-nilly. Try giving 
trolls, ogres and the like 
useless objects, or items 
you've already used. Just 
because they ask for gold 
doesn't mean they won'i 
settle for less! 

e "••>• dc 

D O N T Attack characters, 
monsters etc. without first 
finding a weapon. 
D O N T Forget to type HELP at 
every location if you are stuck. 
The same goes for typing INFO 
and VOCAB(ulary). 
DONT Be fooled into going 
towards strange noises or 
whispers. It's far better to type 
LISTEN as usually you'll be told 
what the noise is, then you can 

decide whether further 
investigation is prudent. 
D O N T Leave home 

I without your official 
f Tlmco mauve spleunking 
cloak. (Only £49.99.) 

THE COMPLETE COMPASS HELPLINE (PART ONE) 
As well as being a successful 
and damn smart company. 
Compass Software have been 
around longer than most. Time 
methinks for a helpline special 
featuring two of the trickier 
Compass games. 

THE BLOOD OF BOGMOLE 

One of the most frustrating bits 
in this YS covergame is when 
you keep getting caught by the 
enemy and thrown into the 
dungeon. There's no l imit to the 
amount of times this can 
happen, though there are four 
main ways to escape at first. 
The rest of the time things get 
easier. Here's the official POW 
escape guide... 

Before going any further, 
always get the coin and the 
bucket (if empty). 

First breakout: 
INVENTORY (to see what you 
have with you), examine door, 
examine ogre, get stool (clue), 
examine hole, examine spider, 
STORE (to save your position 
into memory), remove mud, 
block hole with mud, wait, wait, 

^ ^ ^ wait, wait (suffocates 
^ s ^ S f e spider), unblock 
^ S f l M f l hole, examine 

spider. STORE, 

pull lever, east, get ' ' 
cloak, wear all, look, v j y 
get key, get coin, get * ;J 
club, west, west, 
open door, unlock v . 
door, open door, ' ^ 
push door, west, Jh 
give club to ogre. 
east, south, 
southeast, south, 
south, west, west, ( 

west, west, west, west. ; 
Second dash for 

freedom: east (door stil l >q| 
open), east, get cloak, 
get mud, wear all, west, south, 
southeast. 
• Third getaway: east, 
examine door, examine window, 
stand on stool, examine 
window, bend bars, examine 
bars, crawl through window, 
eost, get cloak, get mud, wear 
all, west, south, south-east. 
* Fourth jailbreak: STORE, 
then wait until ogre saves you. 
I f that looks unlikely, RECALL 
(to get back to the last STOREd 
position) and try again. 
After you've exhuusted all of 
those escape routes, further 
spells in the dungeon can be 
brought to a swift end by the 
use of CALL BERNARD. 
Bernard (if you didn't already 

U f ' 
know) is a beaver. 
Examine the door, 
east, and you're 
away on your toes. 

( i a 
INVADERS 
FROM PLANET X 

^ Undoubtedly one of 
4the best Compass 

i 'C- games, what with a 
J great l itt le Missile 

' ' Command arcade 
, ' section at the end of the 

l i t * game. It also contains a 
smart interactive 

strategic map phase where you 
have to use cunning and logic to 
locate the aliens and avoid 
them. Trouble is the start of the 
adventure is a real tough one, 
so here are the two main early 
problems sorted out for you so 
you can get on and see the rest 
of the game. 

To get the alien bomb: Get 
pen, south, examine man (tells 
of bomb), search man, get all, 
read note (jot down clue), 
examine panel (note number), 
examine lever, south, examine 
body, get suit, move body, get 
suit, wear suit, examine suit, 
look, south, southwest, south, 
examine door, drop all (as the 
bomb is heavy), press button. 

south, get orb, kick orb, 
examine door, examine button, 
press connections, kick orb, 
north, get orb. examine orb (the 
bomb - eek!), northeast, north, 
north, north, drop orb. 

To remove the bomb from the 
base while avoiding the aliens: 
Carrying on from the last entry 
go south, south, south, 
southwest, examine door, press 
button (there's an alien on your 
tail, but to the south lies 
immense heat, and aliens don't 
like heat, so...), south, examine 
body, get mirror, examine 
connections, press connections, 
north (alien now gone), get all, 
northeast, north, north, north, 
south, examine lever, push 
lever, north (bomb gone), south, 
pull lever, south, west, examine 
man, search man, get string, 
look, examine button, east, 
east, east, examine door, kick 
door, break door, west, south, 
southeast (the professor calls), 
south, examine grill, kick grill, 
unscrew gril l, look, get key, get 
microchip, examine gril l, 
examine key. 

There! I be more help for 
a couple of Compass 
games next month. 
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DIAL HAR 
There's a whole electronic world out 

there, waiting for you and your 
Speccy to get in touch. In this series, 

SIMON HINDLE will take you by the hand 
and lead you through the streets of 
London... no, hang on, into the wonderful 
world of communications. (That's it.) This 
month! Just what is all this comms 
malarkey about, anyway? 

If you've ever wanted to play about wrth the 
telecommunications systems of the world, this 
is the page for you. Using an ordinary 
household Speccy, a modem and a handy 
phone line, I'll have you making new Inends all 
over the world in no time - or my name isn't 
Simon Hindle which, according to this politely 
threatening gas bill, it is. 

We II start at the beginning. For one thing, 
you needn't worry that the machines you'll be 
calling aren't Speccies. With modems, 
everything is standardised. You could use a 
ZX81 to phone up, and generally boss around, 
a supercomputer. A Speccy will be more than 
enough to gel you going. 

Hang on, you've lost me. What exactly is a 
modem anyway? 
A modem (or to give it its letter-littered name, 
modulator demodulator) allows two computers 
to communicate over a phone line. Basically. 

Oh. Right. How? 
Data is sent by a modem serially. as opposed 
to in parallel. As you probably know, a byte is 
eight bits long. Sending data in parallel 
involves chucking the whole eight bits along 
eight wires at once. With serial transmission, 
you've only got the one wire, so the bits have 
to be sent one at a time. Guess what? Phone 
lines are single wires, so we're stuck with 
sehal transmission. (Okay, thaf's vastly 
oversimplifying things, but you get the idea.) 

So. back lo sending data by modem. The 
data is sent a byte at a time, though in a daring 
break with historical precedents, these bytes 
are ten rather than eight bits long. The modem 
also sends two extra bits, called start and stop 
bits, to tell the receiving modem where each 
byte starts and stops. (You'll find they think 
literally, these modem peeps ) 

Let's take an example. When you send the 
letter M' along a modem line, a series of 
procedures takes place. Firstly, the computer 
sends the letter to the modem as an eight-bit 
ASCII digital signal. In other words, 11 sends a 
stream of zeroes and ones that make up the 
code for M in computery language. This code 
is 01001101. The modem takes the signal and 
converts it into tones lhal can be sent down a 
phone line - similar to the tone you hear when 
a fax machine answers the phone. There is ^ 
one tone frequency for ones, and 
another tone frequency for zeroes. 
So a one sent along the line 
might sound like a high pitched 
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squeal, and a zero might sound like a nol-so-
high pitched squeal. 

However, it doesn't stop there. No, no and 
er, no! Y'see, not only does a modem send 
data, it receives the stuff - sometimes at the 
same time as it sends. (Or via synchronous 
iransfer' in an attempt to make the process 
seem more impressive.) So there have to 
be two more tones in order to differentiate 
between the zeroes and ones that are 
being sent, and those that are being 
received In a somewhat half hearted 
effort lo clarify matters, the former (the 
sender, or your modem) is called the home 
or local modem, and the latter (the modem 
you're calling, or the receiver) is called the 
distant or remote modem. It helps. Honestly. 

So why not send data In parallel? 
What, you mean alt eight bits at once? 

Yup. 
Can't be done, old sport. The problem is. your 
common-or-garden phone line is crap for data 
transfer there's a lot of line noise and 
distortion, and while (his is not so bad with just 
four tones flying around, imagine whal il would 
be like with thirty-two tones, which is what 
you'd need for parallel transfer! (Eight bits with 
four tones each... maths, eh?) 

Besides, too many people have serial 
modems to change all the standards. So there. 

Okay, okay. What modems can I use with 
my Speccy then? 
What luck' The choice has been made for you 
already. There's only one available. Way back 
when (puts on bald wig and hangs pipe from 
side of mouth) there used to be a super 
Speccy bulletin board called Micronet. Sadly it 
keeled over and died, but t h l 'official' Mtcronet 
modem survived and became the standard for 
Speccy phunsters everywhere (Phun=lun on 
Ihe phone. No, really.) 

The modem is called the VTX 5000 and it's 
outrageously cheap at £15 from BG Services, 
64 Roebuck Road, Chessington, Surrey 
KT9 1JX The phone number's 081 397 0763 
In fact, il you mention YS when you order your 
VTX, you can have it for a tenner. Blimey But1 

I have to warn you that ihe modem won't work 
on a +2A or +3 without a doohickey called 'The 
Fixit' (E9.50, also Irom BG) and. sadly, it won't 
work on the original Sinclair black-with-funky 
radiator-bolted-to-the-side 128K al all. I'll bel 
you want to know about binary nexl. 

Er, yes. that would be nice. 
When the men in white coats invented 
computers, they had the devilish boxes think in 

binary. This is a number system that 
• h a s only two components -

one and zero - because an 
electric current can be only 
on or off. See? 

Counting in binary is dead easy. For 
computers. Actually, it's not too tricky for 
human beans either. Remember 01001101? 
Let's turn it back into the letter M The trick is 
to imagine a row of eight numbers increasing 
in powers of two. This gives us; 
2*7 or 128 
2*6 or 64 
2A5 or 32 
2A4 or 16 
2A3 or 8 
2A2 or 4 
2A1 or 2 
2A0 or 1 
Now. write the binary alongside and add up all 
the decimal numbers with ones by them, 
128 0 
64 1 
32 0 
16 0 
8 1 
4 1 
2 0 
1 1=64+8+4+1=77 
Finally, PRINT CHR$ 77 and, lo and behold. 
the letter M' (Good old men in white coats.) 

Thank you very much. 
You're welcome 

Well, that 's about covered 
the basics. Next month -
how to change satel l i te 
trajectories and access 

American military 
mainframes. Ha ha! Only 
joking. We'll actual ly be 

plugging in the modem and 
calling some bulletin 

boards. Be seeing you (as 
they say). 
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I've a lways thought that 
Santa and Mario have a lot 
in common. They both 

i l ^ 9 have s tup id rosy cheeks, 
i T - V ^ lud icrous facial hair and 
dress sense only marginal ly more 
respectable than that of Kr is Kross, 
and yet they're both s ickeningiy 
popular. Makes you th ink, dunn i t? (No. 
Get on with ft. Thousands of 
disillusioned readers.) Ah well. 

Anyway, this particular little japester 
escaped the clutches of the YS Jugglers in 
(spook) Christmas 1989, so here I am 
reviewing it, or, more properly, stanng listlessly 
at it and wondering vaguely what to say. Um, 
nght. it s a three-parter. Here they are in turn. 

pink of ^ b y tJJm , W W b* 

Part One is a vast (all of six screens) 
collect-'em-up set in Santa's Grotto where (oh 
dear) you have to find the eight parts of his 
sletgh and assemble them one by one. 
Apparently the waggish old elves are 
responsible for this, but if anyone tries to tell 
me tha" 'h. tiny cheesy little waggers scuttling 
abou: ana steal' jg 'he pieces back it they 
tou' .'ou <tre 1 • es. I shall flare my nostrils 
dangerously. call down some moderately 
dfbod'ui Curse, rnxt brandish a 
dog-eared copy ol Lord Of The 
Rings Lindenhe nose Of the 
insolent fool, so I will. (Blimey, 
calm down Leigh. Ed) But 
anyway. This bit's okay, bul 
more in the 'hurry up and get on 
with the next btl' league than the 
hang around wallowing in the 

excitemeni ol it all' 
one. 

On to Part 
Two, which is 
very crap 
indeed and I 

don't really 
want to talk 

^ about it. Er. 
B f I a e f ' okay then. 

It's about as space-
filled as space-fillers 
realistically gel. and it 
involves you. as Santa 
of course, choosing 
presents to go on 
someone's Christmas 
list (presumably as 
opposed to giving them 
what they asked for, 
you cold-hearted swine) 
then collecting them as 
they fall from the air. A 
clever tactic here is the 
stand still and wait until 
all the toys you need 
have fallen on you' - it's 
that difficult. Sigh. Life's 
so depressing at times. 
But enough philosophy, 

as I believe JD 
once said. 

Right, Part Three, which I suppose is 
meant to be the main part of it all as it 
involves actually delivenng the 
prezzies all over the world (tour 

continents with, er, six presents each... 
funky mathematics and no mistake). No 
sprite animation, no variety, a feeling of 
cheapness and a suspicious visual 
similarity to Santa's Xmas Caper don't 
really add to this bit, but it does have the 
ever so spooky Adhesive Clouds From 
Dimension Plib that sweep off 
your falling prezzies in a 
manner which can only be 
described as 'ark'. The 
planes and birds knock 
the gifts off target too, 

which is uver so 
impressive ot them. And 
the landscapes are 
disgustingly 
stereotyped (mud huts in 
Africa, terraced houses in 
Europe etc). Yea verily! 'Tis 
a bit on the crap side. 

oonaaqu*"0* S«rrts «tM>uld 
« « .nown-n * < • 

twtums piM«»e 
i n«m*throw«f intotta**. 

I THE ONES THAT 
GOT AWAY 

Well, then, the summing-uppy fi 
bit draws in and thus I must 
sum up. The Official Father 
Christmas, eh? It's not great, 
let's face it. It's monstrously easy, the only way 
you can die' (tedium notwithstanding) being 
via the feeble time 'limit. so It should take you, 
phoo. one game to complete. Sound s minimal, 
graphics on average are. er. very average, but 
it just ain't fun. And why's it Official"? Did they 
track down Santa and get his TM? (Snort.) Je 
ne pense pas (or whatever). It's by Enigma 
Variations too. who really should know better 
(firmly slapped wrists) and just because it's for 
a good cause (Save the Children) doesn't 
mean they can just fling out any old pile of Les 
Dennis (arf). Well that's it Irom me. but belore 

I nick Off I'd just like lo bnllow rousing hellos 
in the general direction of The Mildly 

Extraordnary Flat 155 and its denizens, 
and also to Cara Sally, Signe and all 

me other MUD -nates, tor no other reason 
than I know it 'mate Jonathan, ho ho. 
Gosh, I'm a rogue. 

Two of the three games 
are depressingly crap. 
The third's not too 
good either. 

accuracy. PKy 

If I were the official Santa, 
I'd sue. Basically. 
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IOW A TOTAL MOUSE/ 
GRAPHICS PACKAGE 

FOR YOUR 
SPECTRUM 

AT A TRULY 
NBEATABLE 

PRICE!! 

WITH 
» . > v > . > f P K O M O F F E R P A C K ! ! 

• Gentu* Mourn* is a hiqh resolut ion t w o bu t ton m o u u featur ing opt ica l count ing , tef lon guides, 
micros wr tchc* . rubber b a n a n d high qual i ty In te r l ace . 
• When combined w i t h OOP A d v a n c e d Art Studio this g raph ic * p a c k a g e is qui te simply t h e bes t s y s t e m 
avai lable . The fea tu res a r e unmatched . . . 
• C m K an image - shrink It. expand ! ! , move it , rotate It. copy It. colour It . etc.. etc. B Spray patterns or shades, 

make elastic Unci stretch snd manipu late shapes B Zoom tn to sdd detail In fine mode. • Pul ldown/Icon driven 

menu* for ease of use. • Mouae operation, plus Joystick and keyboard control. • 16 pen*. 8 sprays. 16 brushes • so 

flexible anyone can create superb graphic* easily. • Full cut snd paste facilities plus excellent printer support. 

• Mouse Interlace even ha* a built-in Joyst ick Port (Kempston 

compatible). Accepts any 0 pin Joyst ick . 

AVAILABLE FOR 48K/1 2 8 K / . 2 / * 2A/» 3 C O M P U T E R S (PLEASE 
STATE W H I C H W H E H ORDERING) 

NOTE THAT THE «2A C O M P U T E R HAS A BLACK CASE U N L I K E 
THE W H I C H HAS A OREV CASS. I T IS IMPORTANT TO STATE 

EXACTLY W H I C H MOOEL OF S P E C T R U M Y O U HAVE W H E N 
ORDERING. 

ONLY £49.99 
TOTAL PACKAGE 

INCLUDES GENIUS MOUSE, INTERFACE, 
OCP ADVANCED ART STUDIO PLUS FREE 

MOUSE MAT AND HOLDER 

MOUSE MAT AND 
MOUSE HOLDER 

(WORTH £12.99) 
WITH EACH PACKAGE 

NOW YOU CAN PRINT OUT YOUR PICTURES IN FULL COLOUR! 
B The Star LC200 Colour Printer not only prints in Near Letter Qual i ty for your regular job* but also prints 

out your pictures from Art Studio, etc., In genuine colour! 

B LC200 Is a full Centronics printer so It works with other computer* (Amiga. ST. etc ). 

B Made poaaibie by Datel's unique colour printer driver - now you can have a hardcopy In up to 18 colours!! 

B No more to buy - Just plug in and printl l 

PACKAGE INCLUDES. . . STAR L C 2 0 0 COLOUR PRINTER RRP C299 .00 
C E N T R O N I C S PRINTER INTERFACE RRP C 1 B . M 

DATCL COLOUR PRINTER DRIVER SOFTWARE RRP C 1 B . M 
N O R M A L L Y C337.98 

C O M P L E T E P A C K A G E N O W ONLY £ 2 3 9 . 0 0 

COLOUR PRINTER DRIVER AVAILABLE SEPARATELY ONLY C I 9 . 9 9 
B If you alresdy hsve an LC10 or LC 200 Colour Printer we can supply the Driver separately. 
B Works with LC10. DkTronlcs Interface. KamPrtot or *2A or *3 Printer Port. 

up A fa! Eve 
complete i 

. „ . J K R B W< 

THE ULTIMATE PRINTER 
INTERFACE WITH BUILT-IN 
WOADPROCESSOR... NO 
SOFTWARE TAPES TO LOAD!l 

B Work* with most any full rtce 

Centronics printer. \ 

B Huge range of printer driver 

B Software on ROM - Just 

i Joystick Interface (Kempaton). 

oo more to buy. 

L t h e R*mPr in t even ha* 

i t the need to load 

* 
B All funct ion* are selected from on-screen instruction*. 

B FuUy Menu driven. Choose Inks, papers, erase. All, etc. 

B Top qual i ty Interface and light pen unit complete with 

software (caseette). B Save/Load screen Images that you 

hsve crested with your Llghtpen. B Highly reliable design -

many thousand* have already been sold B An imate several 

screen* In the computer 's memory. B Plug* neatly In to the 

rear of your Spectrum. 

ONLY £34,99 NO M O R E T O BUY:* 

•351 
COMPLETE SYSTEM ONLY £1 5.99 

P A l l A I J J S i y C K N T I I O N I C S 
• • i t i r v F J I i i v t • • : i t r i < : 

B Now you can connect moat full s l ie parallel printer* to you/ 

Spectrum. B Fully ro-locatablc controlling software (cassette). 

B Supplied with Interface with most software using the printer 

channel e.g. Tasword, Devpac. etc. B 1X1*1. LLprint supported 

A HIRes screen d ump (Epson). 

ONLY £19.99 
GET YOUR ORDER FAST! 

0782 744707 CRE0IT CARD ORDERS 

G0VAN ROAD, 

ST4 2flS, ENGLAND 

to WITHIN Mr* ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAVABLE TO— 

JELBCTRONICS 
HAL ESTATE. FENT0N, STOKE-ON-TRENT. 

ECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

DATEL LONDON SHOP 

222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 
LONDON. W1. TEL.071 5806460 



Scp&tettt 

WITH THIS AMAZING DISK DRIVE AND INTERFACE PACKAGE YOU CAN BRING YOUR 
SPECTRUM INTO THE WORLD OF SUPERFAST DISK STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL 

The PLUS 'D' System consists ot a top quality double-sided Disk Drive (complete with power supply) and ihe powerful PLUS 'D' 
Interface. Plus connecting cable. 

Full 80 track Drive giving almost 800K of lasl disk storage using the industry standard 3.5" disks - ( available anywhere for under 
£1.00 each) with enough room for up to 16 full size programs per disk!I 

Ottering more ihan twice the storage capacity ot a standard IBM Disk Drive and even more than an ATARI ST, the PLUS '0' 
System takes you into the realms of mass storage. 

Load programs at Superfast Speed!! • a whole 48K program in seconds. No more waiting for tapes to load. 
The PLUS 'D' actually gives your Spectrum an alternative operating system with dozens of advanced commands. 
Extremely simple to use but very advanced in It's speed and operation. 

BUT THATS NOT ALL!! 
THE PLUS "D" HAS A UNIQUE "SNAPSHOT" FEATURE! 
Yes, at the press of the "Snapshot" button you can freeze the program In memory and save it to disk. 

• Transferring tape programs to disk couldn't be simpler - up to 16 per disk! 
• Works with 48K and 128K programs. 
• Special 'Screen Dump' feature allows you to print out any screen to an Epson compatible printer. (Printer lead 
available £9.99 If required) 

AVAILABLE FOR 4BK/1 2BK/+3/+2A/+3 COMPUTERS (PLEASE STATE WHICH WHEN ORDERINO) 
NOTE THAT THE +2A COMPUTER HAS A BLACK CASE UNLIKE THE *2 WHICH HAS A GREY CASE. IT IS 

IMPORTANT TO STATE EXACTLY WHICH MODEL OF SPECTRUM YOU HAVE WHEN ORDERING. 

L COM Pt £T6 PLUi D L 
JNTEftFACe AND 000K 
I om Pftive L 

It you hava your own auitaMa Dith Drt» >_ 
(Mua D will work with 40 or SO track _ j 

S.2S* or 3.S" drivci) Ilmi wt can tupply Z 
th* Plum D Intartaca Hparaltly lor O 

n 
JOYS! >EALS JOYSTICK DEALS JOYSTICK DEALS JOYSTICK DEALS JOYSTi.rC DEALS 

Quick Wot 
PYTHON 1 

OUICKSHOT Probably the best 
selling joystick in the world. 

Over 20 million sold. 
Trigger and Top Fire Buttons for 

extra quirk action. 

• Four suction cup base to 

facilitate one hand action. 

Auto Fire feature - switch on/off. 

• Superblv stvlcd with long lead. 

COMPLETE WITH JOYSTICK 
INTERFACE 

ZIPSTICK "Tripple act ion ' Auto-
Fir* makes this probably the 
world's fastest rapid fire Joystick! 
• Right way Micro switches for 
jjreater precision and higher scores. 

• Superbly styled with extra long 
lead for comfort whilst playing. 

• 12 month guarantee. 90% 
British made. 
COMPLETE WITH JOYSTICK 
INTERFACE 

FOR ONLY £ 1 3 . 9 9 FOR ONLY c 1 8 . 9 9 

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER FAST! 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] l > M W L L * l ! T l CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHW-U Hr» ALL CHEQUES POSTAL OROERS MADE PAVABLE TO 

DATEL ELECTRONIC* 
G0VAN ROAD, FENT0N INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENT0N, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

DATEL LONDON SHOP 

222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD 
LONDON, W1. TEL .071 5806460 



What can you 
say about the 
galaxy's least 
crumpety re-

release column? 
Apart from, 'It's f-

just about to 
start', of course. 

Sergeant 
Seymour 
Codemasters/£3.99 
n 0926 814132 

Look out - it's a Codies plot! Lardy 
(but getting leaner by the minute) 
Seymour stars in his latest block-
buster movie - Robotcop. He's 
waddled here to protect the 
innocent, hit the not-so-innocent, 
and lock up the downright nasty. 
Just a pity he's wearing a bobble-
hat to do it in. (Nobody can tell me 
that thing's a police helmet.) An 
almost latal accident nearly forced 
the world's most famous Dizzy 
lookalike into early retirement. Bui 
we have the technology to rebuild 
him! (As they say.) Thanks to the 
miracles ot modem surgery, bionic 
engineering and advances in 
crocheted bobble-hattery he's 
back on the streets, leaving large 
cracked paving stones in his 
wake. It's sort ot the Six Million 
Dollar Man-Made-Out-Of-Lard. 
Lee-Majors-as-a-blob, really. 

Jonathan 
gave this little 
corker 90% 

when it 
popped up 
as part of 
the Super 

Seymour 

compilation, 
and I have to 
say I agree with 
him on the 
question of its 
spankiness, 
though, of 
course, in an 
entirely non-crawly fashion. The 
basic idea of the game is to 
smash the thuddishly squishy bad 
guys against the walls using your 
sproingy bionic arm. That is, if you 
can find where you are when you 
start the screen. This takes a fair 
few minutes because you cleverly 
hide yourself in the background 
before each level comes up. Sort 
of like hide-and-seek really, but 
more pointless. Anyway, after this 
heavy-handed (ho ho) treatment 
from the long arm (ho ho 
again) of the law, the 
miscreants disappear 
into the firmament and 
leave behind a power-
up to collect - one of 
either the fruit or 
weapon vanety. These 
bolt-on boxes include short-
range laser guns, R-Type-ish 
blasters that you charge by 
holding down fire and the like, 
while the fruit, er, gives you points. 

Other bonuses are a brand new 
flashy bobble-hat which allows 
you to survive one bust-up, a 

Rlddle-mo'fw, rlddle-me-roo. rtddle-flw-thls, rtddleme-do Why I t • raven like • writing 
desk? (Neither ot them are ( Imp. 1 Andy) (Er. Fred Harriet Jonathan) No. I win I 

lt'« the grin I hat gets me. Maybe Seymour Is secretly a member of • synchronised 
swimming team. Or perhaps there's something stuck In his mouth. Or, he's happy. (Erk.) 

handy-dandy coin that gives 
^ ^ invulnerability for a short 

time, and a rainbow icon 
which speeds up both 
Seymour and his 
telescopic appendage 
(oo-er). (Blimey, it's 

been a while since we 
had one of those. Ed) (Oo-er. 

Thousands of YS readers). 
There's also a telephone on which 
to call the SWAT team, but it didn't 
do anything whenever I picked it 
up. (That's because you have to 
wait until it rings, you clot. Ed) 
Sometimes, instead of goodies, 
letters are left behind If all of 
these are picked up. a special 
bonus stage with goodies aplenty 
is for the taking - but I'll be darned 
if t can get all of the letters, no 
matter how hard I try. (Gnash.) 

In fact, a big 'gnash' all round 
for Sergeant Seymour. 
Well, to start with, at 
least. Picture the happy 
Spec-chum, a-sitting 
down to play. Fifteen 
minutes of getting killed 
on Level One later and 
they're carving lard 
effigies of Seymour and 
meaningfully pounding 

them flat with 
hammers. 'It's 

oh-so-
incredibly 

hard at first' 

is a phrase I'd use if I hadn't done 
so already. Three lives are not 
enough) (Especially with multiple-
hit baddies, and gun-toting 
outlaws that preiend to be stunned 
when they're not. scampenng 
around.) 

Thank heavens the 
programmers of Sergeant have 
used the special added ingredient 
of new "Addicto" (the unique 
bluey-whiteness addiction factor). 
Once the initial screams have died 
down, you find yourself 
persevering to get that bit further 
each time And that's what counts, 
isn't it, readers? 
Simon 

Time for a bit ot tree-form comedy. I think. Tea, lea, tea 
spook, purple. Hmmm. not very 'free'. (Or tunny'. Andy) 
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4-Most Thrillers 
Alternative/£3.99 
« 0977 797777 

Hello! I'm on loan from Amstrad 
Action and I'd like to talk to you 
about my fanzine. Artificial 
Intelligence. It's witty, informed, 
nicely orange and... what? Oh, 
how damned inconvenient. I'm 
afraid I'll have to break off here in 
order to write the review. 

The Fury 
Picture, if you will, a racing track 
in deep space. Then imagine a 
sort of Formula One Grand Pnx 
Nige-Mansell-goes-berserk-with-
heavy-machine-guns-gratuitous-
leaden-death sub-plot. That's The 
Fury in a nutshell. 

The idea behind the game is to 
drive around as fast and as 
violently as possible, with 
extra points gamed by 
killing other drivers. y ^ f l H 
With the points 
converted to hard n • : 
cash, you can buy / ^ ^ H p K 
loads of death- W ^ j l ; ' 
dealing add-ons for *± 
your car, or even a H h - . 
new (and, naturally. 
more dangerous) set of 
wheels altogether. The absurdly 
long set of instructions also 
mentions the Fury itself, which is 
a sort of alternative dimension 
you enter by driving much too fast 
tor your own good. Or something. 

Driving games have always 
suffered from irntatingly smug 
Speccy opponents who cut you 
up on the first comer, so playing 
one where you can instanlly 
retaliate by launching a couple ot 
missiles was a lot of fun. Fast, 
extremely detailed graphics fill the 
screen with maniac contestants 

1 I L C J E L 1 S S ' / i s c o w g l 

V I L H J E 5 X H I G H Q T H 5 9 0 J 

And now! A special guast caption from Tim Blackbond himself 
Take It away, Tlml Don't ba any. Remember, fust be you null. 
Act natural. Say something funny. Go on, you can do It. Er...* 

and scorching explosions, and wonder. Okay 
atmospheric extras like the too busy shou 
judges' roving gunsight that everybody tha 
homes in on you if you drive too passes how ui 
safely add to the Mad Max-y the game is ai 
feeling. I liked it. Basically. you'll never pi. 
8 3 % again and all 

Splat 
Ho hum. How can this game be 

explained? There's a maze. 
^ ^ ^ right, and it moves around. 
^ ^ ^ ^ Then there's you. a 

spider-like monster 
K l M with a keen interest 

in stuffing his face If 
W you so much as 

~>: ̂ M / touch the outer walls 
^ j ^ k / of the maze, you'll die. 
M y ^ A trifle harsh 

punishment but a fitting 
one as I'm sure you'll agree. 

On top of trying to avoid being 
pushed into the walls, there is 
also water to avoid (swimming 
was something this species could 
never grasp) and small clusters of 
drawing pins. Ouchl (Dangerous 
occupation, reviewing. Ed) That's 
all there is to it. The graphics are 
basic as. er. BASIC and by 
reading the previous bunch of 
words you'd think the game was 
deeply, deeply shallow. But by 
reading the following bunch of 
words you'd change your opinion. 

T-T-T-T-.,.-. Splat is so 
addictive you'll 

^ H j H n S need to buy it on 
^ ^ 2 5 prescnption. 
I ! ! Jgr That randomly-

moving maze 
really does get 

^ J r ^ r the old heart 
palpitating, and 
the vastly 

rtXOX'l h o r r , b l e W ! 
r _ -.- t_ , range of 

: . ~ obstacles 
--—'—-• ! added with 
lack bond himself, e v e r Y new level 
ust ba yours«it. is something to 1 can do it, Er...' behold in 
wonder. Okay, you'll probably be 
too busy shouting and telling 
everybody that 
passes how unfair g i f ' : : 
the game is and i j J I W F j W y 
you'll never play it I*1 

again and all 
Speccy games are 
crap, and so are 
Speccies come to f> 
think of it. in fact Sir | | 
Clive Sinclair is the a 
spawn ot the devil j » 
and excuse me 
while I have J . M 
another go to 
regard them with Yetta the octopi 
wonder, but you get , h* •cop"**1 m i 

the idea t-cceadedm.ii 
7 9 % 

Vixen 
Platform-scantily-clad-ex-Benny 
Hill-model-whiparama! Basically. 
Oh, all right. The world's been 
taken over by dinosaurs, and as 
the last hume (Connne Russell, 
no less) your task is to defeat the 
monsters, save the planet, blah 
blah, yakity shmakity, and so on 

in a similar vein. In 
game terms you 
run along a 

IB p N e ^ v j beasties to 

within an inch of 
their lives, and collecting 
bonuses along the route. The 
trouble is, it can be just a tad 

it 
Yalta the octopus was having • Rna old lima Contrary to 
the sceptical musing* of Bob and Patricia, she had 
succeeded in disguising herself as a lot of leaves 

M e g a - A p o c a l y p s e 
As with every compilation, there 
has to be a turkey of the bunch. A 
fundamental rule of the universe. 

A 

E i p p i ?[ p w 

Linda and her beloved orange Beetle were out lor • quiet drive when suddenly they 
were sucked Into another dimension and forced to race In a death derby. Jeepere!' 
remarked Linda later. 'It was lucky I'd packed some sandwiches.' (Film at eleven.) 

The lozenge ot death lloated lazily through the eternal 
void, In a vaguely poetic eon ot way Suddenly he wae 
set upon by two cheese puffs and never seen again. 

or something. Anyway, here it isl 
Mega-Apocalypse is little more 
than a less-advanced version of 
Asteroids. The idea of the game 
is to go boldly where no person 
has ever gone before, seek out 
new planets and blow the living 
daylights out of them. And there 
you have it, guide your pyramid-
shaped craft through the same 
level over and 
over and over 
again. In 
fact the ^ V W s ' 
ultimate 
goal is to > H V 

stay awake. * • * A 
2 3 % 1 k . a u f l 

easy. I mean, the beasties either 
come from the left or nght (none 
of this attack from above 
business) and all the supposedly 
tricky leaps over gaping chasms 
can be timed with the greatest of 

ease. It's fun for a 
fejfe. short while, but the 

novelty will wear off 
given time, mark my 
words, me laddo 
6 1 % 

4-Most Thrillers, eh? 
(Ha! No problem, 
this lingo.) It's a 
strange collection of 
titles, none of which 

1 he etemai can be really classed 
nly he was a g ( h r i | | e r « . F o r 

in again 
example, there's little 

mention of Michael Jackson and 
no surpnse twist endings at all. 
Oh, and two of the gan.es are not 
at all thrilling either. If you've 
already got The Fury, this is worth 
a look for the mind-thrashingly 
rare Splat (Oh blimey, six lines 
short.) Now. about my fanzine. 
(No. Ed) Er. and now in Your 
Sinclair, a selection of edited 
highlights from Tim Blackbond's 
4-Most Thrillers 
review. (Go away. 
Ed) Tim 

k . 
• n 

55" 



Space Gun 
Hit Squad/C3.99 (128K only) 
tr 061 832 6633 

Hello, I'm a concerned 
citizen, and I'd just like to 
lell you about this review. 
It's an eighteen certificate 
review, you see. as it's full 
ot disturbingly violent 
descriptions of an excessively 
vicious game. You might actually 
want to go out and pick some 
flowers rather than expose 
yoursell to...* Oh. get oul of the 
way, you tedious small-minded 
individual. Space Gun is the 
unofficial (hem hem) game of the 
film Aliens, with you tramping 
through a network of tunnels 
completely overrun with alien 
scum, blasting them and rescuing 

a group of colonists. The story's 
told in some nice between-level 
graphics - just a pity you have to 

load them in separately. Still, 
gives you plenty of time to 
get ready. (Sound of 
someone arming up with 
several clanky guns.) 

Picture this... you're 
walking down a corridor, 

and these things come down 
from the ceiling. I thought they 
were like those splotches on 
Patrick Moore's face "til they shot 
at me. (Eh? Ed) Amble a little 
further, and these doors open. Oo-
er, that's ominous. (Sound of bolt 
being drawn back on ludicrously 
big gun.) 

All of a sudden, the screen fills 
with aliens. Lots of 'em. So you 
shoot them, but they don't die. 
Bits fly off instead. Arms and legs 

And this it Joseph our quantity surveying friend from Walthamstow We met Joseph 
while camping in Spain. You remember, darling, he was the man who stole our tent. You 
shot him. How we all laughed later over leal 

'The world would be a quieter place/Without the devious human race/Committed lo 
eternal chase/They never let us beJI feel the human race should be/Consigned to 
of hlstoryrtl really Is quite plain to see/They simply have no place' 'So we eat* 'em. 

go spiralling away but they don't 
care. The aliens keep on coming, 
so you keep on blasting until they 
fall down dead. Hahahahaha! Die, 
non-human life-forms! 
Dakkadakkadakka! Pow! 
Powpowpow! Ha. got 'em. (Pant 
pant.) Then these tace-huggery 
things jump onto your visor and 
you have to scorch them off. 
Fwoosh! Hahahahaha! Perish in 
the all-cleansing flame ot justice, 
diseased interplanetary creatures! 
(I think he's getting a little too 
involved here. Ed) 

And then things start getting 
silly. Aliens pour out of the walls. 
You shoot off their arms so they 
can't claw you. There are bits of 
bodies all over the shop. Colonists 
run around in a panic. Bullets fly 
everywhere. Your view is totally 
obscured. You're firing blind, 
switching between guns. 

grenades and 
flame-throwers. 
The end-of-ievel 
guardian pops up. 
You blaze away. 
Another level loads, and you start 
all over again. And it's a stomach-
chumingly large amount of fun 
Who cares about colour clash, 
dodgy sound effects or an 
awkward multiloader when the 
game's this much (there's that 
word again) fun? I enjoyed every 
dishonest, unclean minute of it 
Worth four pounds of any slightly 
unbalanced Vietnam veteran's 
money. (Twitch twitch, 
polish gun.) 
Simon Forrester 

n 
Super Space 
Invaders 
Hit Squad/£3.99 (128K only, 
despite the inlay's claims) 
* 061 832 6633 

When you come to thmk about it. 
assuming an alien invasion would 
be directed against us is egotism 
of the highest order. Take the 
Super Space Invaders, for 

^ t * s. 
•»• i i j 

And here's Aunl Squeegee hiking up the s 
Big There's a tunny story attached to this 
forgot to take her warm climbing gear and 

example Swooping 
down in their shiny 
deatb-ships. [ r j n n n j 
completely ignonng the \Qnnn t 
people (despite the N f L 
vociferous protestations x j ® 
of several all-party 
committees) and making off 
instead with cows. Ha! That's 
taught us a valuable lesson in 
humility. Still, doesn't stop us 
from blasting 'em to bits with a 

couple of big guns, 
ooeoso l U s funny, but 
i r a r p r i contrary to alt 

I expectations, this 
| | j i l J I game works I was 

convinced that taking 

turf me basic
 i
Ktea an„d " 

: | chucking loads of u u o o o o 
| extra leatures on iop 

P | p j l j would swamp the 
I gameplay. but. er. it 

M M Wasn't. I can't think of , \ 0 0 6 w « a k , t n k i n ,h® 

i ot Mount design. There's a 
seam* Aunty two-player mode, a 
* feast of power-ups 

S. (that drop from 
fi^^^^kEV , h e saucers, 
J I I1I1II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I .1I K U T ~ hurrah! 

p f f f f f r / - s tay on the 

rather than 

HillOIIO 

disappearing like those n 
in Arkanoicf), a bit of 
silliness (those cow ] 1 
kidnap levels) and some 
seriously groovy attack P ' | 

patterns. If you look s p o t 

closely you can spot bits 
of Xevious (scrolling 
backgrounds). Galaxians (dive-
bombing aliens), Gori (circular 
attack waves) and loads ot other 
nostalgia-inducing arcade games 
(My lave bit is Wave Two, where 
the aliens all drop like stones only 
to bounce back up the screen just 
before you fall oil your chair). 

So much tor the design. The 
implementation leaves something 
to be desired. Speed, for one 
thing; the game plays like rolling 
a rock down a hill of treacle 

I 
M I I ' W 

Spot the graphic competition, number fourteen Sit in 
your normal gamepiaying chair, look at this screen 
and try to find the sprite*. (Answer neat month.) 

Legibility would be another asset. 
In an effort to distance the game 
from its oh-so-simpie ancestor, 
the coders have put in over* 
detailed backgrounds. Devoted 
accuracy to the cotn-op has 
muddled the payability , 
Jonathan 
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SPECTRUM 
REPAIRS 

£16 95 (48K) inclusive ot labour, 
parts and p&p. Fast, reliable 

service by qualified engineers. 
Average repair 24hrs. 3 months 
guarantee on all work. For help 

or advice - nng: 

H.S C O M P U T E R 
S E R V I C E S 

Uni t 2, T h e O r c h a r d , 
War ton , Pres ton , 
Lanes PR4 1 BE 

Te l : ( 0 7 7 2 ) 6 3 2 6 8 6 

SPECTRUM < 
S/WAREHIRE * 

FREE MEMBERSHIP S 
Over 1,000 Tides 

Monthly Prize j 
Draw/Newsletter 

• A L L P O S T A G E PAID 
(1st Class) 

For details and catalogue J 
sendSAEto: ^ 

SSH (YS) 32 Dursley Road. ^ 
Trowbridge, Wiltshire ^ 

BA140NW 

SPECTRUM SPARES 
Spectrum Keyboard Assembly +2A/+3/+3A -£17.99 

Spectrum +2 Power Supplies £19.99 

Spectrum +2A/3 Power Supplies £19.99 

Spectrum Tape Head alignment kits £9.99 

Spectrum Tape Head Demagnetizes .£9.99 

Spectrum SJS1 Joysticks -£9.99 

Spectrum 48K/48K+ Lightguns and software £19.99 

Spectrum +2A Lightgun + 6 game cas £19.99 

Spectrum +3A Lightgun + 6 game disk -£19.99 

Spectrum +2A Lightpens + software £29.99 

Spectrum +3A Lightpen + software £29.99 

Spectrum +2A Computers -£89.99 

Spectrum +2A Computer Handbooks -£7.99 

Spectrum +2A Cassette Mechanisms with tape head 

and motor £29.99 

Spectrum Modulators (UM1233-E36) £9.99 

Spectrum +3/3A Cassette Lead £4.99 

Spectrum +3 Board (New) no disk drive £34.99 

ZX Spectrum 48K Membranes £9.99 

Z80A CPU £3.50 

Prices include V A T , postage and packing 

All orders sent by return: 
Cheque/Visa/Access/Post al Orders 

Victoria Road, Shifnal, Shropshire TF11 8AF 

Tel/Fax (0952) 462135 

S I N C L A I R SUPPL IES 
Sp«Ctr\xn • 3 Compile. CorHotHc»Prtntw iSefkami Irwdyelton Monjat (.2/«3> Stwclrum poww «x>c*r Sooctrun »JAJ*3 pow« vupf*v MerT«3ror» iQt. SpOCfurrv̂ Si} 
4 > CF2 blor* daiu 

W9 V) 

£1290 ilSOO tr«» 
S P E C T R U M 

K®* I iptK* I jOylflCi WftfOCI 
M«mi*r>lBri'airi<»? »3 mc < f<*Jh Pkn JC»c Ji board Wata nrvn e&mtlQm irA • J) • J*/»3 prmt«i/icart coMh Sp*c»sv*n OatiwccOo' 5c>»ctnjoi «* « R E P A I R S 

114 w 

ww *1999 £4 lb 
ONlV£M9SfOP«i<o'SP«cln»Tl«Machi.,« Sp«mm •2npO>Q4 >i .3U4» 

ncixj« P4P nimnct Or Sona cornp,/* wilti ct>v«n(j t*>iw 
Ch*qu«P O lo Omrudole Supplwi. 23 Curron Dartoy DE I 2ES 

M O U 2 291219 

SPECTRUM UTILTIES, SUNDRIES, PC TRANSFER 
SKCOTAX tASYTO USI GHAWKS PACKAGI Upc d 99, ,3 On* 111 99. wxrodrfr* 1111 99 
Grac*»ci paclay Type ccfcw p<ti«vteu. we. mnrvc, <«d*e prri knofeftcpeam vxMf. 
compute macminj com •ackaoi tape u i s ^ I d m h» ts. mcnx»*c cuts 
Aisemt*. dnaiseniWe. let.Wt, step. he». tnr«y. <jr-, rrwy Un.̂ jc I k h ? tr»h younef 
MsefnObn'macfnrc to* vooied » r*orncies C* Jnmo VTT*n dewveotĵ r-j ««mei Upo 
MKMOOWVI mANAGCmEKT AND ftECOWrv Coo -»• • If CAT f . HOTS 
IUMDOS MlCftOOAlVE OPERATING SrSTtM1 .-» • .-ryt\- 110 7S 
HlCftOOArvt nttE TtXT DATABASE Mjti'PUpOKMnMlm MlhKMI no TS 
new MICHOOWVI CAXTWDOtS •... -rr i * 4 for t i t , • tor 193 
S«CTMJm TO PC data aHO SaSiC WOGRAM TltAjWtt SCItvKE Send SAI tar d t W 
SAi tor leefteto Tel MM 7*0663 querlev Pay by chrgue/PO, po»( free UK. £ 1 EEC. l» -orW 

RpySOT vs, 43 HULiSWIOCt ROAD, RAYLIIGH, HSIX SS4 »HL 

inclair 
QL A SPECTRUM PRICES REPUCEP 

QL £85 SPECTRUM +2 h +2A £70 SP*3 £80 
* MICRODRIVE EXPANSION KIT * * MICROORIVE CARTRIDGES 

Includesrncrodtw&mtertxe t. cooldei. intiodocDon 4newcifindjw «i wd»el tlOOC 
urtndge 4 He» connea or & ol 4 Cwtndges C59 95 " PlBW Do* »tfl> s«a*rMo<s E50 00 
As atwve wim edra microdiivc E699S IMw ipregwiiiMHiiii **(wlwunt)«iE1500 
NEW MICRODRIVES C24 9S • 2 lor £40 iwdmivi Pcwtf Stippbts i?«> WW!*•»»«>tttJ> QLEq 

•M6 jno : 3 5" Dh i iJimp 
ruled atwlMirtl plug ftTEHMLdt 
.(<«•! Amflj nc 

A UMIYtLRSftl 3.5 DISK CfMJOa MS F MJ£H0i f 
• i ^ H n u • • • 

SM*M»M)ddrM 
'v Seeetram, 0L. fC *twt « " 
nfeWMn t»c* and lr« 0STO 
. DS>i'J 7U6) Pn« « I'M I*|0 
Swctfumi 0Lwedlf*e DnkDnw tlfetH 2I»CW 
Addmnul LMdi lo< iMm C1I 

UK detwy Pims«*W PJIc FfUHTHtS tsc 00>b ItemiC3 UncMt 3 5" Do* t>we»to*prgMe 1WQ» M»CM 
Ottwr iMmt CS C W 0 or VWWCESS '1t.n mtowt *mi ammm muOWIHWT it 

SoednjmBmayt»recoottlton«l ktbi mjcumm r O S 
AIL OFFERS SUBJECT 10 AVAILABILITY • OROtBS T& F« 07i3 MJ149 TEL 0743 

* PRINTERS * 
mi rums mauoc 17.9% mt 
SAMSUNG SPOM Mm. Ml CPS. soulq m Pim mic 
Cffftrpfuci T 4 S-fMd Pifir pirt (idlrif ..114! 

CAH0B WMLDET utMHP»mw«t47CPS(i7CPt) 
MCPSI12CP1) *4 BMilt . nuMWt Ml 13U D P I. . Q» 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS F I X E D P R I C E S 
F A S T T U R N A R O U N D 

* Fastest possible turnaround. 
* Competitive fixed prices. 
* Up to 20 qualified technician engineers at 

your disposal. 
* Amstrad registered. 
* Spectrum 48k: £ 2 1 . 0 0 
* Spect rum 128K: £ 2 4 . 0 0 

£ 2 9 . 0 0 
£ 3 5 . 0 0 (exdudtns disk drive replacement) 
£ 1 5 . 0 0 (diasnosis + quote) 

• Spectrum +2: 
• Spectrum +3 
• Sam Coupe 

* A l l repa i r s c o v e r e d b y a 9 0 d a y warranty. 
WTS Electronics Ltd, S tud io Master House, Chaul End 

* Simply send or hand deliver your machine to the 
workshop, address below, enclosing payment and this 
advert, and w e will d o the rest. (If possible, please 
include a daytime telephone number and fault 
description). 

* If you require 24 hour courier to your door, once 
repairs are complete, please add £5. 

(WTS reserve the right to refuse maeMnes that in our opinion are beyond reaonoble repair) 
(Fu* charge applies) 

Lane, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ. Tel: 0582 491949 {6 lines). 



Mesdames et messieurs, a petite selection f rom our outrageously large collection of 

BACKISS 
£2.50 each or 

# f f < / c # d < 

SAVE £2.00! 4 issues for only £8 
p o s f o ^ e & p a c l r o ^ f n ^ ; 

« • s f i a t i L . j j i - : r " 1 

GIMME 

» IM«k • «•.« I 

83 NOV ONo YS83 
Ml gomes of HEXOK. Retarded 

I , , 84 DEC ONo YS84 85 Jon ONo YS8S 

(features and Comm. Haunted Hone and Tetroid light Corridor Plus! Bored of the Sings Pari One, 
Inside there's tonnes ond tonnes ol Doctor Who ond pioyoWe demo of Sergeant Seymour Inside 
stuff mciudmg a Megaprevw of Or M o - Dalelt there's a Crystal Kingdom Diny review ond the 
Attack Exterminate! fust port of Steve's Programming Launderette. 

On the lope - complete game of Pie L . — -S With Guardian 7. the /IP BASIC 
Compile!, Shock megademo and Sored of the 
flings Port two oK on the tape. And! A free tape 
head (leaner, inside; rite Beyond Belief story and 
football Manager 3 reviewed 

86 Feb ONo YS86 
fun-ffled tape includes the incredibly 

smart turbulence, the final part of Sored of the 
tings ond a reoder gome catted HexceBent Ace, 
eh? Inside there's o round-up of the year and 
tabm Hood: legend Quest gels the once-over. 

87 March ONa YS87 
What a tape! It's got Rebelslat, Soldier 

One and The Pathetic Pablo Bros. Plus! A demo 
and a couple of utilities, like, wow man! Inside 
you'll find Higei Mansell's World Championship 
and Street Fighter 2. A fruity pear of an issue! 

, , 88 April ONa YS88 
_ K i your friends! (Mot literally) Two-

player Kebektar is an the lope (along with a load 
of other stuff) while DJ Puff and new machine 
code column Ooh, Sourcey! brighten up the mag. 
There's also o Sylvester McCoy mtemtw Bwah! 

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publ ish ing Ltd and send them to YS Back 
Issues, Future Publ ishing, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR. Hot toddy! 

CROSSWORD CLUES! Er, basically. 
MXOSS 

I . Ym light 'em and this one's block. (4) 
4 Just the type to go on a Quest (4) 
5 Tronic's backwards bet' game (oh dear). (3) 
6. Old ciitKody sJommtd bullfighting gome (4) 
8 The people who brought us Barbarian. (The 
head choppyoff one. not the other one). (6) 
10. Loose Dams or code sequel (Loose? £ 0 (6) 

DOWN 

2. One of those (Whoops' U) Bonanza Bros. (4) 
3. An onaent heroic block blob with legs (6) 
4. Default weapon in Heartland. (3) 
5. Currency of forgotten Worlds. (5} 
7. Asteroids with bubbles and blokes. (4) 
9 Dmamk's ad-graphics no gameplay scroller. 
written, a . backwards so thai it fits in. ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) 

Another Leigh Loveday special, there. Send your 
answers to YS May Crossword. YS. 30 Monmouth 
St Bath BAi 2BW. The wtnnei gets some YS 
goodies of a probably T shirly nature 

Sptuy O w w t i ' Start Sootty! ttntrfrynralf to 
pdw Sptny whws by wen of o w w f p u n o t i 
torlm H tWy cmvtr ke iadn. I ' « kyW) to f m 

A m # Am yw know j m te it food ampmr 

GIMME 
GIMME! 
MAG* 
Are you tired? Depressed? 
Having trouble getting hold ot 
YS? Well, don't worry cos the 
cure for all these ills is here. 
Yes! It's the all-new panacea 
lor a lost generation' All you 
have to do is fill in the coupon, 
hand it over to your newsagent 
and your garden will bloom 
again, your CD player will work 
perfectly and. best of all. you re 
guaranteed a copy of Your 
Sinclair every month! 

Dear Sir I Madam 
Please do me the great 
honour ol saving me a copy 
of Your Sinclair every month. 

I am 

And I live at 

Postcode.. 



Everybody Needs Good Neighbours 
Joining John Goodman as Fred in the up-
coming Fllntatones movie are Tracey 
UHman as Betty and Rick Moranis as Barney. 
Jim Henson's Creature Shop are creating a 
full-sized Dino tor the film. Just pray that 
Macaulay Culkin doesn't end up as Bam Bam. 

i you 

• lyric* srs notorious. 'Fllntatonee I Mm* 
/ Th#y*r# the mod#ni i t o n M f 

heard anything * 0 ridiculous? Pah. 

Who Specials Update 
The radio show starnng Jon P w t w M is 
definitely going ahead, though the series may 
not now be broadcast until early 1994, and it 
seems likely to be only five thirty-minute 
episodes long. Meanwhile. The Sunday Mirror 
reported recently that the new controller of 
BBC1. Alan Yentob, has revealed plans for a 
one-hour special starring either Sylvester 
McCoy or Tom Baker. We shall see. 

Suburban Aliens 
America's cult TV comedy Saturday Night Live 
has already spawned one movie spin-off in 
Wayne's World, and now there's another on 
the way. Tho Conaheads is about a family 
of aliens living in suburbia Which doesn't 
sound anything like Meet The Appiegates at 
all. does it? 

Spock the Difference 
Leonard Not-Spock Nimoy is planning a Tron-
style TV programme called Deadly Q x r w t , 
with a cast of video characters that come to 

TEXT ADVENTURE 
Talking of the irritating brat, he's set to star 
in Pagemaster. which, like Roger Rabbit 
and Cool World, mixes animation and real-
life actors (so where does Mac fit into this 
scheme?). He plays a sprog who's hit on 
the head by a book and ends up in a 
fantasy land populated by Hanna-Barbera-
created characters. Meanwhile Richard 
O'Crystal Maze Bnen has made a TV 
series called The Ink Thief which also 
combines live action and animation. The 
thirteen-part series is due to start in April. 

& 
O'you know, Richard always appears on TV nude. 
He's so thin, he just paints his clothe* on. It * true. 

Video killed the radio at 
Jon Paitwas la both s video and flsdto star, and tw'a In the 
peck ot condition. He can run at twenty ftve mph. it's true. 

life. Which isn't much different to a series of 
films he's been involved with in which a cast of 
stiffs keep coming back to lite. 

Vlds 
Finally out at the beginning of Apnl are the 
director's cut' of Doctor Who: Stlvor 
Nemes is (ie. the one that contains the plot) 
and a recoloured Doctor Who: T w r o r of 
t ho Autons The first episode of P u p 
Space Nine is due m June (though this is 
subject to change) The pilot episodes of 
T ime Trax, the new US series I mentioned 
last month, and the Nlghlandor TV series 
are now available on vid to rent. 

It's a Miracle 
If you've been unfortunate enough to catch an 
Aussie effort called The Miraculous 
Mel I ops (a garish SF comedy which features 
Neighbours style kids acting out a scnpt which 
has all the wit ot a Rentaghost episode) will be 
stunned to learn that it's been an international 
hit. A second series is underway with a budget 
of £70.000 per show. 
Dave Golder 

NEXT MONTH! 
In the world's most top-hole Spec mag 
O Our jolly old Beaut Box groans under the weight of 
games, utilities, demos and POKEs. 
O The Jugglers brush up on their Latin in readiness for 
tackling reviews, previews (well, possibly) and a fair old 
amount of Replay! 
O Here they come to save the day! The +3 Musketeers 
gallop through the quad to vanquish your +3 problems! 
O Plus! The Shed Crew split a few pen nibs packing in 

all the regular features! Tlpshop will be 
r donning gloves in the gym, Ooh, 

Sourcey! will be writing fairly rude things 
on the blackboards. Adventures will be 
making apple-pie beds In the dorm and 
Spec Tec Jr will be thrashing the 

\ Remove at cricket if he can finish his 
lines in time! And (you never know) 
there might even be a tew new bugs 
in the form! 

YOUR SINCLAIR - it's 
scrummier than a jumbo hamper of tuck! 



FREE! SOFTWARE PACK - FROM SILICA 
ZOOL »(tit tofmrt pec* of tha year 

R todudtt loo*. Striker, MnM Dreamt ana Transmlta - Value C127tt. 
The AJ00 and AMO Standalone* Include t Fret ZOOL pack. 

Al olher pack* feetured (Cartoon, WWW. Epk * Com*), irKluda i 
Free ZOOL ptcfc u nil it GFABatfc end Photon Paint 
ZOOL £25.99 Platted ma d e* yaw - 9T% hn̂ a Campuwig Ne» 'W 
STRIKER £25 99 Soccer •tmallan M̂CUAmqa June 12 
PINBALL DREAMS £25.99 PrtiaS im r t . - «*\ ALU Sapl W 
TRANSWRITE £49.95 
Word precauor and SprtChaekw 

Z O O L PACK £127 92 

GFA BASIC v3.5* £50 00 CowW B*k PmymvnHg Language 
PHOTON PAINT If £89.95 PonwU Oraptaca Pwnwig Paaaea 

TOTAL VALUE C267.87 

PLUS! 
Ofa 

Marc 
SS 

. a«af »-

S B M S 

CDTV ADD-ON 
33WSS F O R A 5 0 0 o r A 5 0 0 ^ u « 

W i t h FREE! S i m City C D f r o m Si l ica w o r t h £ 2 0 . 9 9 
a Enables you A m g i io run COTV scftawe • T r e n t * tone I S» fsecond 
a Plays nonrdaudo CO (hcs • CompabWa w * i CD • G i r d CO * 
• Stooge cspaciy equal to WO toppy dsks M S formats 
• m « r u i R A M « j p » f l i < f i o p W i « — • Corpetible w#i IS09660 starxtart 
• Hard Drtre opeen a Comes aii#i COPO colectori 

|> taa Sdfrua wnw W WTi 
> »-ir !>- m j r . * w h m v i x c m n c w w •e> r» onaaatf rnoenr » cmn* rw \vt Cur raw Ml*) u w anv 

l S i * * m h i lUtmtOn « r *WIWH <« C9 9S ouxrv f £ * ra» 
n i l p n r u m m . n w v l a * • r l * f , M«ni m 5 » SAU •mar i .KVW f)ih« «|»IUV aeewnwi'* W,'OUI0Mt*»« 
5 HAH MVS a*n* obd (r OJ IB I fitil (B fffl «ir < S f m i l ftaanr «•» am 

£149 
Ret CCOOWO 

PLUS 
STANDALONE 

f SPECIAL PHICt̂ l 

1 INCLUDING VAT J 
We are pleased to ofler tha 1» RAM 
Amoa 500nus Standalone lor only 
f 199 me idwhM EVER pnce tor an 
Amaja' PLUS! When you buy * from 
S*ca we w* give you a FREE ZOOL 
PACK • worth over tl?7 

(WW 

INCLUDES 1 YEAR RETURN TO DEALER WARRANTY 

BUILT-IN 
1S-KEY 
NUMERIC 
KEYPAD 

1«b R A M 
ASOOPLUS 

WITH FREE 

Z M L K 
P A C K INC VAT-Ref: AMC 0500 

2 » R A M 
A S O O P L U S S B 

P A C K 

£229 
Ref AMC 0600 • RAM 0582 —— / 

AMIGA 500PLUS 
CARTOON CLASSICS 

AMIGA 600 
S T A N D A L O N E 

' T B S I K F 

AMIGA 600 AMIGA 600HD 
W I L D , W E I R D & W I C K E D EPIC HARD DRIVE 

AMIGA 1200 
C O M I C R E L I E F 

1 TEAR RETURN TO DEALER WARRANTY 

PACK INCLUDES: 
• na.MMAS00n.ua (399 99 
a BUR.* IK tia DRIVE 
a ASM TV MODULATOR 
a TME SIMPSONS 
a c a p t a i n PLANET 
• LEMMINGS 
a DELUXE PAINT in 
' M l FftOM SAJCA SEE TOPUFT) 

total pack VALUE 
I C SS PACK SAVna 

S4UCA PRICE 

|1 YEAR AT HOME WARRANTY) 
W* ptaHU to anal lha Amga 600 wen 
/od Park at a ipaoal tow S*ca pnca ol <**r 
C249<CSO oft utuai RRPl 
PACK INCLUDES: 
a tw. AMIGA 600-m* C290 M 
a ButLT IN im» d r i v e 
• BUILT IN TV MOOULATOR 
PLUS.' FREE FROM SMJCA 
• ZOOt PACK r\27W 

TOTAL PACK VALUE C4I7.1I 
LESS PACK SAVWQ £17»9t SILICA PRICE OM.OO 

PACK INCLUDES 
a rut AMIGA 600 
a 8M1-M I - DFWF « TV UOOULATOR 
a DELUXE PAiNT in 
a MrCROPROSE GRAM) PRIX 
a SILLY PUTTY 
• MNOMR 
FREE Fnow M i c a SEE f w LEFT I 

TOTAL PACK VALUE 
LESS PACK SAVfHG 

SILICA PRICE 

aww 
C7S99 
C34 99 
£ » 99 
£25 99 

f7H «2 
cos a? 
C299 00 

11 YEAR AT HOME WARRANTŶ  
PACK INCLUDES: 
• A* AWGA 600 (. ' . l a a w i f t . C329 99 
a BUlT« l« onm % tVWOLILATOn a rttwc Dts* C149 00 
a EPC ' '*OJ' KKIKl* £29 » 
a ROUE • n u w m a n w u i C7S 99 
• UTTH c c n u i n w o i m £19 99 
a TRiVlAL PURSUIT - WUMIOIW C7999 FPEl FMOM SHJCA SEE TOP L£FT| £267 6 f 
>«ff' TOTAL PACK VALUE OUMt 

| i T , | LESS PACK SAWNt. CAM a? 
SILICA PRICE £39900 

NORMAL RRP 

£ 2 9 9 

tw RAM 4 CLOCK 

INC VAT Ral AMC P W 

In, HAM 

£ 2 2 9 3 £ 2 4 9 
INC VAT Rat AMC 06?S 

2* RAW £259 AMC OSW . RAM 06W RAM • CLOCK B7» A00 RAMOSTpJ [ & » H A M * CLOCK OM «CQ-MW0iW 

NORMAL RRP 

£ 3 9 9 

tut. RAM 

INC VAT Rat AMC 0649 

NOOMA1 RRP 

£ 2 9 9 ^ £ 3 9 9 20-

H/DRIVE 

?>» RAM • CLOCK 

INC VAT Rat AMC 0809 
a» RAM«CLOCK»30a HP C44» AMCOMt) 

1 YEAR AT HOME WARRANTY 
ON Ota HO ANO IS. HO MODE I S 

a MOMEC Protwor 
a 14 Ilia* Qoca Spaafl 
• K-Wtriffiuun 
a Amga DOS >30 
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY On all hardware orders SĥCMd in the UK mainland 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE Team o* techncal e uperts at your servee 
PRICE UATCH We normaty rtBteh competitors on a "Same product • Same pnce' 
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS Proven [rack record m provisional computer sates 
f 12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff) Sola), reliable and provable 
BUSINESS f EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT. Vohxne (tacourHs available 001-304 0888 
SHOWROOMS Demonstration and training lea Hies at out London & Sidcup branches 
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: M Ol your roQUirementt from one Suppker 
FREE CATALOGUES: Wit be mailed 10 you with offers * software and peripheral details. 
PAYMENT: Mapr radrt ends. cash, cheque or monthly tenm APR »tv wman quota* on taoiaati 
re fCHi decide when to buy your new Amiga computet. M suggest you Sunk wry careK#y about 

WHERE you buy a Consider what it « t be Hut a lew morrihs after buying your Amiga, whgn you may 
requae additional peripherals or software or help and advice with yoi* new purchase And will the 
company you buy from contact you w«h details or new products? At S*ca Systems, we insure that you 
w« have notung to worry about We have bean established lor almost 14 year* and. with our imvated 
eapenance and eipertise we cari now claim to meet our customers requvements with an understandng 
whch * second to none But dont just take our word tor * Complete and return the coupon now tor our 

l FREE Mcaiue and begai to experience Ihe "S«ca Systems Service' 

MAIL ORDER: '-4 11* Mem Hiln«'*7 Rd. Ŝaĉ t Kent DA'4 own Lnai Paw MBr-SW SWwaSQÔ  
10N00N SHOP: 82 TqHHbw Qoim Hoxj. Londott. W1P Oft Own I * " Wtot-s* Stoaweottm 
LONDON SHOP: »aia Hswa HaN SJOwa Stttndgts •rott—Baii ihmM Aim Oxlotd 

HS2B1H 

10 Ui Opaiwjj 
SIIM1. London. W Nga T»aaW> - toa WtA IAS t. 

SIDCUP SHOP 14 Ihe M«ws Hitirdey ftd. Side : -n t 0A14 40X I«. Otwwfl Mom ItoSai etcŵssggm uat Mya r ^ -p, 
ESSEX SHOP: Kedd«s High Street. Southend-otvSn. Essex. SSI 1LA fti t 

O m g n u i «an-li' lOOOw-SJOt̂ iSHSWl̂ -aOC -̂.: * * * T>wto, 'pn In H 

To: Silica Systems. Y0UftS0593-lW 1-4 Ihe Mews Hatherley Ro Sidcup Kent DAM 4Cr* 

PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms Initials: ... 

Company Name (K applicable): 

Address: 

Surname 
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SYSTEMS H Tel (Home): 
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